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Public schools] re-open at last 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS are back in session 
this week but school district officials here 
still don’t know what the ramifications of 
the two-w,eek long teachers’ strike will 
be. 
The district lost eight days of instruc- 
tion to the strike and questions remain 
about whether local officials will be able 
use the money saved during the illegal 
walkout and how the lost instructional 
time will be made up. 
Until the district finds out how the 
province intends to use the roughly 
$150,000 per day strike savings here, 
how it proceeds in making up for lost 
I 
1 
time is unknown, says the district’s su- 
perintendent. 
“We’ve got to get the money sorted 
out,” said Randy Smalbrugge. “How are 
we going to pay for those missed days?” 
Smalbrugge fears the extra $20 mil- 
lion committed to target issues of class 
size and special needs students, as out- 
lined in the mediated settlement, would 
come from the pool of savings incurred 
during the teachers’ strike. 
Secretary treasurer Marcel Georges 
said the last time the teachers staged 
a strike it was for just one day and the 
education ministry allowed the districts 
to keep the money that would’ve been 
spent on teachers, support staff workers 
and benefits. 
This strike. with IO days lost in most 
areas of the province, ‘has much bigger 
stakits, with the government saving mil- 
lions province-wide. 
“(The government) is the banker, we 
don’t generate the money,” said Georges. 
Smalbrugge and Georges admitted 
this district, with a four-day instructional 
week, is bettcr positioned to deal with 
making up lost learning time for stu- 
dents. 
“Is it doable?” said Georges. “Yes, we 
have the fifth day available but we would 
have to sit down with the stakeholders 
iind the public ... we have eight days lost, 
do we go for eight Fridays?“ 
Going into last weekend’s vote by the 
province’s 38,000 teachers on mediator 
Vince Ready’s recommendations, the lo- 
cal teachers’ union executive was advis- 
ing teachers to reject the proposal. 
Terrace and District Teachers’ Union 
president Veralynn Munson‘ said teach- 
ers went into the strike with three goals: 
raises. class size limits and working con- 
ditions and none of them was’met in the 
arbitrator’s recommendations. 
“(Ready) has not addressed learning 
and working conditions,” Munson said. 
“We have no trust in this government 
without written guarantees.” 
“(The govcmment) will do nothing, 
download responsibilities on th? school 
board and then blame them, saying it  has 
given them autonomy but it isn’t real.:’ 
The second full  week of the teach- 
ers’ job action &was eventful across the 
province with huge labour stoppages, the 
premier’s first foray into the dispute, a 
hefty fine imposed on teachers, Ready’s 0 
mediating and finally a weekend teach- 
ers’ vote to end the strike. 
A 20,000-strong group of public sec- 
tor workers marched on the legislature 
Monday, Oct. I7 in Victoria, followed by 
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IN lee princesses 
STEFANY HAMPTON, Terrace junior ringette goalie, guards the net as a teammate races a Houston player for the ring during a tourna- 
ment in the Terrace Arena Oct. 21. Terrace won this exhibition game. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Rail line wanted for coal mine 
Municipal, school 
hopefuls to appear 
VOTERS WILL have a chance to form their opinions on 
who deserves their support when municipal and school 
district candidates take to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre stage 
Nov. 1. 
There are 11 people running for six Terrace council 
seats and seven people running for three Terrace school 
district seats in the Nov. 19 elections. The Thornhill 
school district seat was filled by acclamation as were 
regional district spots. 
Candidates will make opening statements and then 
take questions from the floor. 
The all candidates forum is hosted by The Terrace 
Standard with the assistance ofithe Skeena Valley Ro- 
tary Club and Terrace Toastmasters: 
This is the public’s opportunity to pose questions lo 
the candidates running for school board trustee and city 
councillor positions in the upcoming Nov. 19 elections. 
The forum will be moderated by local businessman 
Campbell Stewart. 
A media panel composed of NTV’s Kathy Brookes 
and reporters Sarah Zimmerman and Dustin Quezada 
from The Terrace Standard will pose questions to  the 
candidates. 
The event starts at 7 p.m. sharp and is expected to 
conclude by 9:30 p.m. School district candidates will be 
heard during the first half. , 
< 
New pipeline” 
plan proposed 
AN ONTARIO-BASED mineral exploration 
company thinks it could piggyback on a plan to 
connect Alaska and the Yukon by rail to the rest 
of North America if the full potential of its Klap- 
pan coal deposit development is realized. 
Fortune Minerals released last week a detailed 
feasibility study indicating it could profitably take 
out 1.5 million tonnes of anthracite coal a year 
from the Klappan area northeast of here by truck 
to the port at Stewart. 
The same study also suggests a three million 
tonne a year operation is possible with coal mov- 
ing either by road to Stewart or by rail through 
construction of an extension to connect with the 
CN line that reaches north of Prince George. 
Capital costs would range between $275 mil- 
lion for a road plan all the way up to $522 million 
for a rail line connection. 
That rail line work would involve improve- 
ments to the existing line and a new section to the 
Klappan site, amounting to a 155km connection 
to the CN line which connects to Prince George. 
Fortune Minerals vice president Julian Kemp 
said last week his company’s capital requirements 
could be substantially reduced if it could partner 
up with the Alaska-Yukon plan. 
“They’re looking at two routes into B.C. and 
one of those would go right ‘through our proper- 
ty,” said Kemp. 
Other potential resource developments in the 
northern B.C. would also benefit by a rail connec- 
tion, he added. 
And the combination of Fortune’s plans and 
the other potential developments would more than 
tie in with the Alaska-Yukon concept of opening 
their areas to development by providing a rail 
connection to the rest of North America, Kemp 
continued. 
“There are various scenarios we’re pursuing 
and we’re in contact with many parties,” he said. 
The Alaska-Yukon feasibility study began this 
year and will cost $10 million for a report due in 
2006. 
Once loaded onto rail cars, Klappan’s coal 
could either go to Prince Rupert on the CN line 
that goes to Terrace or east, depending upon 
where the customers are, Kemp added. 
Fortune is also talking to several companies 
who already operate short-rail line routes else- 
where who might want to operate the connection 
from the Klappan to the existing CN line. 
Anthracite is the hardest of the coals and bums 
well, making it useful in the making of steel and 
for other industrial uses. 
Fortune’s feasibility study, which the company 
is now using to attract capital, indicates that the 
company’s \most studied deposit in the Klappan, 
called the Lost Fox, could support an operation of 
up to three million tonnes a year for 20 years. 
Kemp said Fortune’s decision-making process 
is made more tricky given the options of trucking 
to Stewart or choosing rail. 
It could invest in Stewart shipping facilities 
for a 1.5 million tonne a year operation to then 
discover more reserves later on to justify ramping 
up to three million tonne level based on using rail, 
he said. 
“This is where the risk element of investment 
comes in and why the feasibility study we now 
have is so important,” Kemp added. 
At the same time as Fortune pursues financ- 
ing, it is also moving ahead with assessments on 
the property that will be needed when it officially 
begins government environmental reviews. 
That field work was held up earlier this year 
when a group of Tahltan natives opposed to the 
general thrust of development blockaded road ac- 
cess into the Klappan. Fortune then received a Su- 
preme Court injunction telling the natives to lift 
the blockade. They did not and 15 were arrested 
by the RCMP in September. 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
ANOTHER Alberta-based pipeline project is eying Kitimat 
as-a site for a base. 
Fembina Pipeline Corporation and Terasen Pipelines an- 
nounced last>week a $1 billion plan to build a terminal at 
Kitimat to import condensate a product used to thin pe- 
troleum products for easier transport - and send it through a 
new pipeline to Alberta. 
The “Spirit Pipeline” would stop in Edmonton where the 
condensate will then be mixed with the heavy Alberta tar 
sands petroleum product before being transported to markets 
through other pipelines. 
The announcement comes just days after Enbridge Inc. 
announced it plans to build iI 1,200 kilonictrc dual line from 
Edmonton to Kitimat to both import condensatc and then 
to export petroleum products to the Asia and the Western 
United States. 
While Enbridge has already completed what i t  calls an 
“open season” to establish whether ‘there is enough inter- 
est from shippers to make the project commercially viable, 
Pembina is just entering that phase. 
“We anticipate that at some point in the coming year, 
likely at the end of the first quarter or the second quarter, 
we will be in a position to assess if we can proceed,” says 
Glcnys Hermanutz, manager of corporate development’ for 
the company. 
Pembina already has a significant amount of pipeline 
infrastructure between Taylor in northeastern B.C. running 
down to Kamloops and linking up with numerous lines in 
Alberta. 
And while Enbridge is planning to build a brand new 
dual pipeline with a price tag of $4 billion all the way from 
Edmonton to Kitimat, Pembina may only need to build the 
Prince George-Kitimat portion. 
“The reason the cost estimate ($1 billion) is somewhat 
lower than alternatives is that we would have the ability to 
use existing infrastructure,” says Hermanutz. 
That would also bump up the completion date of the proj- 
ect by two years over the Enbridge proposal. 
Enbridge hopes to start building in 2008 and start opera- 
tions in 2010, while Pembina and Terasen are looking to a 
potential 2008 start-up date. 
Terasen will provide human resources and money to the 
project in addition to lending its expertise in building pipe- 
lines through mountainous areas, Hermanutz says. 
If Pembina and Terasen proceed to the environmental re- 
view phase of the project, it will have to also ask communi- 
ties for their opinions and mzet with First Nations groups 
dong the pipeline route. 
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teachers' union learned it urged teacher approval. posed increase to $190 Lorn - The main four ,parts of $150 a day. 
;*: She said equalizing teach- 
in district 
not have much 
as they are already close to 
, I >  
,@eady's recohhendations 
&e equalizing'te'a2her Salary . 
a study of the existing teach- 
er benefit plan, recruitment 
Madam Justice Brenda scales through the province, er pay 
Brown said the court had 
no choice but to punish the 
B.C. Teachers' Federation and retention of substitute the provincial average. 
Business Services in the West 
CANADA BUSINESS ERVICE 
CENTRES reduce the complexity 
o f  dealing with various levels 
o f  government by serving as a 
central resource for Canadian 
business information. They 
provide seminars, on-line 
business products and 
information guides on a wide 
range of business topics. 
www.cbsc.org 
Small Business BC 
(604) 775-5525 
Toll Free: 1-800-667-2272 
' 
0 
All British Columbia enquiries 
can be directed to  the B.C. 
Aboriginal Business Services 
Network coordinator. 
(604) 685-2330 
Toll Free: 1-800-551-2276 
w.firstbusiness.ca 
COMMUNITY FUTURES 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS 
provide communities outside o f  
major urban centres with strategic 
economic planning, technical and 
advisory services, loans to small 
The Business Link (Alberta) 
(780) 422-7722 
Toll Free: 1-800-272-9675 
and medium-sized enterprises, 
and self-employment programs 
aimed at youth and entrepreneurs 
with disabilities. 
Calgary Business 
Information Centre www.cornrnunityfutures.ca 
Alberta Women Entrepreneurs 
(403) 777-4250 or 
(780) 422-7784 
Toll Free: 1-800-713-3558 
www.aweia.ab.ca 
Women Entrepreneurs 
of Saskatchewan Inc. 
(306) 477-7173 Or 
Toll Free: 1.800-879-6331 
www.womenentrepreneurs.sk.ca 
Women's Enterprise Centre 
of Manitoba 
(204) 988-1860 
Toll Free: 1.800-203-2343 
www.wecm.ca 
(306) 359-9732 
FRANCOPHONE ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS 
fAO1) 221-7800 Community Futures provide enhanced services to 
% .  <. . 
Canada-Saskatchewan 
Business Service Centre 
Toll Free: 1-800-667-4374 
Canada/Manitoba 
Business Service Centre 
Toll Free: 1-800-665-2019 I 
THE ABORIGINAL BUSINESS 
SERVICE NETWORK helps to 
increase the ability ofAboriginal 
people to access capital, and 
to establish and grow their 
businesses. Customized 
business information and 
re?ources are provided through 
Canada Business Service 
Centres across the West. 
www.cbsc.org/absn/ 
In Alberta, Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba, contact your local 
Canada Business Service Centre 
for referral to the nearest 
Aboriginal resource office, 
or explore the link above. 
(306) 956-2323 
(204) 984-2272 
Development Association o f  B.C. 
Toll Free: 1-866-685-2332 
Community Futures Network 
Society o f  Alberta 
Toll Free: 1-877-482-3672 
Community Futures Partners 
o f  Saskatchewan 
(306) 260-2390 
Cqmmunity Futures Partners 
o f  Manitoba Inc. 
Toll Free: 1-877-664-0166 
WOMEN'S ENTERPRISE 
INITIATIVE offices provide 
customized services to help 
women entrepreneurs succeed, 
including business loans, advice 
and information, as well as 
networking and mentoring 
opportunities. 
Women's Enterprise Centre (B.C.) 
Toll Free: 1-800-643-7014 
www.womensenterprise.ca 
(604) 685-2332 
(403) 851-9995 
(204) 943-2905 
(250) 868-3454 
francophones, including training, 
business and community 
economic development, access 
to capital, information services, 
marketing advice, networking 
and mentoring. 
Societe de developpement 
economique de la 
Colom bie-Britannique 
(604) 732-3534 
Toll Free: 1-877-732-3534 
www.sdecb.com 
La Chambre Bconomique 
de I'Alberta 
Toll Free: 1-888-414-6123 
www.1acea.a b.ca 
Conseil de la Cooperation 
de la Saskatchewan 
(306) 566-Goo0 , 
Toll Free: 1-800-670-0879 
w . c c s - s  k.ca 
Conseil de developpement 
economique des municipalites 
bilingues du Manitoba 
Toll Free: 1-800-990-2332 
www.cdem.com 
(780) 414-6125 
(204) 925-2320 
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s c  Drivers wanted: 
120 not-so-standard features. 
One CIII-WW Germun-engineered Passat. 
At first, you might expect the totally turbocharged 200 hp edgine. And, you might not be surprised by the automatic 
brake-disc wipers, air-conditioned glove compartment and safety features too numerous to mention. After all, it is 
a Volkswagen. But then you'll discover all the other not-so-standard, standard features. Like the push-start ignition, 
Hill Hold Assist, a multi-fundion trip computer and the list goes on and on. Drop by your local Volkswagen dealer 
and discover 120 not-so-standard features. One all-new German-engineered Passat. 
starting from 
$2S!950' newpassaf.ca 
'Bose M.S.R.P. of 529.950 fora 2006 Passot 2.OTwith 6-speed nlanual tmnsmission. Price excludes taxes, title, tronsportotion, options and dealer charges. Dealer sets acfvol 
price. See deoler, call 1-800 DRIVE VW, or visit WLCO for details. Vehicle may not be exodly as shown. CVolknwgen 2005 
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Safety first ’ 
HALLOWE’EN IS fun but parents and others are being reminded to make sure ,ghosts, goblins and such are visible in the dark. Chris- 
topher Yoo, 4, is shown here holding a ‘Get Visible’ reflective sticker available at the offices of local optometrists. ROD LINK PHOTO 
Enrolment keeps on dropping 
but the >decline has slowed. 
ENROLMENT KEEPS slip- 
ping in the Coast Mountains 
school district, but the rate. 
has slowed compared to the 
past several years, says a 
school district,official. 
As of Sept. 30, there were 
5,744 full and part-time stu- 
dents registered, a drop of 
about 150 from June when 
the previous school year 
ended, says assistant super- 
intendent Rob Greenwood. 
Just several years ago, the 
district’s student population 
was,more than 6,000. 
Sept. 30,is crucial.as the 
enrolment figure of that date 
is used to fix the grant the 
school district receives from 
the provincial government. 
“We had an optimisticy 
prediction, a pessimistic pre- 
diction and then a prediction 
that was in between,” said 
Greenwood. 
School district financial 
officials based its budget this 
year on the in between figure 
and it turned out to be very 
close to the actual Sept. 30 
enrolment number. 
“The decline is slow- 
ing. But have we stabilized? 
There is nothing to indicate 
that is happening,” said 
Greenwood. 
The school district ,, has 
been hit not only by the drop 
overall in students that has 
forced families to leave for when it was in the 670 to 
other places. 680 range. 
’ That has resulted in Greenwood was surprised 
school closures and the deci- by the drop in kindergarten ’ sion to keep closed the brand registrations at Thornhill 
new Mountainview Elemen- Primary. Last ycar it was in 
tary School on the bench. the 60-student range but this 
Although the provincial fall it dropped to 42. 
government has given more “It means last year there 
money to districts hit par- were three classes and this 
ticularly hard by declining year we’re down to two,” 
enrolment, there’s been a Greenwood explained. 
tightening of spending. Overall, Greenwood said 
Enrolment at Caledonia he’s worried about broad- 
based demographic predic- 
tions he’s seen which indi- 
cate, the. school,’ population 
will drop by about half from 
what it was in the mid-1990s 
to 2010. 
Rob Greenwood and at Skeena Junior seem 
to be holding, said Green- 
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News In Brief 
Bus change probed 
PEOPLE IN Terrace and the surrounding area will have 
a chance to make submissions to the B.C. Passenger 
Transportation Board about Greyhound’s request to cut 
bus service here from twice daily to just once a day. 
Greyhound applied earlier this year to chop its ser- 
vice between Prince Rupert and Smithers in half. But 
public concern has prompted the transportation board 
to hold hearings in Sandspit, Terrace, Prince Rupert and 
Smithers to give the public a chance to weigh in on the 
proposed schedule change. 
People wishing to make an oral statement at any of 
the meetings have to register with the B.C. Passenger 
Transportation Board and requests must be received by 
Oct. 28. The hearing in Terrace is Friday, Nov. 5 from 
9 a.m. - noon at the Terrace arena. 
Burn the house down 
TERRACE FIREFIGHTERS are burning down a build- 
ing Oct. 29 to upd;ite their experience with a realistic 
situation. 
Fire chief Peter Weeber says the department plans to 
torch a vacant house owned by Northcoast Equipment 
on the corner of Keith Ave. and Braun St. The building 
will be l i t  and put out a couple of times for practice 
before firefighters supcrvise its final burning. 
“We don’t get the opportunity to do training like this 
with our new people very often,” Weeber says, adding 
the fire department will do some canvassing in the area 
to inform people about the event ahead of time. 
> 
Airport traffic dips 
THE NUMBER of people using the Northwest Re- 
gional Airport is down slightly to the end of September 
compared to the same period in 2004. 
Airport figures indicate 73,464 people used the air- 
port in the first nine months of this year, 1,376 fewer 
people than the 74,840 users for the same time period 
in 2004. 
Still, September’s figure of 8,888 passengers was 
more than the Sept. 2004 figure of 8,094 and was the 
highest of all Septembers dating back to 1998. Just 
two flights couldn’t land in September due to weather, 
making for 11 in all this year. That compares to the 19 
missed flights up to the end of September in 2004. 
Improvements to the airport’s instrument landing 
system at the beginning of the decade, allowing air- 
craft to come in at a lower altitbde before pilots have 
to make visual contact with the runway, have drasti- 
cally cut down the number of missed flights. In 2002, 
for instance, there were 142 missed flights bkcause of 
weather or for other reasons. 
/, 
Side-swipe acciden 
A HIT-AND-RUN driver seriously damaged a vehicle 
in the 4600 block of Straume Ave. in the early morning 
of Oct. 15. The suspect vehicle, which is believed to be 
an older model pickup truck, side-swiped the driver’s 
side of the victim’s vehicle and then drove off. 
Anyone who notices an I I . I I I  older v . 1 0 ,  pickup ,. f 8L. I T T I  truck I. e * , . . ( I  with I , . .  
damkg%%d its passenger side, a missing sid and‘ 
red paint, which may have transferred fro m” s 
vehicle onto it, is asked to contact Terrace RCMP at 
638-7400 or Crimestoppers at 635-8477. 
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1: , ’ Port talk 
TERRACE- THE CITYof Terrace has announce( 
a unique partnership with the Port of Prince Ru 
pert ‘bzvolving the airport lands it recently ac 
quired from the provincial government. 
Approximately half of the propedy is to be ded 
icatqd as ‘the Port of Prince Rupert (Terrace) iv 
order to provide adequate and serviceable lam 
for industries and others seeking to take advan. 
tage of the container port now under developmen) 
in the coastal city. 
“We’ve been in ”discussion with the Port q 
Prince’ Rupert for several years $ow about thij 
partnership,” said Terrace mayor Jack Talstra ir; 
ouncement. 
known that Prince Rupert is the 
gateway to the Pacific Rim. And that Terrace iJ 
the hub of the northwest. By providing the landJ 
necessary for a complete port ofsering, we ’re 
bringing the hub and the gateway together,” said 
Of course, this isn’t a real news release. But ii 
does contain the elements of what is possible. 
Prince Rupert has, a world-class port offering, 
,one and a half days closer sailing to countries on 
therother side:of the Pacific Ocean than other fa- 
cilities on the western coast of North America. 
The container port development potential will 
turn Prince Rupert’into an burgeoning export and 
import facility fed by the CN rail line. 
nce Rupert doesn’t have is flat and ser- 
and of the size needed by the various 
primary and secondary industries that will be re- 
quired or attracted to the container port. 
The pipeline company Enbridge acknowledged 
as much two weeks ago when it announced that 
’ 
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for export. Kitimat, it said, had land available. 
Prince Rupert did not. 
So enter the Terrace airpofi lands. The rail line 
3 
/i 
is right there, so are the roads and adapting infra- 
structure to meet needs is more than achievable. 
The City of Terrace did negotiate ownership of 
the airport lands fiom the provincial government 
to encourage development of hdustries and tying 
that concept to the container port more than fits 
ere to make a partnership an- 
of this type it would also get a leg up 
or port development plans. Prince 
George is chasing just such a proposal and a com- 
’land to to give .the overcrowded Vancouver port 
It’s not often a city has a,chance to co-opera- 
tively complement a development in another city 
for the betterment of both. Terrace has that op- 
portunity with Prince Rupert and it should not let 
it slip by. 
: 
I 
r pany in tiny Cache Creek down south says it has 
? some breathing room. 
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correspondents for their time and talents 
Alcan power has no boundaries 
NOT THAT long ago I wrote 
an article about the lack of vi- 
sion being demonstrated by 
the District of >&timat (DOK) 
in ‘crafting a future for their 
community. 
A major component of the 
column was the need for that 
community to start involving 
their neighbors in crafting a 
vision for the Kitimat Valley. 
It is not just the DOK that 
has legd and community in- 
terests there. Nor do they stand 
alone in their desire to lay out 
a comprehensive economic 
,resource like the Nechako res- er. 
ervoir it is important that ev- If their view is considered 
ery community within the vi- there will be no surplus power 
cinity benefits from this public for any of the future search ini- 
resource. The vision laid out tiatives. 
by the future search seems to Everyone wants to see the 
embrace this goal. power from the Nechak.0 used 
Future search equally idcn- across the region and the fu- 
tified the need for the goals of ture search exercise confirmed 
the 1997 agreement between that goal. The DOK has to be 
Alcan and‘the province to be commended for stepping out 
realized, which would mean and supporting a process that 
a re-investment by Alcan in a would see power made avail- 
modem and expanded alumi- able through either BC Hydro 
num industry in Kitimat. or Alcan for other industrial. 
An investment of this mag- activity. 
strategy that will work for , nitude would go along way to Currently the power from 
their citizens. bringing econoinic stability to Kemano is being used to 
It is why a recent “future the northwest, but not neces- power sawmill expansions in 
search” exercise by the district, activity.” sarily growth. Houston, new pellet plants for 
is good news for all of us. In order for ’all of the com- Vanderhoof and to support the 
What was really refreshing munities to be able to access Cheslatta’s sawmill at Ootsa 
is that invitations had been ex- 
tended to other communities sell it‘to them, either Alcan or As new technology allows 
. 
ROGER HARRIS 
cess powerforotherindustrial 
The section lists a number 
of specific investment ProPo- 
nents like Cascadia, Enbridge surplus power someone has to Lake. 
(which last week announced 
Kitimat is to be the termi- 
line Frcject) and ‘Gtimat 
j It goes on to list entirely 
new potential investors in a 
surplus power and other local 
assets could be used to attract 
for an increase in 
to BC Hydro and then have tricity, Kemano could power 
long-term strategic planning LNG. that utility ensure the power is even more new investments in 
exercise. used along the northwest high- the Terrace/Kitimat area of the 
Together with council mem- way corridor is one method of kinds identified in the future 
bers and interests groups with- wide variety of interests where disseminating the electricity. seiiich report. 
in the city, they collectively The other would be to al- As the ability to sell surplus 
talked about what the future low Alcan to sell directly to power is realized, we will see 
might look like for everyone. thek investment into the re- customers themselves. This further investments by Alcan 
The process had the addi- gion. method could generate some at Kemano to generate even 
tional value of not just look- Every community that is unique power agreements that more electricity with the same 
ing at economic development within the vicinity of the Ai- would create an economic ad- volumes of water. 
but equally dealt with social, can works from Vanderhoofto vantage in attracting new in- The growth of a reliable 
cultural and artistic visions for Kitimat, aboriginal. and non- dustries along the highway 16 power industry in the north- 
the city and region. aboriginal alike have always corridor. west combined with new gate- 
It is Some of the economic agreed on the need for each to The troubling part of this is ways to the fastest growing 
recommendations that are es- be able to benefit from the wa- that currently there is a legal economies in the world can 
pecially interesting. On the ter in the Nech&o. and marketing campaign that be the seed components of the 
top of the list for economic de- There is no doubt that a starts with the phrase “stop the next generation of economic 
boom for all of us. velopment, is a section titled number of those communities illegal power sales.” 
“New Industry,” followed by would say the collection of The Canadian Auto Work- It is a future that will see 
“excess power used to attract Alcan agreements from 1950 ers union has been very open growth in every community 
new industry.” to 1997 have not worked for about its belief that the 1950 that borders on this reservoir. 
Further down the list this them. agreement is about water for Which begs the question why 
topic comes up again as “Ex- SO when we look at a public aluminum not water for pow- are we in court? 
* , > ’ , I  
foi- its petroleum pqprtini  having Alian sell ‘ production utilizing 
Cluttered house, cluttered life 
“ORGANIZED PEOPLE I 
are just too lazy to look for 
things,” explains a dedicated 
pack rat noted for her clutter. 
Few homes lack clutter. 
We wend our way past tables 
stacked with outdated maga- 
zines, chairs serving as coat 
racks, ‘and comers laddered 
with boxes of who remembers 
what. 
Still, few of us match a Dr. 
Phil family where the mother 
couldn’t bear to toss out any- 
thing. 
Three trucks and their crews 
spent 20 hours hauling away CLAmETTESANDECK 
25,000 pounds of her clutter 
and “garbage”. 
chain. Clutter begins when we 
His books deal specifically save everything until there’s 
with ending clutter, simplify- no place for it. ’ 
ing housecleaning, and clear- Recipes we plan to test but 
ing your environment to allow never do. Greetings cards, pe- 
for a productive day. riodicals we intend reading or 
A new study reports house- that contain articles we want 
work can lower blood pressure to clip. 
for eight hours. And sure we Clutter-busters tell us to 
all know how much better we purge and pare. If we haven’t 
feel when we stand back and used a recipe in three months, 
survey a tidy room. we never will; chuck it. 
Reducing clutter makes YOU Photocopy a magazine page, 
feel freer, lighter. Things Will or crop just the article. Or look 
Where they are  you’ll have Those of us who collect 
extra space for useful things. empty containers or jars should ‘ 
Cleaning will be quicker and stop at two or three. and ietti- 
be accessible and you’ll  OW it up on line at the library, 
I --- easier. son’ the rest. More will lome Magazine editors know OUT ked f k ~  to Tidy Your ClOS- To gain more time to do into the house. 
predicament. Glance over any ets while a fourth Periodical what you enjoy, being tidy and ~i~~ away ,lseful items 
to someone able to put them magazine stand and you’re offered How to Organize Your organized will save you count- sure to find half a dozen mag- ICkhen. less hours otherwise wasted to use. For things that don,t 
azines with a clutter article Read 
a time limit highlighted on the cover. lett’s books for good advice keys or other necessary items. to repair them or heave them 
As an example, a check on how to endclutter. 
last week revealed an October you’ll ask Yourself Why from garage sales. Who can 
Good Housekeeping head- YOU live with knickknacks that resist buying something we Take things to the recycling 
fined Banish Clutter: 14 quick must be dusted Or ~XWIX SO don’t really need simply be- depot regularly rather than 
Solutions. A November Good crowded with furniture turning cause the price is SO afford- waiting Until YOU have a ga- 
Housekeeping had Compa- around With a v ~ u u m  cleaner able? Credit cards, too, coax rage full. 
ny’s Coming: Quick Clean u p  could wipe a shelf clear. us to buy stuff we don’t need If your house is muddled, 
Don Aslett lives in Idaho but it’s so easy and convenient what does that say about your Tricks. 
life? 
one of Don As- searching for misplaced car work, set 
Much clutter originates out. 
h o t h e r  magazine prom- but owns a national janitorial to acquire. 
t BANTAM REP hockey team coach John Amos at the future site of the proposesd second sheet of ice project. It is expected to be built on 
the north side of the existing arena. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
By the numbers 
~ 
What the city has, what it’s spent already and why you should care. 
A special report by Sarah A. Zimmerman 
<, 4 
c N increas- bare bones, second sheet of than $400,000 already spent 
ingly more ice. on that work comes out of a 
vocalgroup Not only was the proj- $595,000 infrastructure re- 
of voices is ect scaled back, it was also serve created in 2003 from 
urging city moved from the planned money received from the 
ity. 
council to borrow money location between the arena Municipal Finance Author- 
to make up the shortfall re- and aquatic centre. 
quired to build the planned In an unexpected and not That body on occasion 
sportsplex/second sheet of well-publicized move, the gives cities rebates on money 
ice. city decided that putting the it has paid toward loans for 
thechairofthecity- second sheet of ice on the capital projects when those 
ports$ex fundrais- , . north .side of, the current are: loans are paid off early. 
ittee says it’s time na would be cheaper. With that money al2ady 
to do what is necessary to The decision to scrap the spent, and more to come 
get the project moving, even larger project came in light ’ on newer, revised drawings 
. if it means hitting taxpayers of skyrocketing building which incorporate a differ- 
in the pocket. material prices. ent roof design, the infra- 
“I don’t believe this facil- Some people are now structure reserve has just 
ity is ever going to be built calling for the city to consid- $192,813 remaining. 
without some sort of public er a full-blown conference City records, however, 
money,” says Art Erasmus. centre rather than just a sec- lump the full $595,000 re- 
“lt almost seems as ond sheet of ice, but Eras- serve allotment in with the 
though the fundraising com- mus says the city should get financing it has already se- 
mittee has evaporated. We on with the existing project cured for the project. 
haven’t met since Septem- before considering anything City records show it has 
ber of last year.” else. $4,551,401 in place so far 
When Erasmus was “I would advocate doing to finance the project. That 
charged with heading up the what they have done all this 
committecin 2003, the city planning on,” Erasmus says. H $180, 700 of real cash 
asked it to raise $2 million. “They have done a lot of de- 
By last fall it had received sign work and have spent a $692, 368 in pledged 
nearly $700,000 in commit- significant amount of money money 
ments of cash and in-kind on design work ... so get on E $1 million provincial 
services. with it.” slush fund grant 
And since 2003 the city The second sheet of ice R$2millionfederal-pro- ~ 
has spent $402,187 on archi- project was put out to tea- 
tectural drawings and other der this summer but when E $83,333 from the 2004 
preparatory work on two the low bid came in at $8.9 budget 
separate concepts of the pro- million with an additional $595,000 infrastruc- 
posed project. $1 million required as a con- ture fund 
That includes money tingency fund, city council But with money already 
spent on a much-publicized unanimously agreed to re- spent from the infrastmc- 
plan to link the existing tender the project - at an ad- ture reserve the total amount 
arena with the aquatic centre ditional cost of $20,000 - in the city has set aside adds 
and making room for retail the early new year. up to a lesser amount of 
space and offices. That’s in hopes of secur- $4,149,214. 
That design was the ba- ing more competitive bids. City administrator Ron 
sis on which the fundraising But the city is starting Poole says spending the 
conimittee sccured pledges to run low on money it ear- money on design and other 
for the project. marked for design and other work is something that was 
But it was scrapped this preparatory work. open to the public for com- 
, May in favour of a cheaper, 
A 
includes: 
in the bank 
vincial infrastructure grant 
That’s because the more ment. 
I. 0 
Confirmed money 
$4,551,401 
$1 80,700 
/ cash in bank 
2004 budg 
Money already spent from 
$5SS,OOS infrastructure reserve 
“I do stand behind it be- to see steps taken to put the 
cause we passed a budget,” high-priced drawings in ef- 
Poole says. “People say they fect. ~ 
can’t get in (to evaluate bud- “I think you have to 
get plans) but they won’t spend that in order to get 
come to a budget meeting.” these projects done,” he 
Erasmus agrees it’s mon- said. “You can’t escape that 
ey well spent, he just wants for public buildings.” 
Hockey league grills council hopefuls 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
CITY COUNCIL hopefuls will receive surveys 
in the mail this week quizzing them about their 
position on building the proposed second sheet of 
ice at the arena. 
The survey was ,compiled by the Terrace 
Men’s Recreational Hockey League as a guide for 
its members in making their choice for municipal 
councillors Nov. 19. 
“The intention behind it is to, I guess, pick 
a slate of candidates that best meets our needs 
or would help advance our goals,” says league 
spokesman Steve Smyth, adding the league’s 
members overwhelmingly want to see the second 
sheet of ice go ahead, even if it means the city 
must borrow money. 
“From the way we understand it, there are 
people on council who have tried to advance our 
cause and have received minimal or no coopera- 
tion from others on council,” he says. “If someone 
has been advocating behind the scenes we need to 
know about it so we can give them our support.” 
The results of the survey will be shared with 
the league’s more than 200 members and mem- 
bers of the Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
and Terrace Skating Club. 
Smyth says rink users are tired of competing 
for much sought-after ice time and when surplus 
ice time is, available it can be at unreasonable 
hours. 
If Terrace is indeed the hub of the Northwest it 
must move quickly to cement that image by back- 
ing it up with recreational facilities that can meet 
the needs of the community. 
Terrace is slated to host the 2010 Winter Games 
- a bid it won in part because the bid proposal in- 
cluded a second sheet of ice. If it is not built by 
then, the consequences could mean the elimina- 
tion of some icc-based events and could tarnish 
Terrace’s reputation for hosting further events. 
“We’ll be going to Kitimat for support or we’ll 
be deleting events,” Smyth says. 
The city has been pondering a second sheet 
of ice since 1994. It has gone through two failed 
referenda, dozens of design concepts and numer- 
ous names including the famed “multiplex”, the 
“sportsplex” and now is more commonly referred 
to as the second sheet of ice project. 
Smyth says it‘s high time the city just made a 
decision to proceed, whatever it takes, or axe the 
whole thing entirely. 
“This is the equivalent of promising a kid a bi- 
cycle for Christmas for 10 years,” he says. “Even- 
tually the kid says look, either buy the bicycle or 
stop saying you will.” 
“This is t*e Of 
Promising a kid a bicYIe for fo 
yea~=..@WentUahy the kid Says 
look, either buy the bicyc/e of 
stop saying YOU &’//, J’ - Steve Smyth 
For instance, Smyth says his team currently 
plays Saturday and Sunday nights at 11 p.m. That 
means players don’t get off the ice until 12:30 
a.m. and many don’t get home until 1 a.m. 
“You are so shot from the adrenaline of the 
game you don’t get to bed until two or three in the 
morning,” Smyth says, adding fa second sheet of 
ice will open up more reasonable times. 
Having a second sheet of ice, regardless of 
where it’s located or what other facilities are in- 
cluded with it, is necessary for a city the size of 
Terrace, he says. “We need to overcome this inertia.” 
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Yellow line mystery 
Dear Sir: 
In the spring of 2004, we read an article in The Terrace 
Standard about circle’s on Jean Thomson’s lawn. It was 
surmised they were made by aliens from outer space. 
I live at Lakelse Lake and frequently travel the Bear? 
Station road. I think those aliens are back. 
As you drive along the road there very strange coloured 
markings to be seen, white, blue, green and yellow 
These are not the same aliens as Jean’s. I imagine this 
group to be more like the Irish “Little People”, full of fun 
and mischief. 
, They skip and dance along the road with cans of paint 
and a paint brush, They paint circles, and straight lines, 
and squiggly lines. 
Fairly close to Sunset Kennels the “yellow team” had 
a party and squiggled yellow markings right across the 
road. 
Closer to the airport fence one little fellow was prob- 
1 ably on a skate board, and squiggled a looooon-----curvy 
’ 
’ 
line down the centre of the road. 
What fun they had. 
O.K. we all know it was the road repair crew. Or was 
Renee Cox, Terrace B.C. 
it? 
Don’t blame all truckers 
Dear Sir: 
Your recent editorial regarding the recent accident that 
killed two Terrace residents presents a poorly researched 
series of half truths and folk lore that need to be’clarified. 
While the incident that killed Dick Brown and Dean 
Ganson can only be ‘described as a horrible tragedy. your 
article implying widespread drug use and criminal behav- 
iour amongst truck drivers can at best\be called sensation- 
7 alism and uninformed journalism. u 
The overwhelming majority of commercial truck driv- 
ers accumulate millions of kilometers of accident free 
miles under the most rigorous conditions imaginable. 
Most drivemare professionals trying to earn a living for 
themselves and their families. To portray them as drug 
crazed fiends roaring up and down the highway creating 
carnage is irresponsible at best and does nothing for pub- 
lic confidence. 
gest more accidents are caused by people driving vehicles 
while talking on cell phones, balancing cheque books and 
yelling at kids in the back seat than are caused by certi- 
fied commercial drivers trying to earn a living on the same - 
roads. 
The overwhelming majority of the drivers in BC are 
well trained professionals who operate their vehicles in a 
safe, responsible manner. I feel more secure meeting o 
of them on the highway than I do when meeting a retired 
70 year-old-lawyer driving his new 60-foot motor home 
on his quest to discover Alaska. 
Your article makes mention of airline pilots being sub- 
jected to regular medical exams. What you may not know 
is that commercial drivers are also subjected to regular 
medical exams in order to maintain their certification. 
tions SdmChiorer ig$rous testing fhdn &j,pfiva@ Vi- 
hicle occupying the same highway. 
There is no doubt the accident in question was horrible 
and quite possibly preventable but no amount of armed 
enforcement officers in shiny S U V s ,  well meaning laws 
or roadside inspections are going to solve the problem of 
a homicidal maniac at the wheel of any sized vehicle 
I believe you and this paper owe an apology to all 
professional drivers whose integrity and skill you call into 
question with your editorial. 
Steve Smyth, Terrace, B.C. 
‘’ 
While I don’t have studies to back me up, I would sug- , 
, T h 9 i m W e s  ar,q a‘sq %pi~g!$$ P?t SSpdu1eq;Yfiqqg- 
Let’s hear it for trustees 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to commend the trustees of the Coast 
Mountain School District for their conscientious approach 
to the current dispute between the Liberal government 
and the BC Teachers’ Federation. Their decision to take 
a public stand at this juncture is a fine example to our stu- 
dents of how to deal with bullies. 
This stands in stark contrast to the attitude of the B.C. 
Council of Parent Advisory Councils and their local fran- 
chisees who, i n a  media blitz on Oct. 19, entered the fray 
with the astonishing assertion that members strongly 
agree that until Oct. 7 [the day that the teachers withdrew 
their services], there was no crisis in our public education 
system. What utter twaddle! 
Under the B.C. Liberals our board of trustees has had to 
preside over school closures and shortened school weeks. 
Classroom sizes have soared to dysfunctional and occa- 
sionally dangerous levels and support for special needs 
students have eroded. 
The education of all of our students has suffered as 
.eachers and administrators have tried to cope with the 
in-copable. No crisis in thk public education system? 
The principal part of the problem with public educa- 
ion in B.C. is the Liberal idiotic funding formula which 
iictates that school funding is assigned on a per student 
)asis. If the same critical mass theory were applied to 
iighways, based on the relatively small number of resi- 
ients along the Yellowhead Highway our allotment of 
Iavement would amount to a single rutted track. 
There are imperatives in providing quality education to 
)ur children that similarly cannot possibly be met under 
dictoria’s current simpleton-minded approach. 
I’m sure I’m not alone in thinking that there is a sig- 
iificant difference between standing up for the law as op- 
)osed to hiding behind it. This is not the first time this 
:overnment has arbitrarily and unilaterally imposed a 
:ontract. Recently, the province’s Crown Counsels had a 
inding arbitration summarily over-ruled by government 
egislation. The teachers’ last attempt at negotiating an 
greement was similarly overthrown by arbitrary legis- 
ation that amongst other things removed class size and 
omposition from the negotiating table. 
For that move, the government was slammed by the 
ntemational Labour Organization of the U.N. Victoria’s 
esponse? The whole matter was dismissed as “frivolous, 
exatious, political and trivial”. I beg to differ. It’s about 
’le quality education of our children. 
John How, Lakelse Lake, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
Ydress is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G SR2. 
DU can far us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at 
iwsroom @ terracestandard. com. No attachments, please. 
ame, address andphone number requiredforverij’ication. 
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Forcing a contract 
is legal, but wrong 
Dear Sir: 
On Dec. 1, 1955, a middle-aged black 
woman refused to yield her seat at the front 
of a bus and move to the back of the bus, 
to the seats that were reserved for Negroes. 
This was the humble start of the civil rights 
movement in the United States in which 
thousands of people joined together to fight 
against unfair laws. 
Rosa Parks should be thankful that she 
never tried to do something of this niagni- 
tude in British Columbia. After all, accord- 
ing to the British Columbia Liberals, all laws 
must be obeyed at all times. 
One can not pick and chose which laws 
to obey, and if Rosa Parks had acted in this 
manner, the government would have ini- 
mediately called for a special prosecutor to 
press criminal charges against Mrs. Parks 
and the thousands of others that joined in the 
Montgomery Bus Boycott. 
Mrs. Parks, through her refusal to yield 
her seat was "showing flagrant contempt 
for the courts", to use Mr. Campbell's own 
words. 
It is a truly sad day when Buzz Hargrove 
mentions during a CBC interview that bar- 
gaining works in the private sector, as shown 
by recent collective agreements that have 
been signed, but fails in,the public sector as 
governments often just sign a bill forcing a 
collective agreement (now there is an oxy- 
' 
Illegal, plain 
Dear Sir: 
What exactly don't the teachers under- 
stand about the words 'illegal' and 'in con- 
tempt of court'? 
And what ignorance of these two words is 
being passed on to the next generation? 
Don't we need a sense-of law and order 
in society today? Would reading the riot act 
also go unregarded to the teachers? 
My sense of right and wrong has been un- 
dermined in the last two weeks. 
moron for you) on people.) 
Mr. Hargrove mentioned British Colum- 
bia specifically. Ironically, I ani not a huge, 
union supporter, nor have 1 ever been a fan of 7 
Buzz Hargrove. However, there'is right and 
there is wrong. 
The Jini Crow laws in Alabama were 
wrong. Rosa Parks' actions, although il- 
legal, were right. Only through the eyes of 
history does the true impact of her actions 
become visible. 
Bill 12 is wrong. The actions of the 
BCTF, although illegal, are right. and again 
may only be seen so through the eyes of his- 
Mr. Campbell, it is time that you realized 
that the people of British Columbia elected 
ii deniocratic government, not a dictator- 
ship, so please stop acting like a third-world 
dictator. Admit that Bill 12 was wrong, as 
was Bill 37 before it, and Bill 29 even before 
that. 
Realize that forcing collective agree- 
ments through legislation, although legal, is 
wrong. 
The people of British Columbia are 
speaking, and quite loudly. The British Co- 
lumbia Liberals need to take their collective 
fingers out of their ears (and their heads out 
of other orifices) and listen to what the peo- 
ple are saying. 
tory. (I 
Douglas Lancaster, Terrace, BC 
I 
I 
People may draw our attention to the 
Premier's DUI in Hawaii as showing how 
government officials are also law breakers 
but the Premier realized his wrong, apolo- 
gized for it and didn't continue to do it while 
waving to the public and expect the public to 
support him in ongoing drunk driving. 
ties as in any way acceptable. 
How can we accept the teachers' illegali-(, 
Bill Braam, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Tahltan have court date I HIOH #HlMM[NT 
A GROUP of Tahltan natives arrested at a 
road blockade north of here Sept. 16 have a 
court date in Terrace next Monday. 
The 15 people, who were blockading ac- 
Lowe did say crown counsel officials 
so far regard the matter as one between the 
Tahltan and Fortune Minerals which re- 
ceived an injunction ordering the natives to 
Royal LePage Terrace 
Congratulates 
I 
Jim Duffy 
News In Brief 
Bottles of water taken 
SOMEONE SHATIERED the front door window of 
Anka’s Cafe and walked away with several bottles Oct. 
16. 
The culprits stole six bottles of Torani flavoured syr- 
up, several bottles of Perrier water and Koala flavoured 
water from the 471 1 Keith Ave. restaurant. 
) ‘ RCMP pursue minor 
A YOUTH driving an ATV on a road in Thornhill was 
pulled over by police Oct. 19. 
Terrace RCMP inspector Marlin Degrand said an of- 
ficer sported the boy driving on Old Lakelse Lake Road. 
He was not wearing a helmet. 
The officer turned on his lights and siren but the 
young man kept going and drove into his yard, which 
amounted to about a 10 second pursuit. 
The officer pulled his vehicle up alongside the ATV 
and parked against its tire to prevent the boy from driv- 
ing away and,possibly getting hurt, Degrand said. 
The youth probably didn’t pull over, even though he 
should have, because he was scared, Degrand said, add- 
ing he believes the boy’s parents received tickets for the 
boy’s failure to wear a helmet and for not having insur- 
ance on the ATV, which falls under the Motor Vehicle 
Act if driven on a road. - 
cess by Fortune Minerals to coal leases it has lift the blockade. 1: On success on attaining 
in the-Klappan area, had yet to be officially 
charged as of late last week. 
But their scheduled appearance Oct. 3 1 is 
based on promises they made to appear after 
they were arrested. 
“We’re just reviewing the matter. And 
we’re just looking at the conduct determin- 
ing whether we will proceed with criminal 
contempt,” said crown counsel official Stan 
Lowe last week. /t 
Fortune also received an enforcement 
order empowering RCMP to make arrests if 
the blockade was not lifted. The injunction 
and enforcement order were granted Sept. 2 
after Fortune Minerals told a supreme court 
justice it needed access to pursue develop- 
ment work in the Klappan. 
The blockaders have said they oppose the 
general thrust and pace of development on 
their traditional t 
- 
NOTICE OF POLL 
ELECTION FOR TRUSTEE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 (COASJ MOUNTAINS) 
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of School District 82 (Coast Mountains) that 
an Election by Voting is necessary to elect three Trustees, to fill offices of members of the 
Board of School Trustees. The persons nominated as candidates at the Election by Voting 
and for whom the votes will be received are listed below, for a three year term commencing 
December 2005 and terminating December 2008. > 
”President‘s Gold” &, 
Royal LePage Terrace TERRACE 
% 12 a & v d a  
635-2404 
R O Y U  - LrPYE For the month of September. 
TO BE ELECTED: 3 (AREA TWO) - Terrace 8 Rural Areas West Skeena River ’ 
Including New Remo, Rosswood, Kalum Lake Drive and Kitselas 
Terrace COLLINS, Diane 
4807 Olson Ave. Terrace DUNSTER, Don 
3820 Hatton St. Terrace ERASMUS, Art 
41 07 Thomas St. Terrace FREEMAN, Maty-Ann Terrace 
KILPATRICK, Tanis 4917 Straume Ave. 
4633 Haugland Ave. Terrace STEDHAM, Hal 
RR#2, Kleanza Dr. Terrace TURNER, Gary 
‘ RR#3, SI  9, C50 
Such poll will be opened at: 
TERRACE 81 RURAL AREAS 
West Skeena River Including New Remo, Rosswood and Kalum Lake Drive, Kitsumkalum 
ADVANCE POLL: Wednesday, November 9,2005 and Wednesday, November 16,2005 
- Municipal OfFice, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace - 8:OO a.m - 8:OO p.m. 
,SPECIAL VOTING OPPORTUNITY: 
Friday, November 18, 2005 
- Terraceview Lodge - 4103 Sparks Street, Terrace, B.C. - Mills Memorial Hospital - 4720 Haugland Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
REGULAR Poll: Saturday, November 19,2005,8:00 A.m. - 8:OO P.m. 
-Terrace: 
- Rosswood: Rosswood Community Centre 
1 
Caledonia Secondary School, 3604 Munroe St., Terrace 
” officers leave for PG 0 
TERRACE IS losing two of its RCMP officers to Prince 
George. 
Const. Doug Craig moves to the major crimes unit 
there while Const. Kelly Martin will have another posi- 
tion in the city’s detachment. 
“I’m very happy and proud of’them,” said Degrand 
of the officers who were married earlier this year. “It’ll 
be sad to lose them.” 
The Prince George detachment sought Craig out 
for the position, Degrand says. The major crimes unit 
involves the most serious offences such as suspicious 
deaths and murders. 
Const. Rochelle Patenaude moves from her general 
duty spot into the community policing position, taking 
over from Martin. 
Degrand says he’s not sure who will fill Craig’s place 
in the plain clothes division, but he believes it could be 
someone from within the Terrace detachment. 
He estimates that the couple will be settled in Prince 
George by mid-December, considering the average 
time it takes to sell a house and move: 
~ 
, $759.. a variety of juicts 
Ed Full bar service 
Ed Snack service with 
BY ACCLAMATION: 
Kitimat: Barry Pahnkhurst, Raymond Raj and Huey-lin Wu-Guiuo 
HazeltonlKitwanga: Pieter Weeber 
Craig Caruso Stewart: 
Thornhill: Lorrie Gowen 
your choice of a sub 
*One wa airfare fromrerrace is available on 
selected flkhts. The number of seats are limited 
and subject to availability at time of booking. 
sandwich 0; veggies 
with cheese & crackers 
- 
- 
MSRP $38,105 
Maintenance 
” Service Package Buy 3 Tires* 
MuUb int Peaceof-Mind Inspection including 
&eck Brakes BfCheck Exhaust System 
BfCheck Electrical System 
dCheck Cooling System dCheck Suspension 
dTop-up of Washer Fluid and Check other Fluid Conditions 
dWritten Report on Findings and Much More 
PLUS 
d i i r e  Rotation 
Get 4th Tire 
PUlS 
d l u b e ,  Oil and Filter Change 
On now for only One of three 2006 
Dodge Magnum R/Ts 
Details in store. 
Available on our full line of tires including: 
See dealer for additional qualifying brands. 
*Must be dealer installed and excludes tires sizes 1,8 inches and over. 
Balancing and installation extra. I 
Convenient. Affordable. 
ONLY AT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER,  JEEP^, DODGE DEALER 
‘While quantities last. Service offer and pricing applicable only at participating DaimlerChrysler Dealers. Maintenance Service includes up to 5 litres 
of Mopar Oil. Some exclusions apply. +Additiorial charges may be applied for diesel, VlOs, HEMP V ~ S ,  fluid disposal, semisynthetic and 
synthetic oils. Price does not include taxes. Dealer may sell for less. Offer expires January 21, 2006. Jeep is a registered trademark of 
DairnlerChrysler Corporation used under licence by DaimlerChrysler Canada Inc. See your participating DairnlerChrysler Dealer for complete details. 
1 
We’re better. We’ll prove it. 
Sign marks the spot 
IT’S BEEN in the works’for some time, but a sign letting people know where Skeena NDP MLA Robin 
Austin has his office went up last week. That’s Austin’s constituency assistant Alisa Thompson. Austin is 
sharing office space with his federal counterpart, Skeena-Bulkley MP Nathan Cullen. 
Voters I1 to get another shot 
at new way to choose gov’t 
BRITISH COLUMBIANS and supporters and oppo- 
are getting another chance nents of the new system will  
to decide if they want to be given an equal aniount of 
change how they elect their money to make their case to 
provincial representatives. the public. 
The provincial govem- Skeena NDP MLA Robin 
ment has scheduled another Austin said Campbell was 
referendum to take place in expected to follow through 
November 2008 but, unlike on the May referendum re- 
the one held here this May, sults. 
there’ll be a lot more infor- “You have to remember 
mation provided. that 58 per cent of the peo- 
May’s referendum to ple voted for STV and 46 per 
adopt what’s called a single cent voted for the Liberals,” 
transferable vote (STV) he said. 
failed because, while 58 per Austin, who did vote for 
cent of voters province-wide the STV proposal, was sur- 
said ‘yes’, that was two per prised -that it received the 
cent below the required 60 support it did:’ 
“I’m not sure all of the per cent mark. 
c That STV proposal would 
have reduced the number of 
ridings but not reduce the 
number of MLAs. 
That meant some ridings 
would have anywhere from 
two to seven members, de- 
pending upon the population 
of the riding. 
. The STV was conceived 
as a way to give vgters more 
choices at election time. 
Voters would select their 
first choice, and then vote 
for as many other candidates 
as there are seats to fill in or- 
der of preference. 
When one candidate has 
enough votes to be elected, 
the balance of his or her 
votes transfer to other can- 
didates at a fraction of their 
value. 
It is thought as one way 
to avoid lopsided election 
results which have occurred 
in this province from its 
current first-past-the-post 
system in which the winner 
takes all. 
This time voters will have 
a map showing how the new 
seat boundaries would look, 
0 
voters did understand STV, 
but there seemed to be so 
much anger toward first past 
the post,” he said. 
In announcing the new 
referendum, the government 
also announced the number 
of MLAs could be increased 
to as many as 85 from the 
.,current 79. 
That might be considered 
a way of easing rural area 
worries of an even more 
reduced voice in Victoria if 
the number of ridings is cut 
back. 
This second referendum 
is to be held in conjunction 
with municipal elections 
in November 2008, and if 
approved the new voting 
system would be in place 
for the next provincial elec- 
tion, scheduled for May 12, 
2009. 
An Electoral Boundaries 
Commission was already 
scheduled to review the 
province’s 79 constituencies 
before the 2009 election, 
and it  will also come up with 
a boundary system for STV. 
The 2008 referendum 
will need ‘the same level of 
support as was required in 
May - 60 per cent of all 
votes cast province-wide, as 
well as at least 50 per cent 
support in 48 of the 79 con- 
stituencies that exist today. 
Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 250-635-7282 
Better Savings Certificate 
5-Year Term Deposits 
Full or Partially redeemable after January 3 1,2006 
5-Year Rates 
Without the 
5-Year Lock-In I ............................................................................................ 
Am you seeking a management position? 
Join our dynamic client service team 
\ 
Dean Mason b Company Inc. has developed new client services and is recruiting a visionary 
team of professionals. 
We offer candidates a dynamic culture that values change and encourages new ideas. We 
provide interesting work, security, a warm friendly culture and competitive compensation. You 
will have the opportunity to participate in the development of strategic planning acd 
development and to share in the rewards of growth. 
Located in Prince George we are a rapidly growing north central British Columbia firm. As a 
mid-size team of 23 we offer promotion opportunities for designated professionals. 
1 
. 
Manager Business Services 
Join our management team of professionals working with private, public and not-for-profit 
organizations. The professional should have experience in and understand business tax and 
accounting issues relevant to entrepreneurial clients. Additional experience with not-for-profit 
organizations in performance improvement and audit would be an asset. In addition to strong 
technical skills, superior customer service and team relations, candidates should have excellent 
interpersonal skills. The position will involve working closely with clients and their business 
growth planning. 
Desired Competencies: 
3 - 5 years post CA designation experience 
Exceptional people b communication skills 
Experience in public practice 
Strong technical skills 
Effective project management and organizational skills 
Desire to embrace a progressive growth-oriented firm and to work in an integrated team 
environment I 
25 O m 5  64-2 6 6 0 
Toll Free: 1-877-278-9977 Fax: 250-563-3281 
The War Amps pays trihute to . . .  
&adas 
Military 
Heritage 
To see a listing 01 our Canadian Military 
Heriiage documenlaries, visii our Web sile at 
www,waramps,ca or order a pamphlet 
bu callino 1400-2504l30. 
. .  
-ID ENTERPRISES LT- 
L 4921 Keith h e . ,  Terrace Ph: 635-3478 Fax: 635-5050 
r. low-income seniors across t h e  province. 
mbia doubled t h e  SAFER budget  by increasrn 
Find out today if you quali ogram. Contact BC Housing 
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Driver‘drug use rate low, 
says head of association 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 20,000 drivers. 
THE HEAD of a provincial trucking association doesn’t 
believe that illegal drug use among long-haul drivers is a 
problem. 
Paul Landry of the B.C. Trucking Association made the 
comment following the release of a coroner’s report indicat- 
ing that the driver of a tractor-trailer unit which collided with 
a truck driven by two Terrace men had levels of cocaine and 
ciystal meth in his bloodstream. 
Dean Ganson and Richard Brown were killed in a fiery 
crash last August on Hwy97 outside of Williams Lake when 
Abbotsford driver David Hart steered his vehicle in the path 
“First of all, I have to say that I don’t have any informn- 
tion and 1”don’t think anybody has any 
information on the prevalence or the 
extent to which drivers operate under 
the influence of drugs,” said Landry, the 
Most of those drivers are involved as drug testing is a 
prerequisite to operate in the US, and the rule is SO per cent 
of the driver pool has to be tested every year, he said. 
Some companies have programs that require testing for 
drivers even though they don’t travel to the U.S. 
Landry said the truck driver failure rate for drugs does not 
indicate impairment at the time of the test but shows that a 
driver has taken drugs at some point. 
For example, if a driver was in the Netherlands, where he 
legally smoked a joint, then returned a month later and was 
tested, he would fail based on the presence of marijuana’s 
paired when tested. 
/ 
1 
l 
I 
I 
I of their truck. 
I 
3 ’  key ingredient in his system and n6t because he was ini- 
I 
Truck drivers are part of society and 
there will be some people who abuse the 
privileges they have, Landry said, but he 
doesn’t believe drugs are a problem in the 
He believes if drugs appear at all on they d r h  down fhe He said some large conipanies have 
chosen to conduct pre-employment and 
random tests for drugs even though their 
drivers only travel domestically. 
One of the risks of conducting drug 
testing is that employees will challenge testing on the basis 
of human rights legislation. 
“I don’t think any company successfully has to justify 
why they do that (testing).” Landry said. 
“It’s clear when you look at the data because of its (drugs) 
higher incidence in pre-employment screening rather than 
random, it’s (drug testing) working.” 
Landry disagrees with other employers’ suggestions that 
drivers could forge their driving records. 
that’s hard to forge and only contain traffic-related convic- 
tions and not drug offences, he believes. 
“I think the ability of police officers to identify drugs use, 
that is to say, without any evidence of drugs in the truck 
I or vehicle, is very difficult and 1 think equally if not more 
difficult to prosecute,” Landry said, adding that intoxicated 
drivers can be determined by blowing above the limit on a 
I 
“Truck “”” 
president and CEO of the association. smoke joints as industry. 
crash data reports that “their presence is 
miniscule.” 
He said when drivers are tested, the 
prevalence of drugs is very, very low. 
Data obtained by Landry last year, which he believes 
hasn’t changed, are divided into two types of tests: pre- 
employment testing and random testing after the person has 
been hired. 
rate for pre-empb’ment testing is two 
per cent and the failure rate for random testing is 0.6 Per 
cent. 
“If you try to translate that i,nto impairment, it’s a very 
small fraction of a very small fraction,” he said. 
highway.” 
per cent for cocaine and 0.2 per cent for crystal meth. 
highway.” ‘ 
The driver 
0 ’  
drivers don’t smoke joints as they drive down the Those records, called abstracts, are put together in a way 
The pre-employment driver test failure rate was 0.1 to 0.2 
The failure rate for the random tests was 0.02 per cent. 
“Two in 10,000 is really low,” said Landry. 
“As I say it doesn’t even come up on the radar screen 
H~ said the B.C. T ~ ~ K ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~  is involved in a 
when the police report crashes.” 
country-wide drug testing consortium that includes about ” breathalyzer but no similar test exists for drugs. ‘ 
Full Service Rack Solutions 
6 Days A Week 63515225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
Mon.-Fri.Noon-B:3Opm Sat. 10:00am-5:30prn 
I Car &i light truck Repair Brake Specialists FALL MAINTENANCE ON lYow ON‘’ ~ S E R W I C E  PACKAGE ~~JIIIIII! - Call for full details. 
Date: November 6 The Terrace Skeena Valley Rofary Club chalienges one and 
all to design and build a catapult 
for competition purposes. 
Bask in thesehot fares- before the cold sets in. Y *. 
I 
Book today w-hiLe this sale Lasts! Offer ends October 27, 2005. 
VANCOUVER VICTORIA CALGARY EDMONTON REGINA HALIFAX ST. JOHN’S, NL TO RONTO WINNIPEG 
OTTAWA 
MONTRCAL 
L> 
$159 $209 $279 $289 $339 $359 $3 $339 5 
@ MOVE U P  TO TANGO PLUS Cornplirnentaryadvanceseatselect~on. IOO%Aeroplan@StatusMiles* Same-daychangesforless. Get a l l  this a n d  m o r e  from as l i t t l e  as $30 ex t ra  
SEAllLE PORTLAND, OR LOS ANGELES I A S  VEGAS ATLANTA NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA WASHINGTON, D.C. BOSTON MIAMI 
$236 $278 $279 $305 - $369 $382 3 $382 
A ticket purchased through Air Canada Reservations will cost $10 more per person (non-refundable. taxes additional). *Hotel and car deals and vacation packages are provided by our travel partner, destinaxa. Hearingimpaired (m): 1-800-361-8071. Canada and U.S.:Tickets must be purchased by October 27.2~5.Travel must be 
completed by January 31,2006.Taxes. insurance. NAV CANADA surcharge. airport improvement fees and Air Travellers Security Charge are not included. Advance purchase may apply.Tickets are 100% non-refundable. Fares valid a t  time of printing and apply to new bookings only. Seats are limited and subject to availability. Day-of-week, time-of-day 
restrictions may applj’. Fares may vary depending on date of departure and return. Minimum/maximum stay and other conditions may apply. 25% Bonus Aeroplan Mile offer: Valid in North America for flights with Tango Plus, Latitude, Latitude Plus and Executive Class@ fares. Some conditions apply. You must be an Aeroplan member at time of 
traveLYou must register to qualify for this offer.Visit aircanada.com to register and for more details. 250 llonus Aeroplan Mile offer: You must enter your Aeroplan number at  time of Web check-in. Excludes Aeroplan reward travel. Some conditions apply.Visit aircanada.com for ail the details. Unless otherwise specified, flights may be operated by 
either Air Canada, J a n  Air limited Partnership (d.b.a. Air Canada Jazzm). United Airlines, SkyWest or Air Wisconsin (d.b.a. United Express). SHospitality Service arA Fvecutive Class are registered trademarks of Air Canada. aAeroplan is a registered trademark of Aeroplan Limited Partnership. mAir Canada J a n  is a trademark of Air Canada. 
, .. . 
i 
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IGov’t quizzes local drivers 
:on highways performance 
A SMALL group of local residents are get- 
ting $50 and supper Nov. 1 to tell the trans- 
portation ministry what they think of how it 
is doing its job. 
This is the first time the ministry has asked 
ordinary citizens the question but it has met 
with specific groups such as the forest indus- 
try and emergency service providers up here 
before, says a ministry,official. 
“Meetings such as this are provided for in 
our service plan and the goal is achieving ex- 
cellent customer service,” said Jeff Knight. 
He expects winter road maintenance to 
surface as a,>topic of discussion. 
Participants for the Nov. 1 session were 
chosen randomly from the phone book and 
.the goal is to have between 10 ;ind 12 people 
’ 
I ’  I 
sideration. 
“And 1 hope there’s a good cross section 
of people chosen, people who use the road 
between Terrace and Kitimat - people like 
truck drivers who have to drive the road in 
the wee hours,” said Monaghan, who has be- 
come an unofficial watchdog of winter road 
rnaintenance in the area. 
Monaghan says she remains unconvinced 
by government statements that winter acci- 
dents are primarily caused by- drivers and 
not by-road conditions. 
S e c k 1  years ago she and a group of peo- 
ple collected several thousand signatures on 
a petition to back the call for increased win- 
ter maintenance on Hwy37 between Terrace 
iind Kitimat. 
:speak with ministry officials. 
! “We do this ourselvcs because we want Joanne level of maintenance. 
That resulted in the ministry boosting the 
!direct feedback,” said Knight. 
; Joanne Monaghan, ii Kitimiit municipal councillor and eKitimat:Stikinc regional district director, hopes those at- 
tending provide the ministry with lots of material for con- 
Similar efforts by others to improve the 
level of winter maintenance on the roads leading into the 
Nass Valley and in thc valley Ftself have yet to reach the 
same level of success. 
.? 
I 
I 
0 
/Nass work runs out of time 
1 THE PAVlNG contractor awarded the $10-million contract ule and that meant Gable had to wait until that was done. 1 to complete paving in the Nass Valley has put final work on 
,- hold until next year. 
1 <Transportation ministry official Don Ranisay said Gable 
Work through the lava beds included raising the level of 
the road to avoid sections flooding out during spring run-off 
and during heavy rains. 
Construction of Kamloops simply ran out of time when it ran 
“It was just the time of year and the weather:” said Rani- 
This final contract of the seven-year, $50-million project 
to improve roads into the Nass Valley and in the valley itself 
beds, reach west toward Greenville and east toward New 
1 into rainy weather. 
1 
f say. “The project will recommence next spring.” 
I‘ 
4 
F was to pave the section north of Lava Lake through the lava 
E heading toward Lava Lake. 
$-Aiyansh and Nass Camp. e 
Nass Camp and a section at the south end of the lava beds 
1 Some cleanup will need to be done and Gable will also 
1 pave some pullouts at the side of the road, said Ramsay. 
i Early fall rain wasn’t the only delaying factor affecting 4 the completion of the project. 
f Gable needed some underground phone lines taken out 
rc and replaced by ones on poles so it could pave a spot near 
But the Telus lockout and strike put that job behind sched- 
Still left to do is the l0km stretch from New Aiyansh to i’ 
1 
Y 
New Aiyansh on the way to Nass Camp. . 
FALL PLANTING 
There is much confusion about fall 
planting. Fall is an excellent time of year to 
plant trees and shrubs. Because of heavy 
fall rains watering is not as critical, although 
the soil shodd still be checked for sufficient 
moisture. The larger the tree or shrub the 
more water it requires. 
Trees and shrubs can be removed from pots 
and planted in the ground at any time of year. 
The reason for this is because none of the 
roots are being cut or damaged. In the fall 
plants are at the end of the growing season 
so they are not putting a heavy demand on 
the root system. Once a plant has reached 
its dormant state, approximately the end of 
October, they become even more resilient to 
stress. Dormancy varies from plant to plant, 
but roughly lasts from November to March. 
The best time of year to dig trees and shrubs 
out of the ground and move them to a new 
location is the dormant season. 
The more damage you do to the roots the 
more you will need to water them in the 
spring. 
Trees and shrubs that are planted in the fall 
will still need you to water them in the spring, 
just not as heavily as if you just planted it. 
THE REGULAR PRICE 
www.uplandsnursery.com 
Trees C Shrzcbs Turf 
*Annuals Garden Supplies 
*Peren niak *Pond Supplies 
635-2603 
1838 Hiqhway 16 West, Terra 
A GIC that can do what no other GIC does. 
Puts gas in your tank. 
. .  
ci 
o 
Buy a GIC with a competitive rate, 
plus you can save on gas. 
TD Canada Trust has an investment 
offer unlike any other - a GlC that pays 
off right now. For a limited time, when 
you purchase or renew 21 non-registered 
1 Year GIC with Special Pricing’, you’ll 
receive a gas card that saves you 202 
per litre’. 
and get savings on gas based on the 
principal amount of your GIC investmenl 
Whatever your risk level, you’ll find 
our GlC gas card offer is a conifortable 
investment that can be as rewarding 
in the short term as it is in  the future. 
For more information on this offer, or 
on our range of GIC products, simply 
contact an investment consultant with 
TD Canada Trust. 
You’ll earn a competitive rate of interest 
.. 
I 
Call us today at 1-800-948-5448 or visit 
www.tdcanadatrust.com/saveongas 
Canada TirusQ 
Banking can be this comfortable 
. Offer is ovoiloble until November 25,2005 only on a purchose or renewal of o nomegistered 1 Year GIC with Speciol Pricing, with o minimum principol amount of $5,000, which may not be coshed or concelled before its maturity date, 2. Customer 
9ceive a Petrdonodo Preferred Price* Cord which provides o discount of 20 cents per litre off the regular pump price of gas purchased, up to o moximum of 1,250 litres. Some conditions opply. The value of the Cord (ond the amount of discounted 
ories with the value of the GIC purchosed or renewed. ’Morque de commerce de Petrdonodo -Trademark. Utilisie SOUS licence - used under licente. 
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Teen 
saves 
cousin 
BY 
MARGARET SPEIRS 
A LOCAL teenage boy 
saved his younger cousin 
from drowning in a swim- 
ming pool at an Alberta ho- 
tel last month. 
ChadDignard, 13,jumped 
in the water to help Derek 
Bller, 5,  who couldn’t 
swim, unbeknownst to his 
relatives. 
Both Terrace boys and 
their parents were visiting 
their aunt, Sandra Jaeger, 
who lives in Wembley. a 
short distance from Grande 
Prairie, Sept. 3. 
Jaeger says she, her hus- 
band, daughter and grand- 
daughter took the boys, 
plus Chad’s brother Kyler, 
to swim in the pool at the 
Grande Prairie Sandman 
Inn while their parents were 
getting ready in their hotel 
, room when the near-drown- 
h g  happened. 
Derek had jumped into 
the deep end and Jaeger 
was about’to photograph her 
L) daughter and granddaughter 
in the other end of the pool 
when she was startled by 
yelling. 
“Suddenly, my husband 
screamed ‘Oh my God, can 
he not swim?’ she says. 
She saw Derek sinking 
beneath the water, threw her 
camera down and was about 
to dive in when Chad beat 
her to it. 
The teen dove in, swam 
the width of the pool, 
grabbed his cousin around 
the waist and pushed him to 
the edge of the pool and out 
of the water, Jaeger says. 
’ “It’s amazing how fast he 
responded,” she says. 
“I’ve never seen anything 
Derek started coughing 
and didn’t require any resus- 
citation, she says. 
He stayed out of the pool 
after. 
“I think that was just 
’awesome how quickly Chad 
responded. He didn’t think 
of himself in a sense. 
“When Chad’s mom 
came down I said ‘Lisa 
you’re not going to believe 
this: Chad saved Derek’s 
life.’ She said, ‘Chad, good 
for you.”’ 
Chad didn’t seem to think 
of himself as a hero, she 
says. 
“He was pretty modest,” 
she says. “He didn’t think it 
was that big of a deal.” 
Jaeger says Derek’s 
mom, Lydia Zeller, who 
didn’t think to tell them that 
he couldn’t swim, scolded 
her son for going into the 
deep end. 
j like it.” 
Hockey 
series 
eyed 
ALTHOUGH TERRACE lost 
in its bid for the 2007 National 
Aboriginal Hockey Champi- 
onship, the city may host the 
2008 event if bid chair Roger 
Harris gets his way. 
Harris says he already 
requested an application 
package for next year after 
learning the 2007 event was 
awarded to another city. 
He’s optimistic about 
Terrace’s chance of win- 
ning, based on its first bid. 
“We were offering a 
pretty unique proposal,” he, 
says. “It was probably the 
first time anyone had done a 
regional bid.” 
The bid said that the 
sportsplex was in the plan- 
ning stage with a completion 
date in time for the champi- 
onship and named the Ter- 
race Arena, Tamitik Arena 
and Kitimat’s smaller arena 
as other venues. 
Harris believes the bid 
may have been more suc- 
cessful if the second sheet of 
ice was already completed. 
The first bid taught the 
committee how to propose 
their next one, he says. 
“With a first bid, it’s not 
unusual to get nowhere. 
They have us on their minds 
and when they see a second 
proposal from us, it’ll reso- 
nate with them,” he says. 
Ird, Wednesday, October 26,2005 
Friday, October 28 
SUNDAY, NOV. 13 - CANTABILE - From London, England, comes one of the world’s great a 
Cappella groups with their unique blend of music and humour from Madrigals to Mccartney. 
CHAD DIGNARD, left, rescued his cousin Derek Zeller, right, from the deep end of For more information phone (250) 632-4542. 
Visit www. kitimatconcerts. com an Alberta hotel’s swimming pool. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
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Up to $2000 in dealer discounts: 
2 PLUS Oh Purchase FinancingA up to 60 months on 
select remaining ’05 Chrysler, Jeep,, Dodge vehicles. 
c, 
2005 Dodge Caravan - Canadian Edition 
Canada’s best selling minivan” Roof rack Air conditioning 
Keyless entry * Power windows and locks PLUS MORE 
FUEL ECONOMY: City: 12.2U100 km (23 mpg)’ 
Hwy: 8.2U100 km (34 rnpg)’ 
2005 Dodge SX 2.0 
132 hp 2.OL SOHC 1 6 V  engine AM/FM/CD stereo with CC changer controls and six speakers 
Fog lamps Sentry-KeyTM Engine Immobilizer Next-Generation, driver and front passenger air bags 
FUEL ECONOMY: City: 8.0U100 km (35 mpg)’ 
Hwy: 5.9U100 km (48 mpg)’ 
Purchase for Or Lease for Purchase $21 9 7  9” plus 0% purchase financing’ for for 36 months 
ft per month for 60 months 
I1 with ’2,300 down payment or $14,277”” $197 equivalent trade. $0 Security deposit. ’ + per month for 48 months * fi wlth ’1,750 d o w n  payment 
’0 Security dr$sit. 
or equivalent Ira le. NHTSA 5 StarO 
Front & side imDact I I I I 
2005 Dodge Ram 5500 G a d  Cab*SLT 4x4 
345 hp 5.7L HEMP V 8  engine - the most powerful truck in its classi1 Fog lights Bes:-in-class 
interior room” Anti-spin differential Trailer Tow Group Power windows locks & mirrors 
17-inch cast aluminum wheels Leather wrapped steering wheel Rear window defroster 
Purchase $3 6,2 ‘7 7.. plus Qo/o purchase financing” 
for for 60 months 
I 
2005 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 
3.7L V 6  engine Quadra-Trac Is full-time 4WD AM/FM/CD stereo with 6 speakers 
5-speed automatic transmission Air conditioning 
Electronic Stability Program (ESP) Power windows locks & mirrors 
Purchase $3 4 788” plus 0% purchase financing.\ 
for 48 months for 
p e r  month for 48 months 
with ‘3,450 down payment  
or equivalent trade. &4 * * * 
’0 Security deposit. NHTSA 5 StarD 
per month for 48 months 
with 9 Security dcposit. * * * * * 
NHTSA 5 Star“ 
Or LeZ $399 
30 QOWN PAYMENT Front impact Front and side impact 
I 
I ,I ; ,- -. . 
WIS’IT,  Y O U R  C H R Y S L E W ,  J E E P B ,  D O D G E  D E A L E R  
Wise customers read the f ine print: ’, A, *‘, t. tt Limited time oflers apply to retail deliveries only. Includes freight ($1,000 for SX 2.0, $1.050 for Grand Cherokee, S1,200 far Caravan and $1.225 for Ram) and excludes license. insurance, registration, $50 PPSA, 
any dealer administra!ion fees and applicable taxes. Dealer trade may be necessary. Financing and leasing are subject to approval by Chrysler Financial. See dealer for specific pricing details and conditions. Dealers are free to set individual prices. The Big 05 Sale offers 
valid on all 2005 Chrysler. Jeep and Dodge vetlicles excluding Sprinter. Advertised lease and cash purchase Prices apply only to the: Dodge Caravan 28s + GXW, MWG; Ram 1500 Quad Cab 26G + AHC, CVN. DSA. GFA, LNJ. SCV, WF4; SX 2.0 210 + CLE; Grand Cherokee 
26E + GTS. TCO. * Dealer discounts available on models shown as follows: all Caravan models (excluding Grand Caravan): $7.000, Ram 1500 models (excluding SRT 10): $3,000, SX mgdels (excluding SRT4): $2,250 and Grand Cheiokee Laredo models: $4,000. A 0% 
purchase financing up to 60M8I36 months OI? 2005 Ram 1500 (excluding SRT 10) I 2005 Grand Cherokee I 2005 Caravan models (exctuding Grand Caravan). Example: S36.000 financed Q 0% far 60/48/36 months. moflihly payment is S600/S750/S1000. cost 01 
borrowing is $0 and the total obligation is 536,000. t Total lease obligation I term I ALR is as follows: Caravan $16.006 I 4 8  I 3.8%; Ram 1500 IS19.152 I 4 8  / 1 .E% ALR; Grand Cherokee S22.506 I 4 8  I 4.8%. D o w  payment lexcepr Ram). first month’s p3yment, 
P?SA are due at lease Inception. Kilometers limited to 81,600; charge of S0.15/km for excess kilometers. tt Total lease obligation lor the SX 2.0 is S14.120, for 60 months. Q 8.15% ALR.. Down payment, first month’s payment 
any dealer administration lees and $50 PPSA are due at lease inception. Kilometers limited to 102,000; charge of SO.15Ikm for excess kilometers. All lease prices include freiaht ($1,000 for SX 2.0, S i  ,050 lor Grand Cherokee: 
S1.200 for Caravan and S1,225 for Ram). R BesVMost in class claims based on 2005 model year competitive product information available at the time of printing. ’ Based on US. National Highway Trafik Safety Ad,ministration 
(NHTSA) scoring system for 2005 model year Dodge Caravan. Ram 1500 Quad Cab and Jeep Grand Cherokee. 5-Star ratings as follorus: Caravan: front driver and passenger. rear seat side. Ram 1500 Quad Cab: front driver and 
passenger. NOTE: lor Ram 1500 Quad Cab models side impact was not tested. Grand Cherokee: front driver and passenger. front seat and rear seat side. t Based on 2005 Fuel Consumption Guide ratings published by Natural 
Resources Canada. Your actuai fuel consumption may vary. lM Sentry-Key iS a trademark of DaimterChrvsler Corooration. @ Jeeo. Ouadra-Trac I. HEMI and Ouad Cab are reoistered trademarks nl naimlprChrvclor PnrnnrDtinn 
any dealer administration lees and $50 
FINANCING PROVIDED BY 
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Food bank demand dins 
as first distrLbution held 
FEWER PEOPLE showed up than expected for the Terrace 
Churches Food Bank’s first distribution of the season last 
week. 
“We expected a busy week because we had b k n  closed 
all summer, but it wasn’t the case,” food bank volunteer John 
Wiebenga said of the 650 bags distributed to 350 people. 
Food bank workers had been prepared to distribute 750 
bags based on previous experience. 
That’s caused food bank workers to think the local econo- 
my has improved and that more people are back working. 
“1 know there is some optimism out there,” said Wieben- 
ga who is a member of the Christian Reformed Church. 
“In this case. you can say that less is better.” 
Worker Linda Tupper said she noticed niorc new people 
“Of course wc iilways get ncw pcoplc but thcrc was more 
Tupper. a nicmbcr of Knox United Church. ills0 said thcrc 
The food bank opcriitcs four days each 1ii011tIi from Octo- 
during‘the Oct. 17-20 distribution period. 
than usual this time,” shc said. 
were a lot of young iiicn irnd couples this tinie out. 
ber until May and is usually tinicd to take place just before 
social assistance cheques go out. 
It does not operate i n  December, leaving that month plonc 
for thc Salvation Army’s Christmas hamper program. 
Wicbenga said donations have bceii strong this year, en- 
abling the food bank to mcct dcmand. 
“And we’re looking forward IO Food for ,Friends,” said 
Wiebenga of an annual effort to stock the bank’s shelves. 
< 
Drepares food bags for distribution. 
3HRIST LUTHERAN Church member Alex Schulz 
Paving improves the road 
into the Gitaus subdivision 
W E  KITSELAS band’s Gitaus subdivision east of Terrace 
-ecently had the entrance from the Highway 16 paved and 
nore paving is expected to happen soon. 
The first 300 metres from the highway into the small 
:omunity was paved and paid for by the provincial trans- 
lortation ministry. 
Area transportation ministry manager Don Ramsay says 
he $50,000 for the project came from “Heartlands” money 
- money earmarked in 2002 for initiatives in rural areas. 
The 300 metre stretch of road is the ministry’s right of 
way from the highway. 
“And we still have on our program a safety project to 
lesign a left hand turning lane from town into the subdivi- 
,ion,” Ramsay said, adding money fz that project won’t be 
ivailable for anoth’er couple years. 
That project involves widening that section of road to ac- 
:ommodate the turning lane. ’ 
The Kitselas band is still waiting to hear back from Indian 
ind Northern Affairs Canada on whether itL will receive in 
he range of $300,000 to pave the residential streets in the 
subdivision. 
It is the first phase of a multi-year project that will also 
see paving happen in residential areas yet to be developed. 
And though the Kitselas voted recently to take over con- 
trol of the administration of their land development effective 
Nov. 1, any projects that were in the works prior to that day 
still must be approved through the federal agency. 
“Right now this is a project that has been in the works for 
the last couple of months so it’s still under the federal gov- 
ernment for their review,’’ says Chief Glenn Bennett, adding 
he expects that approval to come in the’very ne& future. 
The Gitaus subdivisioq is onelof two residential ar- 
eas of the Kitselas band. The other is along Queensway in 
Thornhill. 
In recent times, the Gitaus subdivision has been growing 
with the addition of new homes. 
Earlier this year, the Kitselas officially opened a firehall 
that serves not only the subdivision but the rest of the rural 
area through the auspices of the Thornhill Volunteer Fire 
Department. 
2005 Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation I 
I 
Oct 20 Don Radelet $50 
Gordon & Lara MacGregor $50 
$50 
Oct 21 
Oct 22 Wally Henkel 
Oct 23 Joseph Bergeron $50 
Oct 24 Ruth Mangnus $50 
Oct 25 Gail Munson $50 
Oct 26 Denis Hotwill $50 
Terrace Crime stoppers is requesting &y information you ma) 
have regarding three separate incidents of vandalism that occl,lrrec 
on October 13,2005. The first one occurred at approximately 20( 
am. An explosive device was inserted into me mail slot of a residenct 
located in the 4800 block ofTuck Avenue. The force of the detonatior 
was powerful enough to blow the outer hinge assembly 29 meten 
away, landing in a neighbour‘s yard across the street. The innei 
hinee assembly flew off and struck with enough force to damage a 
wafiin the livihg area. 
On the evening of October 13,2005, mere were two incidents in 
which Molotov cocktails were thrown. The f i s t  incident occurred ai 
- 
approximately 8115 pm, in which a flaming bottle was thrown again81 
the north wall of Caledonia Senior Secondary School’s gymnasium 
Some damago was sustained to the building. The second occurrence 
was at approximately 1O:lO pm and resulted in a brief liquid firt 
in the parking lot east of the R.E.M, Lee Theatre. There were three 
males seen running from the area during both incidents. The malem 
were described as wearing dark clothing, between the ages of 18 and 
17, one male 6‘1” tall and the other two males as 5’7” tall. 
If you have information about thin  or any other crime 
or you know the identity of the person or person’s 
responsible for this, or any other crime - Crimestoppers 
would like to hear from you. 
Crlmestoppers offers e cash reward of up to S2.000.00 for informatlon 
leading to the arrest and charges being laid agelnst thls or any other 
unsolved Crlme. If you have any informatlon cell CRIME STOPPERS at 635- 
TIPS, that’s 635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal thelr Identity or 
testlfy In court. Crimestoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Home & Tenant 
ommercial Liability Jet Boats 
Mobile Homes Travel 
www. keenleyside.com Q&Q@b 
Fax: 258-635-3288 
4635 Greip Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To S A A N )  
1994 Grand 
Cherokee 
Auto, AC 
Was $8,995 
NOW $6,995 
2000 3/4 Ton 
Long Box 
PW, PL, Auto, AC 
Was $21,995 
N 0 W $1 8,995 
2002 Sundire 
Coupe 
SSpd., Low Km 
$1 8,995 
2004 Sunf ire 
Auto, AIC, 
Only 25,174Km 
ONLY $13,995 
I MacCarthy Motors ( Tera- 
Call Toll Free 
5004 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace e 635-4941 
www.maccarthywn.com 
Come Trick or Treuting uf Shopp 
1 Brought to you by InterConnectk Youth Opportunities, 
programs of Terrace and District Community Services S ociety , 
& Service Canada in conjunction with the Skeena Mall , 
Persons qualifying as “Resident Electors” who are not currently on the List of Electors 
may register at the time of voting, by completing a resident registration form, and by 
providing two pieces of identification (at least one with a signature - picture ID is 
not necessary) proving residency and identity. 
The qualifications for Resident Electors are: 
Canadian citizen; 0 
18 years of age or older on General Voting Day; 
A resident of B.C. for at least 6 months immediately preceding the day of registration; 
A resident of the City of Terrace for at least 30 days immediately preceding the day of 
Must not be disqualified by this Act or by law from voting. 
registration; and 
A person who is not a resident of Terrace, but who has been a registered owner of real 
property in Terrace for at least 30 days before date of registration, may register as a 
non-resident property elector at the City of Terrace Municipal Offices during regular 
business hours, until Friday, November 18, 2005. A qualifying non-resident property 
elector may also register at the Polls on November 19,2005, by providing two pieces 
of identification (at least one with a signature - picture ID is not necessary) 
proving identity, and by providing proof satisfactory to the official that the person , 
applying is entitled to register in relation to the real property, and if applicable, 
providing written consent from the other registered owners of the real property. 
The qualifications for non-resident property electors are: 
Canadian citizen; 
18 years of age or older on General Voting Day; 
A resident of British Columbia for at least 6 months immediately before the day of 
Registered owner of real property in the City of Terrace for at least 30 days immediately 
Must NOT be eligible to register as a resident elector in the City of Terrace; 
Must only register in relation to one piece of property; and 
If more than one person owns the property, only one owner may register and that 
person must have the written consent of a majority of the other owners; 
Must not be disqualified by this Act or by law from voting. 
Given under my hand at Terrace, B.C., this 24th day of October, 2005. 
registration; 
before the day of registration; I 
Cathy Jackson 
Chief Election Officer 
$L*-ak NOTICE OF ELECTION ,, TERRA.cE,, 
BY VOTING 
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY given to the Electors of the City of Terrace that an Election 
by voting is necessary to elect six Councillors for a three-year term commencing 
December 2005 and terminating December 2008, and that the persons nominated as 
candidates and for whom votes will be received are: 
COUNCILLORS - Six (6) to be Elected 
0 
Surname Usual Names Residential Address 
Christensen Stew 4514 Cedar Crescent 
Christiansen Lynne Gossan Subdivision 
Croot Kim 451 7 Cedar Crescent 
Davies Marylin 
Downie Brian 
Kelly Glenn 5007 Cole Avenue 
Leclerc Carol 4615 Westview Drive 
McDaniel Rich 2507 Skeena Street 
Oates __ Gordon 4720 McConneli Avenue 
Pollard ‘ Brad 4923 Lambly Avenue 
Shkuratoff Robert A. 3508 Sparks Street 
#5-3215 Kenney Street 
0 4329;Birch Avenue 
NOTICE OF OTHER WOTING 
FLUORIDATION QUESTION REFEREND~UM*-.: 
‘ . 7  ”“ . 
’ -.i 1, ’ 
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY given to the Electors of the City of Terrace.that a vote 
will be held on the following question: 
Do you want the City of Terrace to continue adding fluoride to its 
water supply? Yes No 
VOTING OPPORTUNITIES 
ADVANCE VOTING OPPORTUNITIES 
November 9,2005 November 16,2005 
City Hall, 3215 Eby Street City Hall, 3215 Eby Street 
“<> Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. 
8 0  a.m. to 800 p.m. 800 a.m. to 800 p.m. 
November 18,2005 November 18,2005 
Terraceview Lodge Mills Memorial Hospital 
41 03 Sparks Street 4720 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. 
. 
SPECIAL VOTING OPPORTUNITIES 
GENERAL VOTING DAY: 
November 19,2005 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
3605 Munroe Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
800 a.m. to 800 p.m. 
, 
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Careerweek 
October 30th - November 6th, 2005 
1 The War Amps pays tribute to I 
BUSINESS REVIEW cmada’s Military 
Heritage 
InterConnect -Youth B p p o d t i e s  
4530 Lakelse Ave. 635-7995 
Client ADDreciation Dav 
InterConnect/Youth Opportunities - Wednesday 
November 2 ,830  a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Job Fair 
Youth Opportunities - Wednesday, November 2 
1O:OO a.m. to 2:OO p.m. 
Career Fair 
Skeena Mall - Thursday, November 3 
1O:OO a.m. to 500 p.m. 
IntrrConnm & Youth Opprmnities ax proSnmr of Terne and D h U  kn’ices h%!’ 
 he ~ ~ c m e n t  ofcamia hts Gnlrihuted funding IO his initiatite Canad3 
‘I 
To set a listinp of our Canadian Miliary 
to host 
tourism 
Proposed Mount Klappan Coal Project 
FORTUNE 
COALI.IAIITEI) Open House and Presentations 
Tuesday, November 1,2005 
Hudson Bay lodge 
3251 East Highway 16, Smithers B.C. 
7:OO - 900 pm 
(presentations in the first hour) 
Tuesday, November 1,2005 
Coast Inn of the West 
4620 lakelse Ave, Terrace, B.C. 
12:OO - 2:OO pm 
(presentations in the first hour) 
Fortune Coal Ltd. is holding Open Houses on the proposed Mount 
Klappan Coal Project situated 80 km southeast of lskut and 290 km 
north of Smithers, B.C. The proposed project is being reviewed under 
B.C.’s Environmental Assessment Act. A representative of the B.C. 
Environmental, Assessment Office (EAO) will attend the Open Houses 
and be available to answer questions about the review of the project. 
All interested parties are encouraged to attend. The Open Houses will 
provide an opportunity to learn more about the project and identify 
issues of concern. 
Light refreshments wi// be seived. 
1 
For further information contact: 
THE TERRACE TOURISM 
Society has ,won the bid 
to host the 2006 ‘Noahern 
B.C. Tourism Association’s 
annual general meeting. 
“We had an outrageous 
time preparing our presen- 
tation to defeat the Town 
of Smithers for this con- 
ference,” reports Annalee 
Davis, a Terrace Tourism 
Society director. The theme 
for the conference will be 
“Catch Our Spirit.” 
Davis and other tourism 
society members dressed up 
as Kermode bears to drive 
home their presentation. 
The presentation include 
two short videos and a skit 
performed by Davis and the 
others. The Terrace Tourism 
Society markets the area to 
’ 
I E Signs of expansion 
: GLAZIERS painters, electricians, roofers and landscapers were all on the job 
last week as the Peterbilt expansion on Hampton St. kicks into high gear. The 
building will house a 6,000 square foot parts and sales showroom and will 
also have three full size drive through bays to work on vehicles. 
’ 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Sawmill shifts workers 
to planer for a week 
THE TERRACE Lumber TreeFarmLicence 1 was “That really depends on the world and its member- 
Company is not operating ship in the Northern B.C. 
its sawmill this week as it Kwa’laams First Nation’s er wood that we need, how Tourism Association is one 
waits for larger-sized wood CoastTsimshianResources. well we can source that,” way of expanding ?e mar- 
to arrive in the yard to be Kalum Ventures is Ryansays keting capability. 
recently bought by the Lax whether the quantity of larg- 
turned into lumbe; for export the forestry ’’ arm of the 
to Japan. Kitsumkalum First Nation. 
Company officials say While the sawmill is 
the North.American market not running, Ryan says the 
is just noi viable with a re- company is doubling up on 
‘cent drop in lumber prices in its planer output, running 
’ the United States, where it two shifts per day this week 
has been shipping lumber. to allow those people who 
“We’ve got ’ enough would normally work in the 
(wood) but we &e actually sawmill to keep working. 
changing form the North “There are no layoffs,” 
American market to the says mill manager Terry 
Japanese market and we Bennett. “It’s the same com- 
need some bigger wood ... pliment as we currently have 
the wood that we’ve got is a - approximately 60 people.” 
bit small for what we need,” Though employees are 
says company chair John working full time this week, 
Ryan. in subsequent weeks that 
‘? understand that there 
is some good sized wood “We have indicated to 
in TFL 1 that’s the Lax them there may be a reduc- 
Kw’alaams ... and I under- tion in the work week,” says 
Askind that Kalum Ven- Ryan, adding the staff has 
tures has some good-sized been told they may come 
may not be the case. 
Julian Kemp -Vice President 
Fortune Coal Limited 
‘c Email: jkemp@fortuneminerals.com 
For more information on the project 
visit the E A 0  Project Information Centre at  
www.eao.gov.bc.ca 
(51 9) 858 - 81 88 
----: 
MUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOC~ETY 
is n o w  accepting applications to our 
located at 3 120 Braun Ave. To pick up an information 
and application package, please drop by our main office 
at: 3210 Emerson Street. For further information on the 
ten youth beds or four Elder‘s units available, please call 
638-8339 or 1-877-635-8283. Applicants must undergo 
a screening process and be a minimum of 16 years of 
age. (Applicants under 19 MUST have parental or 
guardian consent). Other restrictions may apply! 
YOUTH CENTRE’S RESIDENTIAL lFAClLITY 
Seizing the Opportunity INVESTORS GROUP 
WELCOMES... O n  November 1 9th the In Terrace, we elect councilprs 
citizens of Terrace will be going and trustees to make decisions 
to the polls ... it‘s your time to and enact laws on our behalf. 
seize the opportunity. To ensure councilors and 
Over the course of time, trustees remain accountable to 
voting has evolved from a rare electors; the maximum interval 
privilege to a universal right. between electors is two years. 
Political power in Canada This year we go to the polls on 
was transferred first from the Saturday, November 19th. 
colonial authorities to a select O n  Tuesday, November 
few among the population, then 1 st at 7:OO pm ”The Terrace 
gradually to every citizen over Standard” with assistance 
18 years of age. As the right from the Skeena Valley Rotary 
to vote was extended, so too Club and the Terrace & District 
were the mechanisms by which Chamber of Commerce 
electors can cast their votes. will be hosting a “Meet the 
As a result, exercising this right Candidates“ meeting at 
today is simply a question of the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. An 
seizing the opportunity every opportunity for ou to listen to 
on average, about one out of for Terrace City Council and 
four electors still forfeits that School Board. 
opportunity. The future looks bright and 
Canadians take pride in our promising for Terrace and the 
democratic system. Canadian Pacific Northwest and lately the 
citizens have the universal right educational system has been a 
to vote, and a strong array of topic of much discussion. The 
mechanismsguaranteethatthey Terrace & District Chamber 
can exercise their right free1 of Commerce urges you to 
and easily. However, witK exercise your freedom to vote 
all this in place, it‘s the 75%, and on November 19th elect 
who forfeits their opportunity those who you feel will seize 
to vote, who complain the most the opportunities over the next 
about the governance that they two ears and act on your 
did not elect. behai. 
time an election is called. Yet and question t K e candidates 
I wood.” back to a three-day week. 
Prior to joining our team, 
Jacqui spent 17 years as a 
cashier at Safeway. 
Investors Group is one of 
the largest financial services 
companies in the country. 
For over 75 years, Investors 
Group has been “a pioneer 
in offering a comprehensive 
array of financial products 
and services. 
Today, we manage over 
$40 billion in mutual fund assets JACQUI KOHL 
Coleen Taylor, Division 
Director for Investors 
Group Financial Services 
Inc., is pleased to 
announce that Jacqui 
Kohl has joined Investors 
Group in the Terrace 
Office as a Consultant. 
3223 Emerson St., Terruce, 5.C. V8G 2 R 9  
~ h :  250-635-51 19 FCUC: 250435-cC110 
www. timecleaners.com hotdesign Q telus.net 
for over a million Canadians. 
For mom Information 
please call 
(250) 635-0601 
Fax: (250) 635-0522 
www.investorsgroup.com 
SOLUTIONS SUILT AROUND YOU.‘ 
Invectors  GNU^ Financial %mica lac. GILDAN ~CAMOUFUGE GRAVGREEN 
lqrademarks owned by IGM Financial Inc: and licensed to it: 
subsidiary corporations. 
2006 Property Assessment Notices 
will be mailed to all propetty 
owners in British Columbia on 
December 31, 2005. 
If you own a property and have 
recently moved, please provide 
BC Assessment with your current 
mailing address by November 21, 
2005 so we can ensure you receive 
your assessment notice. 
Contact your local BC Assessment 
Office, as listed in the White Pages 
of your phone book, or visit our web 
site for e-mail contacts a t  
The BC construction industry is 
exploding with jobs and workers 
are needed now. Get paid while 
you learn the Carpentry trade. 
The Centre for Trades and 
Technology will provide you the 
training, tools and a guaranteed 
job while you learn. Our 
Vancouver-based industry 
partners will employ you while 
you learn new skills and 
increase your earning power. 
Don’t wait - start working today 
and upgrade your skills in the CIASSES START IN NOVEMBER 
growing construction industry. @MI 1-$0@-95&8377 
Call us to find out how. 
Sponsored by ApJY C E N T R E  T R A D E S FOR 
A N D  
TECHNOLOGY ai& 
-.-Lc- 
www. bcassessment.ca SECLIIRIW SYSTEMS 
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‘Hawkair creditor negotiations 
:going smoothly so far,-receiver 1 .  
’ NEGOTIATIONS WITH Hawkair’s It missed making payments in June in 2003 but then managed to cut that to 
: two largest creditors are going fairly iind even though lower payments were a $276,000 loss% 2004. 
:well as the airline seeks to lower its then negoitiiited. down to $125.875 a But rising fuel and insurance and 
:overall debt. says an Officiiil from the month. iind a payment holiday was other costs this year put the company 
: court-appointed monitor entrusted griitited. the compiiny missed again on into a $348,000 loss position by June 
: with the company‘s linanccs. amounts duc Oct. 1. Hawkair was giv- 30 of this year. 
: Those creditors are owed $12.6 mil- 
: lion from loans ma& to buy Hi),\\lkitir‘s 
:Phrec aircraft. 
Thcir co-operation is cruciiil if the 
;company is to successfully conic out 
:from behind creditor protcction. says 
David Gray from Campbell, Situnders 
Lid. of Vancouver. 
: “My sense is that so far. by and 
;large, the creditors aren’t reacting very 
i negatively,” said Gray late last week. 
i The problem with the, financing 
[deals with IMP Group Ltd. and Field 
;Aviation is that they call for payments 
ion aircraft that aren’t worth what they 
were when the arrangements were first 
made, he said. 
“That’s something that obviously 
needs to be dealt with,” Gray added of 
! the aircraft market value now estimated 
at just $7.5 million. 
The original plan was to pay IMP 
and Field $223,141 a month but a com- 
: bination of higher fuel prices, higher 
operating costs elsewhere and a squeeze : 01: ticket rates have cut Hawkair’s cash 
’ 
: 
; flow. 
P 
P 
b 
p i  crcditor protection Oct. 7 to forestid1 
any of its creditors froiii taking legal 
itction of their own to collect monies 
owing. 
Aside from the aircraft payments, 
thc conipiiny’s cash flow W;IS further 
redt~ced \vhcn its d 1 i  Visi1 credit card 
service provider began withholding 
$75.000 in company receivables. 
In addition, Hqwkair owed an csti- 
mated $2.3 million to il variety of other 
companies iis of the end of September. 
“On a balance sheet basis, ther, to- 
“tal value of Hawkair’s’ tangible assets 
is less than the amount of its total li- 
abilities,” read docunients filed with 
the court. 
“In a liquidation scenario, the asset 
value would be much lower than book 
value and. accordingly, it is expected 
that Hawkair’s aircraft financiers would 
suffer large shortfalls and recoveries 
for unsecured creditors in a liquidation 
scenario would be nominat at best,” the 
documents continue. 
Those same documents sketch a pic- 
’ ture of a company that lost $1.2 million 
It did begin to scale back routes. 
fired employees and cut operating es- 
penses beginning in the sunimcr. 
Gray sitid his company and Hawkair 
will be back hi court NOV. 4 where itn 
Hawkair won‘t be ready to make a 
proposal on that date to its creditors 
in temis of how much companies and 
people can expect, but there will be a 
clearer idea of how the airline is doing, 
said Gray. 
“In cases like this you can get some 
angry phone calls from creditors, but 
1 haven’t been getting any about this 
one,” he said. 
“I’m hopeful that Hawkair can come 
ou! of this,” Gray continued. 
Updiited financial report will bc b’ ’1 ven. 
BBBmM 
The Supreme Court of British Co- 
lumbia judge who granted Hawkair 
creditor protection is Madam Justice 
Brenda Brown. 
She’s the justice who first froze the 
assets of the B.C. Teachers’ Federation 
and then hit it with a $500,000 fine last 
week for its illegal strike. 
See instore for more details! 
Chemicals & Accessories 
(INFRARED, Dry & Steam) 
ALL ON SALE 
ON [NOW UNTIL OCTOBER ’3 1, Sa05 
Pool Tables & Billiard 
Darts & Accessories 
(FooseballAir Hockey & More) 
t 
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Shrine bus 
service starts 
in this area 
any government or corporate 
assistance, pay for more than 
$1 million in transportation 
costs yearly through vari- ~ 
ous Shrine Club fundraising 
activities and its annual Big 
Kids Dream Draw. 
Individuals or families 
using the service need only 
to pay for food and accom- 
THE SHRINERS Of Brit- 
ish Columbia and Yukon’s 
Care Cruiser bus program is 
coming to Terrace and other 
parts of northern B.C. 
That means physically 
challenged children and 
their parents can take advan- 
tage of the service that pro- 
vides normally costly trans- 
portation for treatment down 
south at no charge. , Harrison said. 
the bus ser- 
northwest, making a pick up 
modation along the way, SHRlNERS JAKE Terpstra, top left, and Danny Dyke 
are among those who have worked to expand their 
To book a trip On the transportation service to the northwest. The Care 
need only contact the Shrine parents who need treatment outside of the area. There 
Last 
Vice made its first X’Un to the Shrine Care Cruiser, patients 
in Smithers, said Jim Harri- patient travel coordinator at 
son, the regional executive 1-800-66 I-KIDS or e-maij- -especially for the children’s needs. 
director. shrinekids @ shawcablc.com 
Before, people had to 
make their own way to 
Prince George before taking 
a Shriner bus down south, 
said Harrison. 
That meant children 
and parents had to pay for 
their own travel to Prince 
The program has expand- 
ed to serve both the north- 
west and the Peace River 
Cruiser program is for physically challenged and their 
is no charge for the service and the bus is outfitted 
FILE PHOTO 
, George. 
The coach features wall 
to wall carpet and seating 
ecapabilities for 14 to 28 
passengers, with motorized 
lounge chairs, wheelchair 
lifts, microwave ovens, cof- 
fee makers and fridges. 
Shriners began the 
miser program in 
to cut out the costly 
airfares it was paying to fly 
young patients and their 
families to hospitals in Van- 
couver, Oregon and Wash- 
ington states. 
This, the final year of the 
four-year plan to get the pro- 
gram underway, called for 
an expansion into northern 
B.C., said Harrison from 
Vancouver. 
“The next step is replac- 
ing the coaches,” Harrison 
The Shriners of B.C:and 
Yukon, who do not receive 
I Parents, Youth, Seniors, 
Interested Citizens 
All interested community members are 
invited to participate in a new Community 
Advisory Committee being formed by 
Northwest Addiction Services. Please 
attend an organizational meeting on 
Tuesday, November I at 7:OO PM, at 
Youth Opportunities, 4530 Lakelse 
Avenue (behind Interconnect). For more 
information please call 638-8117. 
TDCSS 
- 
PITTS~URGH’ PAINTS 
IamPoDArt 1 
spu A 
The new personalily-inspired decorating collections 
i 3  
* A whole new way to choose color: 
www.voiceofco1or.com 
* Play The Color Sense Game’” and 
discover your color personality 
Unique 5-color decorating chips 
4 2 oz. trial size paints 
Exclusivsly at: 
OPEN SUNDAYS 
’Across from Watlart” 
Hwy. 16 East, Terrace -__ 
P I T T S B U R G H  P A I N T S  
I 
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Around Town 
IT MAY not be fun at the time but flu shots can 
prevent the agony of symptoms during the ’ 
winter months. FILE PHOTO, 
Take a shot at health 
FLU SEASON is around the corner and with it 
comes flu shot season. 
The public health unit in Terrace at 3412 Kalum 
St. will host several free vaccination clinics for 
those who are eligible in early to mid-November. 
There are several categories of people who 
qualify for the free shot: anyone over 65 years of 
age, anyone with a chronic disease, infants of six 
to 23 months ,of age and their household contacts, 
health workers and first responders, people who 
give childcare and women expecting to give birth 
during the flu season. 
Carol Harrison, the health unit’s program man- 
ager, said the flu season typically runs from Decem- 
ber to March. 
Dates for the drop-in clinics, open from 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. are: Nov. 7-10, 14-16 and 17-18 
(on a limited basis). There will be two evening clin- 
ics from 6:30-9 p.m. on Nov. 9 and 16. 
Harrison reminded the public that they can’t get 
the flu from the flu shot - a common question. Har- 
rison added local pharmacies normally offer a vac- 
cine to those who don’t qualify for a free one. 
Nominate Terrace heros 
BRITISH COLUMBIANS are invited to celebrate 
the people who make a difference in their 
communities by nominating them for the third 
annual Community Achievement Awards. 
The deadline for nominations for the 2006 Com- 
munity Achievement Awards is Nov. 15, 2005. In- 
formation on the nomination process can be found 
on the foundation’s Web site at www.bcachieve- 
ment.com or in their brochure, which can be ob- 
tained by calling 1-866-882-6088 or visiting a gov- 
ernment agent office, library or municipal office. 
An independent advisory council of community 
leaders will review the nominations and select the 
recipients of the awards based on the impact of the 
individuals’ contribution, as well as factors such as 
uniqueness, commitment, leadership and length of 
service. The winners of the 2006 British Columbia 
Community Achievement Awards will be awarded 
a uniquely British Columbian medallion, designed 
by B.C. artist Robert Davidson, at a ceremony to be 
held in Victoria, during spring 2006. 
In the first two years of the award. 75 recipients 
have been chosen. People have been recognized 
from nearby Smithcrs and Houston, yet no Terrace 
resident has been honoured. 
Don’t resist this 
WHEN BERNADlNE Drake talks (or writes, in this 
case) about fitness, her qualifications are second to 
none. 
Drake, born and raised in Terrace, is not only a 
respected and recognized fitness consultant, a certi- 
fied weight training instructor and nutritional con- 
sultant but she’s also an author. 
Drake has penned Get Fit with Mommy apd Me, 
It’s as Easy as One, 
Two,Three. 
The 1997 B.C. 
Fitness Champion, 
Drake said the 
book is aimed at 
those who want to 
gain energy, tone 
up, trim down and 
increase their abil- 
ity to accomplish 
day-to-day tasks 
through effective 
and efficient exer- 
cises and nutrition- 
al tips. 
book focuses on 
resistance exercise 
training, a highly recommended low impact form 
of training. Drake added the book, photo illustrated 
with descriptive, detailed exercises, is geared for 
the whole familv. 
hluch of the Bernadine Drake 
W Extincruished moment I 
W 
JASMINE CLIFFORD uses a fire extinguisher to put out a mock blaze as Terrace Fire Chief Peter Weeber, centre, firefighters Jim Stan- 
ton, Dave Jephson, Colin Willoner and others watch during a free fire extinguis r training session in the parking lot by the Toronto 
Dominion Bank as part of Fire Prevention Week Oct. 15. 
I 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Trails to Timberline:! 
the next .generation 
By DUSTIN 
QUEZADA 
ANDREW BLIX had a most 
unusual Grade 7 year and he 
looks back fondly on it. 
His father, Einar, was 
compiling the material for 
his later published book, 
Trails to Timberline, so he 
brought his son with him. 
“It was a unique experi- 
ence and I enjoyed, especial- 
ly looking back,” Andrew 
Blix said. 
The younger Blix, who 
lives in Terrace, said at 
the time his feelings were 
mixed. 
“Getting pulled out of 
school, missing friends 
and activities and then be- 
ing thrown back in ... maybe 
that’s why it was such a 
shock,” Blix said, adding he 
got bugged a bit upon his rc- 
turn to the school system. 
“They called me OMoun- 
tain Man,” chuckled the 41- 
year-old. 
Overall, however, An- 
drew Blix said it was i~ posi- 
tive experience that strength- 
ened his relationship with 
his father. 
‘That might explain An- 
drew Blix’s interest in up- 
dating the book that has two 
editions to date. 
Originally published in 
1977, the second edition has 
had three printings. 
Einar Blix said he just re- 
cently used some extra cov- 
ers for the third printinglof 
the second edition. 
Some copies can still be 
found in the northwest, the 
author said from his retire- 
ment home of Smithers, but 
they’ll run out this year. 
“I think it certainly 
proved to be a good seller 
since 1977,” said the senior 
Blix. “But things change, 
things need to be updated.” 
Einar Blix points to the 
effects of logging and trails 
growing over as reasons for 
a new edition. 
Andrew Blix said the 
project would likely involve 
adding and updating origi- 
nal trails, any new roads and 
different access points to the 
ANDREW BLIX, with son Jake, is eager to update his dad’s book on hiking in the 
northwest. It could be a full cycle for Blix and his son, as he helped his dad on the 
DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
thusiasts will weigh in with into place before the project 
their opinions. can go forward, said Andrew 
Dad,” said the forestry and “I don’t anticipate mak- 
outdoor recreation consul- ing money and I don’t an- 
tant. “He’d let me do it, but I ticipate losing a lot,” he said. 
want him onside.” “There’s an initial outlay of 
The consulting business capital and the returns come 
keeps Blix busy, as does be- back slowly.” 
- original book in the mid 1970s. 
has Andrew Blix thinking 
of incorporating some newer 
technology so that changes “I need to agree with Blix. 
can be made without having 
to re-publish the book every 
decade or so. 
He said he’s grappling 
with the idea of a book and 
Web combination, the latter 
trails. allowing for user updates, ing a husband and father. 
The static state of print and hopes area hiking en- Many things have to fall Continued Page B4 
Ed Curell 
Library 
banks 
on gov’t 
money 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THE TERRACE Public 
Library is looking to 
partner with libraries in the 
northwest to develop an 
integrated computer system, 
says the chief librarian. 
“It will reduce the cost if 
we partner up with other li- 
braries,” said Ed Curell. 
The library was one of 
several across the province 
to receive technology and 
equity grants from the pro- 
vincial government in the 
spring. 
The $5,50O:technology 
grant can be banked for a 
year when the grants are 
scheduled to be given again 
in 2006 (and 2007). 
Curell said the local li- 
brary would hang on to the 
money until the success of 
the regional proposal, can 
be determined. ’ 
Other libraries coordinat- 
ing in the project that would 
revamp the libraries’ system 
for checking books in and 
out, include those in Prince 
Rupert, Kitimat, Smith- 
ers, Hazelton, Houston and 
Stewart - and Northwesl 
Community College. 
The $8,000-equity granl 
was spent over the spring 
and summer on a variety of 
literacy promoting initia- 
tives, Curell said. 
“It’s great for libraries ta 
be recognized as part of the 
literacy campaign,” Curell 
said. “We’re very pleased.” 
, 
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CITY SCENE 
v 
Clubs & pubs‘ Live music audiences since turning professional i n  1982 with their amazing range of programmes from 
a cappella favourites to the contemporary hits. 
Single night and season tickets available. Single 
tickets: $25 adult / $20 student or senior or book 
the whole eight-show season and save 30 per cent. 
For info on tickets, call 635-5603 or go online at 
www. terraceconcertsociety.org. 
// 
Dee Daniels Quartet plays the Mount Elizabeth 
Theatre in Kitimat Friday, Oct. 28 at 8 p.m. sharp. 
Daniels, herself a B.C. Entertainment Hall of 
Fame inductee, brings her four-octave voice in 
a unique blend of jazz, swing, gospel and blues, 
along with a magnetic stage presence. Daniels is 
joined by three of Vancouverk top jazz musicians 
backing her up: Tilden Webb, piano; Miles Hill, 
acoustic bass; and Jesse Cahill, drums. This will be 
the Dee Daniels Quartet’s 
ARTFUL CUP: Open mic night Saturdays. 
‘GEORGE’S PUB: Semi Chronic Oct. 28-29; 
Hallowe’en party Oct. 29; Canucks pay per view 
Oct. 27. 
HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free foosbalWed. 
karaoke, free poolRhurs. college games night/ 
Fri.-Sat. c‘mce music & door prizes/Sunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams. A great opportunity 
to network with fellow musicians in a friendly ’ 
atmosphere. All you need is your instrument 
because there’s sound equipment, lighting, a drum 
’ kit and all the amps you’ll need. 
THORNHILL PUB: Karaoke Sunday nights 
THE TERRACE LEGION: Saturdays meat 
draw 4-6 pm.  L 
Vis ua Fa rts 
Terrace Art Gallery presents its October 
cxhibit “Fired up! An inferno of creativity,” a 
celebration of pottery and vision. The October 
exhibit runs Oct. 7-30. Gallery hours are:’ 
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays: 12-4 
p.m., Fridays: 12-6 p.m. and Sundays: 1-4 p.m. 
only performance in 
northern B.C. Tickets 
are now on sale at Book 
Masters, Toys 4 U, and 
The Source. Adults $23; 
Senior 65 + $2 1. Student: 
$15. All tickets $2 more 
at the door. Cinema\’ i, EtC. . 
‘ Ladies in Lavender, set in 1936, is the 
charming and sweetly melancholic story about 
two ageing spinster sisters whose peaceable 
Cornwall existence is disrupted when they take 
a young man into their care... and their hearts. 
The British film stars Judi Dench, Maggie Smith, 
Natascha McElhone and Daniel Briihl. Part of the 
Terrace Not Paris Film Series. Wednesday, Oct. 
26 at 7 p.m. 
J 
The Terrace 
Concert Society 
presents Cantabile, the 
second of eight exciting 
performances as part of 
its 2005-06 season Friday, 
Nov. 11 at 8 p.m. Cantabile is quite simply one of 
the world’s top vocal groups. Outstanding in both 
comedy and the classics, it has been delighting 
The Terrace Amnesty International Action 
Circle A80 presents the second of six film nights 
happening at the Kiva Cafe on Wednesday, Oct. 
26 at 7 p.m. The night’s theme,is U.S. policy 
with two films, “In Whose Interest?” and “Noam 
Chomsky: Rebel Without a Pause.” The‘ monthy 
film nights will take place on the last Wednesday 
of each month from Septkmber to March 2006. 
1 --.. 
~ p m - a t  the PGM Lee Theatre t2 
T icWs $14 at 
Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
Our official ticket outlet i s  
Standard 
7 R ‘ A  D I T  
Our Offices are Open 
to Serve You! 
COMMUNITY EVENTS The Terrace Pentacostal Assembly is hosting a 
OCT. 7-30 Halloween family carnival Monday, Oct. 31 from 
Terrace Art Gallery presents its October exhibit 6-8 p.m. with games, prizes and candy. A Trick or 
“Fired up! An inferno of creativity,” a celebration of Treat alternative. 
pottery and vision. Gallery hours are: Wednesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays: 12-4 p.m., Fridays: 12- The University of Victoria, Centre on Aging in 
6 p.!??:-lnd=Stl~dayS: 1-4 p.m. partnership with Northern Health offers a six- 
week free course at the Terrace Public Library on 
THURSDAY, QCT. 27 Tuesdays from Nov. 1 to Dec. 6 from 6:30 to 9 p.m. 
UNBC Terrace presents the third talk in a as part of the Chronic Disease Self-Management 
Northwest SDeaker series. “When the Fridge is Program. For info or to register phone Sherry 
1 
Tenace Ofice 104-47 10 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace BC V8G 1T2 
Phone: 250 615-1 149 
KtimatOfice 244A City Centre 
. ,  . 3  I Phone: 250 639-0037 . 
Kitimat BC V8C 1T6 
- 
E-Mail robin. austin.mla@leg. bc. c; 
Stop by or reach us by 
Bare: Food Security and Food Banks in Canada’’ 
by Dr. Bruce Bidgood at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
welcome. 
. .  ,--.“-. . , UNBC campus, 4741 Park Ave. Free and all - -2, iec I. . 
Northwest Addiction services invites Darents. 
.;a? -..- 1 -866;902-3767 0: .$!yhCh@dccne!.com 
Registration is^  limifed. 
- _ _  - 
youth, seniors and all interested cornmini6 
members to participate in a new Community 
Advisory Connitte. An organizational meeting will 
take place on Tuesda, Nov. 1 at 7 p.m. at Youth 
Opportunities, 4530 Lakelse Ave. For more info 
call 638-81 17. 
Ten Thousand Villages sale needs volunteers. 
Fairly traded handcrafted items from 30 nations 
will come to Terrace in November in this non- 
profit sale supporting economic self-sufficiency. 
FRIDAY, OCT. 28 
Writer Margo Bates, raised in the Northwest 
and now living in White Hock, reads from her first 
book, P.S. Don’t Tell Your Mother at the Terrace 
the book tells of life in Telkwa and Terrace in the 
late 1950s and is drawn from letters written to her 
from ther grandmother, Nana Noonen. 
SATURDAY, OCT. 29 
Terrace Symphony Orchestra presents its Please call Lisa at 635-0762 (leave message). 
scariest Haloween concert ever! Oct. 29, 7 p.m. 
Art Gallery from 7-9 p.m. Part fact, part fiction, 11 
Kitty corner to the Public Library Park A 
phone! 
Robin is working hard to  
bring the concerns of Skeen: 
residents to Victoria! 5 Robin Austin, MLA 
Skeena at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Come in costume. AI1 
available at Misty River Books, at the door or from 
orchestra members. Call 635-9649 or 635-4722. 
Kalum Horseshoe Community School Society 
supply as snacks to local schools. If you have any 
fruit to donate, please call the Family Place at 638- 
1863, fax 638-1873 or e-mail agathaj@telus.net, 
seats $5, children under 6 years are free. Tickets is looking for tasty and ripe locally-grown fruit to Plan to attend! Support local vendors in Terrace! 
PSAs with “fruit” in the subject line. Volunteers are also 
Terrace Public Library welcomes you once sought for pick up and transportation of fruit. After 
again to it’s annual giant fall book sale from Oct. three weeks of operation, Terrace and Thornhill 
21-30. Plus, the library presents homeschool school students have received over 2,000 pounds 
bookmaking for ages seven and up. An exciting of fruit donated through this prograni. 
opportunity to write, illustrate and create your 
own books, this four-week program will include a The Ksan House Society presents a women’s 
session with an author with tips and a local artist drop-in group, “Her Story: Crazy Quilting” through 
showing illustration techniques. Register now Oct. 26 on Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. at 
for the free program. Sessions begin Oct. 18th the Terrace Transition House. For all women who 
from 1-2 p.m. at the library and run once a week. have experienced intimate abuse or ar9 interested 
Also offered is a free Preschool Halloween Party in honouring those who have been victims. For 
for children aged 3-5 years. Come in disguise or info, call Allison at 635-2373. 
come as yourself on Monday, Oct. 31 1-2 p.m. 
Class size is limited. For infokegistration visit the Support After Suicide support group meets every 
library or call 638-8177. fourth Tuesday of the month to tell each other’s 
stories and begin healing. Support is provlded by 
November is Diabetes month, and starting Oct. people who have walked the same path. Stepping 
20, volunteers will be canvassing door to door for Stone Clubhouse #102, 4450 Greig Ave. 7 p.m.- 
donations to fund Diabetes research, education 8:30 p.m. Call Joset at 638-1347 for details. 
and service programs. Help find a cure, give 
aenerously. Call Jane for info at 635-2894. The Terrace Women’s Resource Centre 
’ 
I www.terraceautomaII.com Baby‘s Name: 
Daseon Leonard Trey 
Sheldon McDonald 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 6, 2005 at 1 130 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 1 1  oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Jolene & Sheldon 
Baby’s Name: 
Ephrim Myles Wiebe 
Bate & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 6, 2005 at 4:05 p.m. 
Weight: 8,lbs. 0 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents Sirena & Dalen 
/ W e  brother for Adon 
&Emma” ‘ 
I1 
l l  
Baby‘s Name: 
Mary-Anne Milner Bialobzyski 
Dote & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 8, 2005 at 3:47 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 13.5 OZ. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: ilenine & Phil 
“Little sisfep for Emma, 
Noah & Olivia“ 
Baby’s Name: 
Lorraine Johnny 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 10, 2005 at 4:15 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 4 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Sharon & Leo I 
I info8terraceautomall.com I - The Healing Touch Association of Terrace offers free treatments to the public at the Knox 
United Church from 7-9 p.m. on the first and third 
Mondays of each month starting Oct. 17 (except 
stat holidays). Sessions are by donation. To book 
your appointment or for info, call 635-8692. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop 
now has winterclothing, ice skates and Hallowe’en 
costumes in stock and is having bag sales froin 
Oct. 25-29. Located at 4544 Lazelle Ave., store 
hours are 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Tuesday - Saturday. 
The Auxiliary is always looking for new members 
interested in helping us raise funds for the hospital 
and Terraceview Lodge. 
resumes with its Friday noon discussion group 
for a fall series. Oct. 28 - Towards a rural feminist 
view: Review of Terrace social plan. Alternate 
Fridays drop-in discussion topics. Friday nOon 
discussion group meets from 12-1 p.m. and 
presentations start at 12:15 p.m. Call 6384228 
for more info. 
B.C. Schizophrenia Society’s Terrace branch 
offers Family to Family, a free 12-week education 
course for families or persons with: depression, 
bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, 
obsessive-compulsive disorder and personality 
disorder. The Thursday night course from 7- 
9:30 p.m. runs to Dec. 8 at the Stepping Stone 
Clubhouse. To enquire or register, call Eileen 
Baby’s Name: 
Keira Patreese Etzerza 
Date & Time of B i d :  
Oct. 1 1 , 2005 at 1 1 :19 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 4 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parent: Kitiy Etzerza 
Baby’s Name: 
Jack Victor Brown 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 8, 2005 at 1258  a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 2 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Cheryl & Jackie 
“Little brother for Alyssa“ 
The R.E.M. Lee starts an exciting 
new S~~SQII!!! Corne and join us! 
Wedtiesday, October 19,2005 \ 
Caledonia ililrsic show. Come and Bear a i r  accomplished 
and fabuloiis niiisicians. Adnrission by dormtion 
Saturday, October 29,2005 
l71e Terrace S y t @ w y  Orchestra presents: n e  Antiiial 
Hallot~een Sboiu. ZO0p.m. All tickets $5.00 (Cbildreit 6 and 
iinder free) Available at Mkty River Books nttd at the door 
Friday, Nov. 11,2005 
Cantabile. 4piece vocal/mtrsical comedy froin England. 
‘%aiitabile‘s great soiind atrd sheer joie de viure, makes 
this sparkling, irtfectiota eutertainnient.” 8:OOp.n~. 
Terrace Concert Society. Tickets at~ailable online at: wiuii~. 
terraceconcertsociety.org or call phone: (250)635-5603 
November 17,18,19 
hTlinsense. Terrace Little 771eatrepresents this rollicking 
nwsical OfJive niins who pirt on a show .... Filii for the 
rubole f a d s .  8:OO b.m. Tickets available at Unirrlobe. 
Rainbow Warriors Dragon Boat team will send 
members to Terrace Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 7 
p.m. at the health unit auditorium, 3412 Kalum 
cancer survivors and supporters were able to start 
a team and the benefits of this activity. For more 
info, call Melanie at 798-9555. 
Hapby G~~~ Centre is hosting a tea and bazaar 
welcome. 
at 635-3620. 
- 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre Offers 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday Of 
the month at p.m. Next meeting is OCt. 27. The 
cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It‘s open 
Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet access 
for canr?r research is available. For information 
call 638-8583. 
St. Come and learn how Prince Rupert’s breast cancer support group for family and friends 
Saturday, Oct. 29 from 1 :30-3:30 p.m. Everyone about emergency aid or peer support programs, 
Skeena Mall hosts a pumpkin carving contest 
Sunday, Oct. 30. Bring your carved pumpkin to 
the mall at 12 p.m. for this family event. Prizes (1 st, 
2nd and 3rd) will be handed out in two categories: 
original and scary. Judging will begin at 3 p.m. 
The George Little House is hosting a Halloween 
Tea on Sunday, Oct. 30 at 1 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. 
reservations are required, plus the Parade of Lights 
will be held on Nov. 26 at 5 p.m. Entry forms can 
be picked up at the George Little House. No Santa 
is required because he is on his way. The George 
Little House will also be collecting non perishable 2 
food for the Salvation Army. Call 638-8887. 
Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
please phone 635-4862. 
Terrace Emergency Shelter and Hostel is 
promoting a Root Cellar Project, looking for any 
amount of root vegetables for donation. Drop-offs 
came be made anytime at 2812 Hall St. Phone 
Blaine at 635-5890 for information. 
Gospel Meetings are being held at the Happy 
Gang Hall Oct. 12 and 17 from 7:30-8:30 p.m. 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
. . . , , _ . . , . . . .  . . .  . . - . . .  . ,. . _ . .  . .  . .. . .  . .  . .  . 
Bates selling northen humour 
:“GIVE ‘ER Rusty.” 
. It’s author and former 
Terrace resident Margo 
Bates talking on a cellphone 
while driving in Vancouver 
.traffic. 
: “Give ‘er” is the northern 
:way of saying to speed up, 
:Rusty is her husband’s nick- 
.name and it involves a story 
.about driving an under-pow- 
Sered car. 
.L But Bates is also talking 
:about the northern voice 
c- expressions and a way of 
;communicating unique to 
:this area of the province. 
1 Nobody goes to Prince 
:George. They go to “Prince.” 
’And Prince Rupert is just 
:“Rupert.” 
: Bates has brought some 
-of that voice to her self-pub- 
lished 137-page first book, 
.P.S. Don’t Tell’Your Moth- 
er.” Bates has combined all of 
1 It’s part fact, part fiction, that in a readable presenta- 
more than a tad irreverent tion of narrative interspersed 
and is based on a collection with the letters. 
of letters Bates received as a “I think I’ve had this 
young girl in the late 1950s book inside from the day I 
from her grandmother, Nana received my first letter when 
Noonan, who lived in Telk- I was 10,” says Bates. 
wa. ‘*It was a story of a Jack 
“There is a northern dia- Russell terrier, a real pain in 
lect, a northern way of talk- the butt who had his teeth 
ing. I’ve tried to keep to the into a roast. I wrote that sto- 
dialect as-a way of talking ry to a girlfriend.” 
when 1 wrote the book,” ex- Readers of P.S. Don’t 
plains Bates. Tell Your Mother will come 
‘There are people down across a classic-northern 
here who when 1 say some- Halloween pynk, the tip- 
thing, will turn to me and ping of an outhouse. 
say, “1 beg your pardon.”’ But they’ll also learn a lot Margo Bates 
Nana Noonan was, as about life in Telkwa and in 
early 1960s. 
It’s a life that needed to 
be writtcn i n  thc stylc Bates 
Bates describes her, “a bit of Terrace in  the late 1950s and Bates reads from her 
an old battle axe.” But she hook this Friday, Oct. 28, in 
was also given to common the art gallery located i n  the 
sense and had a keen eye for library beginning at 7 p.m. 
detail. has choscn. 
The perfettlittle - getaway s6hs at just $69; 
, 
& It’s value season atkcent Inns - the perfect time to escape to your favourite BC destination. Enjoy the best of the season: 
the sights, the sports, the shopping - or just kick back Accent I 
Inns.. 
* *m*cMa 
1-800-663-0298 
/ 
‘’ and relax. At the end of your perfect day, your 
spotlessly clean room, comfy bed and our friendly 
staff will bc waiting for you. See you soon! 
rccentinns.com , 
Cbnadlm o r m d  and o p t a t d .  J 
0 Camera club eyeing workshops 
:THE PRESIDENT of the Northern Lenses 
:Camera Club couldn’t make a recent 
Zcompetition and workshop in the Lower 
:Mainland, yet he still won two honourable 
1 mentions. 
David Watson was recognized in two cat- : egories - monochrome and open slides. 
Unfortunately for him and members of 
:the local club, he was sick and unable to at- 
;tend the workshops that featured advice on 
;digital photography, film, composure, light- 
:ins, travel and portraiture. 
. Watson said he’s hoping to thb local 
club, which meets every second and fourth 
Wednesday of each month at the Terrace Art 
Gallery, will be able to have its own semi- 
~ 
n u .  
The hobby photographer, who has sold 
some of his work, said the club will likely 
target a local commercial photographer be- 
fore trying to land a Vancouver-based pro. 
The club, not yet a year old, must wait for 
that anniversary to be eligible for grants. 
Also a director with the photography club 
in Prince Rupert, Watson said that group 
joined with the school board to have a work- 
shop with a commercial photographer in 
July. DAVID WATSON’S Win- 
The Northern Lenses Camera Club’is al- ter Mist won an honour- 
ways looking for new members. For info, able mention at Abbots- 
call David Watson at 638-0146 or e-mail at ford photo competition. 
david@ davidwatsonphotographicart.com DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
BC Hydro is developing its plan for meeting future electricity needs and we believe 
our customers and those affected by our business should be part of our decision- 
We are following up on regional information sessions held around the province 
this past spring to obtain insight into your values and preferences around specific 
resource options. This information helped to design energy portfolios (resource 
mixes) that could meet the province’s future energy needs. 
We invite you to a second round of regional information sessions to hear about the 
activities undertaken to date in preparing the 2005 IEP and to obtain your feedback 
on the resource strategies. 
Please drop in for a chance to review the displays, ask questions and hear from the 
2005 IEP team. 
The following information session is scheduled in your region: 
Kitimat 
’ making processes. 
‘ 1 0% 
Monday, November 7 I 
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Riverlodge Rec Centre < 
Activity Room 
654 Columbia 
We look forward to seeing you. For more ipformation, please call 1 888 224-9376 
(1 888 BCHYDRO), or email 2005iepbbchydro.’com, or visit h.bchydro.corn/iep. 
At k Hydro, our purpose is to keep B.C.’s electricity reliable and low cost 
for generations. 
’ 
for generations 3 $ wvyw. bch yd ro. corn 
Terrace Stotk Car Association 
will be holding their 
orrrhill Junior Secordrry 
MEmING 
Thursday, November 3,2005 
790 p.m. at the Pizza Hut 
at the school ’“* \ I-. a 
‘ CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 
5th Annual 
, ? ,  , . , . , ,. I . .  . . 
@ 
Saturday, Oct. 29 
5:OO p.m. - 1O:OO p.m. 
1 Bring your f$mi/y und fiends! 
A closer look November 12,2005 
,‘ 10:00am-4:00pm 
Admission is a 
non-perishable food item 
to help the local churches 
food bank - Many items 
from local artisans and 
crafters, also a few home 
based businesses. 
Canteen provided by the CCS Yearbook Committee. 
For more information, call the school at 
“A Grad 2006 Fundraiser” 
at volatility 
If you’re an investor, you know the 
impact that volatility can have on your 
portfolio. Ups and downs in financial 
markets, individual securities and 
even mutual funds can have you 
smiling one day, worried the next. 
However, it is possible to manage 
volatility so price fluctuations won’t 
might be suitable for your portfolio. 
If you want low volatility,. with the 
tradeoff of lower returns potential, 
look for lower volatility investments. 
You should also be concerned 
about the ’overall volatility of your 
portfolio-in other words, how much 
the value of your Dortfolio fluctuates 
Come wearing your costume to receive 
“10% OFF 
Your Meal! 
and over what period of 
time. 
This is easily managed 
by ensuring your portfolio 
is well diversified. Hold 
individual investments 
that vary in their degree 
of volatility, as well as 
including all major assets 
classes in your portfolio. 
Individual asset classes 
don’t always move in 
.tandem, and they, seldom 
fluctuate, to the same 
degree at the same time. 
You can also reduce 
lorries by focusing on the 
be such a concern. When 
you understand volatility 
and how it works, you can 
take steps to manage its 
impact. 
Volatility is important 
because it is a measure 
of risk and potential 
reward. It is the tendency 
of securities to rise and 
fall over a short period. 
Large swings equal high 
volatility. More moderate 
swings represent lower 
vo lat i I i ty. 
The higher the volatility, 
the greater the potential for short- 
I Investment Representative 
volatility 
Eater Godo’s n 
Dr0w to win u 
Blown Glass Pkher  
urrd four glusses! 635-6173 or Marla’ Braam 
Kevin Marleau 
long-term. With a ionger investment 
horizon, temporary fluctuations don’t 
matter as much. You reduce volatility 
risk and take advantage of the fact 
that over the long-term, the direction 
of markets islgenerally up. 
You can even take advantage 
of volatility to enhance returns. 
If you invest at regular intervals- 
through a periodic investment plan, 
for instance-volatility can work in 
your favor because your regular! 
investment amount will buy more 
when prices dip. This technique is 
known as “dollar cost averaging,” and 
it can lower your cost of investing. 
Ask your investment representative 
for help in assessing and managing 
the volatility of your portfolio. 
MEMBER ClPF 
UPCOMING SEMINAR 
Thursdav. November 10.2005 
term returns and the greater the 
risk that your investment will decline 
in value over a short period. If you 
have the potential to make a lot of 
money you often have the potential 
to lose a lot as well. Less volatile 
investments may not have the same 
potential for windfall profits, but they 
usually don’t have the same degree 
of  downside risk. 
You can gauge the volatility of an 
investment by examining its price 
history. For example, if a stock has 
a tendency to fluctuate considerably 
wer a short time, it is volatile. This 
IS especially the case if the price 
movements are out of sync with 
the market. While you might expect 
stocks to move up and down with 
general market conditions, a volatile 
stock will often fluctuate even in 
times of generally stable markets. 
A low-volatilitv stock will vary in 
Our 7 
2005 Business 
Excellence Award’s Gala 
was a great success. .. 
Building With Bonds orice much less. Its price moves nav  be more gradual. and it may .-, - -  - 
wen move in tgndem with a market Call To Reserve Your Seat 
index most of the time. 
Should you be concerned about 
the volatility of an investment? If you 
Nant to assess potential risk before EXwmd,jone& 
nvesting for the short term, the 
answer is yes. If you’re willing to take 
m more riskto earn potentially higher 
’eturns, more volatile investments 
Se- h & 6 d U d  hvesbrs 
1074716 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T2 
(250) 638-Il202 or 1-877=638-3.202 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
f 
/, 1.1 
/ 
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STORE MANAGER Mike Lefebvre of Save-On-Foods, is giving away pumpkins to selected city VIPs who will 
c a m  them for this weekend’s Food for Friends drive for the Terrace Church’s Food Bank. The store will also be 
2 DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO donating and serving hot dogs, soda pop and chips. 
Season for banking food 
- 
IF YOU didn’t know that we’re smack dab in the middle of Donalds. 1 
the eighth annual Food for Friends campaign, you still have 
time to participate. 
The week is filled with ways businesses, community 
groups and individuals are helping get the food bank prepare 
for the long and demanding fall and winter. 
“It’s the beginning of food bank season so weswant to 
raise awareness and tie into the harvest theme,” said Food 
for Friends coordinator Sandy Glendenning. 
It may be harvest season but the drive is still looking 
exciusively for non-perishable food items for the Terrace 
Church’s Food Bank. 
” . Glendenning said more than 40 local businesses are col- 
lecting food, offering friendly challenges to other businesses 
and giving incentives to customers to make donations. 
Also, the Mix morning show will broadcast all week from 
the “Hungry Half Ton” truck donated by Totem Ford, en- 
couraging listeners and the public to make donations wher- 
ever the truck is and be entered into a draw for a set of winter 
tires. 7 
On Oct. 28, Grade 1-7 students from CentehidChristian 
School will canvass door to door soliciting donations. 
And depending on whether the public schools are back, 
any schools andor classes involved a Food for Friends ini- 
tiative will be entered into a draw for a free lunch from Mc- 
‘ 
The harvest theme will be front and centre as the week 
culminates Saturday, Oct. 29 outside the Standard Radio 
building at Emerson and Lazelle. 
The VIP (Very Important Pumpkin) carving event has 
Terrace luminaries entering their jack-o’-lantern creations 
that can be won?with the purchase of a 50/50 ticket, with one 
lucky winner getting a pumpkin and the 50/50 winnings. 
That’sjust one of the days events, however. 
At 10 a.m. the Kinette Club of Terrace will stage a pan- 
cake breakfast. 
Between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Save-On-Foods will be cook- 
ing hot dogs and serving chips and pops. 
Through the day, the Terrace Fire Department will offer 
rides on its antique fire truck and there will be music and 
Food for Friends T-shirt sales by Grade 12 students from 
Centennial Christian. 
If that’s not enough, Glendenning said coffee and dough- 
nuts will be offered for free with a donation. 
Over the last seven years, Food for Friends, with the help 
of people and businesses in Terrace, has collected an esti- 
mated 25 tons of food and $10,000. 
“Some years are up and some are down,” Glendenning 
said. “There’s just a big need in the community and (Food 
for Friends) is a way for people to help out.” 
From B1 
7 
3 Finding the time a challenge 
“It’s a double whammy for me. I have to juggle f G l y  
with business and personal endeavours but it’s not all about 
the money,” he said, adding he’d also like to see if any grant 
money was available. 
Andrew Blix said he would have to look for potential 
breaks in his schedule because he estimates the work taking 
up four to five months to complete. 
But where there’s a will there’s a way. 
“Dad would like to see it done and I’d like to do it,” the 
younger Blix said. “I’d like to do it while (Einar’s) still 
alive.” 
Einar Blix, a longtime electrical engineer for Alcan, is 
74 and has had a recent hip operation but feels he could still 
lend a hand. 
W d  you ke to become a Snow Angel this winter? 
The Terrace Volunteer Bureau is looking for 
volunteers who are dedicated to helping the elderly 
and disabled persons who live in your community. 
Snow Shoveling (Snow Angels] 
Home Winterizing 
Minor Home Repairs 
Yard Work 
Cleaning Outside Windows 
We n a d  help wish: 
Call the Voluntwr Bureau at 638- 1330 
“I feel I could still help out with some trails and checking 
The project could turn out to be a family affair. 
Andrew Blix, who participated in the fieldwork for half 
to two thirds of the trails in the first book, said he would be 
open to company from his wife, Jane, and his son Jake. 
“Andrew was 12 at the time and he was a good hiker,” 
said Einar Blix. “I don’t think I had to wait for him much. 
“I don’t think Jake would have trouble and he’d have 
fun.” 
Trails to Timberline In West Central British Columbia 
covers about 60 easily accessible hikes from Hwys 16 and 
37 between Kitimat and Houston. 
initial access points,” said the retiree. 
To date, 7,500 copies have been sold. 
1 
Dance to the music of - i/‘ la 
johnnie Campbe// & Friends 
me in sesfwme 
(dogtion iar for those who don’t) 
Tky Our Witches‘ 
Brew If you dare! 
Members And B ~ R U  
Fide Guesh __ Welcome & A 
-_ 
i 
HELP US SUPPORTTHE 
Shop at any one of the Gemma’s stores, 
including the Christmas Store from 
Wednesday, October 26th until 
Sunday, October 30th and 
Gemma’s will pay the equivalent of the 
1, LOCAL FOOD BANK! 
on all regular priced items* 
when you bring in a 
non-perishable food item! 
‘txcluding electricfil E Bradford &chnge 
I 
I 
conducted by Mike Wen 
( 5 %  li 
.-.I5 1 
7 
EO0 pm 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
TICKETS: All Seats $5.00 Children 6 years and under free 
Available at Misty River Books, at the door, or from any Orchestra Member 
.. .pictures of your friends and loved 
ones who served in the Canadian 
Armed Forces during World War I ,  
World War II, the Korean War 
or any armed conflict. 
The Terrace Standard will honour local war 
heroes who fought for our freedom. We will 
publish their pictures in our Remembrance 
Day edition November %.h, 2805. Please 
drop off pictures with a self-addressed 
stamped envelo6e by Friday, October 28th. 
As well, please submit a brief 20 word 
history along with years of service to ?%e 
Terrace Standard. Get your pictures and 
;, write-ups in right away due to limited space 
li availability or email us at 
c-8 i? advertisin@terracestandard. corn 
:; 
S A R D  
English village in the 1930s. 
After h i s  attempt to reach 
America i s  thwarted, Andrea 
(Daniel Briihl, Goodbye, 
Lenin!) ends up in Corn- 
wall, where he i s  taken in 
e by two elderly sisters: Ur- 
sula played by the wonderful 
Judi Dench (The Shipping 
News, Iris, Chocolat) and 
Janet, portrayed by Maggie 
Smith (Harry Potter, Gos- 
ford Park). 
At first, Andrea’s presence 
Andrea’s presence. Smith’s MAGGIE SMITH, left, and Judi Dench play sisters in 
flawless portrayal of the el- the British dramdcomedy Ladies in Lavender on to- 
der, more practical sister i s  night for one night only. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
beautifully complemented 
b y  Dench’s performance as ideal backdrop for an exami- one, to use an ever-dubious 
a spinster who finds herself nation o f  pre-war opinions line, makes films l ike this 
in unfamiliar territoiy, expe- and xenophobic suspicions. anymore.” -Stanley Kauff- 
nencing illogical yet power- The acting i s  top-notch mann, The New Republic. 
ful emotions for the much across the board, with Mir- Plays tonight, Wednes- 
younger Andrea. Tastefully iani Margolyes (Being Julia) day, Oct. 26 at 7 p.m. Til- 
and expertly crafted, La- standing out amid the strong’ l icum ’ h im  Theatres. Fur- 
dies in Lavender provides a supporting cast. ther series f i lms  w i l l  be 
poignant and .touching look “The film i s  old-fash- announced soon for Nov. 16, 
at ‘30s coastal Britain’- the ioned because i t  exists. No 30 and Dec. 14 
you need help with: 
0 Yard Cleanup? 
Minor Home Repairs? 
Eaves Troughs? 
mtside Windows? 
6 Winterizing Your 
Home or Mobile? 
IJ 
THE HELPING HANDYMAN PROGRAM CAN 
HELP WITH THESE TASKS - WHO QUAllFES? 
Seniors & persons A, disab 
residing in your o m  home. 
Put your name on the list for snow 
shoveling your walkway and stairs. 
Call the Volunteer Bureau at 6381 Y 330 
-TERRACE CURLING CLUB+ 
October 29,2005 
Music by Sight &Sound 
ee Cosmic Dinner/ 
Curlina 7~m-2arn 
*. 
5 
, ’  
joih us at air Ctvistmis in 0ct06er Sale 
L Great stocking stuHer ideas. 
8- Northwest Coast Aboriginal Art 
9- One of a kind art pieces from around the globe. 
&- Wonderfully crafted locally made gifts. 
Lots of 
4620 ~akelse *”e. 
Terrace, BC 
Tel: 635-1 91 0 
savings SALE ENDS OCTOBER 2% 2005 
Unique - Authentic - Affordable 
I 
1 -  I 
I 
Although Rachel is new to Terrace, she is not 
new to real estate. Prior to relocating to Terrace 
with her family Rachel worked as a Remax Realtor 
for Cve years in Fort St. John. 
I 
I 
I 
0 
I 
I 
: I We invite you to call on Rachel for all your real estate needs, 
I her experience enables her to assist you with al 
your important real estate transactions. 
63’9-RACH (7224) 
One easy number for all your real estate needs. 
u 
I 
, 
I Best deal on the market today! 
allllllllllllllllllllll Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL L~PAGE 
# I  1 02-40/1/1 La7ello Ave., Torrace, R.C. -IIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIII 
I 
Career Week 
Appreciation 
Dav ! * 
Wednesday November 2,8:30a.m.- 4:30p.m. 
Employers on site accepting applications 
10a.m. - 2p,m. 
~ 
T.C.’s Shroom Shack’s 5th Annual Shroom Stomp I 
(Food Bank Fundraiser) ~ , 
Featuring: The Copper River Connection (LIVE) 
Saturday, Octobek 29,2005 7:OO p.m. 
Thornhill Community Centre 
“ R  
1st Place $300.00 
Door Prizes 50/50 Draw Free Food Pay Bar I 
2nd Place $150.00 3rd Place $75.00 
- . *  
- 
\l Designated Driver Program 
TICKETS: $10.00 In Advance + 
Plus Non Perishable Food Donation (The more food the better) 
815.00 At the Door + 
I 
Sound. T.I. Liquor Store and Bert’s Deli 
SORRY NO MINORS ~ 
AM Proceeds to the 
Terrace Food Bank 
SPONSORS 
SpooLaDo Checkers Pizza TC’s Shrqom Shack 
CFNR GAFD Joe Chung’ Mushrooms 
Eertk Deli S I G H T ~ S O U N D  
October 14,2005 
The Hon. Michael de Jong 
Minister of Labour and Citizens’ 
Services 
PO Box 9063, Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 9E2 
Ms. Jinny Sims, President 
BC Teachers Federation 
100 - 550 W. 6“ Ave. 
Vancouver, B.C VSZ 4P2 
The Hon. Shirley Bond 
Minister of Education 
PO Box 9054, Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 9E2 
Mr. Ron Christensen 
I‘ Chair, Board of Directors 
B.C. Public School Employers Assoc. 
400 - 133 W. Broadway 
Vancouver, B.C. V6H 4C1 
I 
/ I  
The Board of School Trustees of School D is t k t  82 (Coast Mountains) would like to 
express its deep concerh about the current state of labour relations which has 
resulted in a work stoppage by the BCTF membership, not to mention CUPE. We are 
very concerned about all our employees, our students, and parents in this high priority 
situation. 
The Board calls on all parties to bring this dispute to a mutually acceptable end so our 
schools can return to normal operation. This Board also calls on the government to 
ensure it implements a new bargaining strategy which will encourage fair negotiated 
agreements for the benefit of all our staff, students and parents. 
Yours truly, 
Lorrie Gowen 
Board Chair 
c: Premier, Province of B.C. 
I 
.I? Lip 
m C e J  
MLA, Skeena, Bulkley Valley-Stikine and North Coast 
BCSTA Member Boards 
Board of School Trustees 
Superintendent 
Secretary Treasurer 
Local Area Media 
* .  . .  . .  
, 
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-River abuse 
he Lakelse River is such a glorious ex- 
ample of a well working natural system 
you’d expect that even the most calloused 
of sensibilities could appreciate its won- 
ders. Surely anyone who has stood next to, or in, its 
dark clear water amid schools of crimson coho after 
the first frost of the year has painted yellow streaks 
on the surrounding hillsides, would understand that 
the river was special. 
Anyone who has left tracks in the snow cover: 
ing the abandoned bear trails, heard the chortling of 
swans, glimpsed them, large and brilliantly white, 
against the tea-coloured water, then heard the tat- 
too of their wings, their fanfare and the rush of the 
sharp, cool air through their flight feathers could 
not fail to be moved by the magic of the place. 
If you have visited the river in spring when 
steelhead have drifted back from the outlet of the 
lake or moved from the deepest pools or out from 
under log jams to spawn, unpehrbed by the slash- 
ing of marauding sea run”cutthroats, dolly Varden 
and Rocky Mountain white fish all hunting silvery 
salmon fry and aquatic insects, or have been there 
in the summer when everything is grown up so lush 
and green its radiance is enough to make your eyes 
water, you’d have to come away with the idea that 
it is a place deserving reverence. 
The smoothed shapes and shadows of history 
endure along the Lakelse River corridor: crabapple 
pees grow on the hummocks of First Nations’ fish- 
ing sites at Hermans’ Point, below the Canyon and 
near the spot where the river joins the Skeena; ce- 
dars with 14 foot strips neatly stripped from one 
side preside over the fading trail that follows the 
river’s right side. 
Well worn paths littered with fish bits, uprooted 
skunk cabbage, shredded logs, scat and spoor testify 
to the fact that bears, black, brown and off white are 
plentiful, as you’d expect in a place where things 
are working pretty much as things should work 
when they’re working well. 
Beaver, otter, martin, porcupine, and wolverine 
are the mammalian species I’,ve seen in the Lakelse 
corridor, and I’m sure there are more. 
Years ago, Peter Broomhall told me of the first 
time he fished the Lakelse River.” 
“I caught a white fish,” he told me, “then a cut- 
throat. And after I’d released them, I hooked a coho, 
then later in the day, a steelhead. And I wondered 
if the fishermen in this area appreciated what they 
have in this river.” 
The answer to hisJquestion is, very few do,’ap- 
parently. In fact, the injuries inflicted on this special 
little river by all kinds of abuser groups are enough 
to make you think they must hold it in contempt. 
The river corridor should never have been 
logged, yet it has, and badly. Small nursery creeks 
in the Thunderbird area were defoliated by loggers 
who treated them with blatant disregard. The entire 
Thunderbird area is full of marine clay that should 
have been left undisturbed. If it had been, there 
would have been no Mink Creek slide. 
The gargantuan swath that was tom from a near- 
by mountain adjacent to the lower river by heli-log- 
gers is far too big, will be subject to erosion and will 
regenerate with difficulty. Coldwater Creek, vital to 
spawning chinook and steelhead was logged to its 
banks, thanks to some planning snafu. 
Even the old growth strip adjacent to the river 
would have been logged had it not been for the 
efforts of Jorma Jyrkannen, Jim Culp, Lars Rees- 
Hansen and the members of the local branch of the 
Steelhead Society. 
The arial assault on the river valley is visible 
from the end of my street on clear day. The cloud 
of airborne waste produced by the industrial exer- 
tions in Kitimat - waste that could and should be 
eliminated at its source - drifts up the valley of the 
same name then flows right down the Lakelse River 
corridor leaving toxic deposition in its wake. 
Then there’s the persistent threat of dredging fo- 
mented by lakeside dwellers who have it in their 
heads that dredging some of the richest fisheries 
habitat in the world is necessary to prevent flooding 
on the homes they have built on the flood plane of a 
lake that turns over seven times some years and has 
always been prone to flooding. 
Then there are the quotidian abuses from the self 
centered slobs who defecate near the trail, leave 
beer bottles and other garbage in fire pits at Her- 
mans Hole, next to the Flats, at Thunderbird and at 
the Forestry campsite. 
And in the last few years unofficial guides have 
been showing up in rental cars to rip off the r e s o w  
and spit in the face of hard won regulations. 
For all these reasons, the Lakelse River needs 
one or two river guardians who can monitor logging 
practices, report illegal guides, see that the place is 
kept clean and together with Fisheries officers, en- 
sure that conservation is maintained through adher- 
ence to the regulations. 
River Kings drain Williams Lake 
, 
& 
BY 
MARGARET SPEIRS 
‘THE RIVER KINGS iced the 
Williams Lake Stampeders in their 
first meetings at the Terrace Arena 
Oct. 15 and 16. 
Terrace toppled Williams Lake 
7-4 and 3- 1. 
The first gami ,proved to be a 
hard-hitting match with players on 
both sides slamming into the glass 
and each other. 
One hit stopped action about half- 
way through the third as a Williams 
Lake player lay flat on his back to 
the left of River Kings goalie Craig 
Walsh. 
Paramedics and trainers helped 
the Stampeder off the ice. 
He reportedly suffered a hit to his 
left eye, was taken to hospital for ob- 
servation and later released. 
Terrace opened the scoring with 
Troy Farkvam and Rich Clair giving 
the River Kings a two goal lead in 
the first five minutes. 
Willams Lake’s Grant Johnson 
scored at 8: 13. 
The River Kings dominated the 
rest of the first period with three 
more goals scored by Richie Rogers, 
Troy Kaye and Ryan Muldoe to put 
them up 5- 1. 
Williams Lake fought back in the 
second with goals by Aaron Zurak 
and Wilfred Robbins to move them 
within two at 5-3. c 
Terrace added one more thanks 
to Ryan Watson’s successful shot 
with six seconds left in the second to 
make it 6-3. ~ 
In the third, Willis Harry added 
the Stampeders’ last goal with just 
over six minutes left. 
Corey Paulson finished off the 
game, netting Terrace’s seventh goal 
in the final three seconds. 
After the game, coach Trevor 
Hendry said the team played well in 
the first, had a terrible second period 
but rallied for a good third. 
’ He wasn’t too pleased with how 
the River Kings 5-1 lead after the 
first became only a three-point lead 
after the second. 
Hendry said Craig Walsh played 
outstandingly in net. 
Walsh said he was starting to feel 
“a lot more comfortable” on the ice. 
“I fought the puck a bit and pulled 
it together by the end of the game,” 
he said. 
williams Lake got a couple of 
clean shots off from the slot, but that 
“I’m haDDv with the win,” he 
c 
CRAIG WALSH, River Kings netminder, takes a break during Terrace’s 7-4 victory against Williams Lake 
at home Oct 15. Walsh had an outstanding game and said afterward he’s beginning to feel more com- 
didn’t bother him. fortable on the ice. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
’ 
I “We have the best fans in the game, Williams Lake couldn’t add 
league,” he said. any more points to the scoreboard. 
“They’re totally behind us and Terrace tied it up with Phil Morri- 
100 per cent mad at us if we get pen- son’s goal at 1:18 left in the first and 
alties.” Ryan Watson followed 23 seconds 
Hendry predicted Terrace’s sec- later to put the River Kings up 2-1. 
ond win and said he planned to add Watson scored his second with 
forwards Terry Zaporzan, Mike 8: 16 remaining in the second to give 
Diblee and Chris Brown to the game Terrace the 3-1 lead that held for the 
for some “fresh legs.” rest of the game. 
Despite scoring ‘first within the Hendry said the River Kings 
opening five minutcs of Sunday’s played better in their second meet- 
ing with the Stampeders. 
“We had a bad second yesterday 
and today they smartened up on de- 
fence,” he said. 
“Burny [Carlsen] played great. 
He’s the player of the game.” 
Hendry said the team knows what 
areas it needs to work on and will fo- 
cus on those issues in practice. 
The River Kings host the Mack- 
enzie Moose in a double header this 
weekend. 
1 I -  
said. 
Alternate goalie Buniy Carlsen 
spent the geme sitting on the steps 
next to the River Kings bench, a feat 
more difficult than it looked. 
“It is very hard. I want to be stop- 
ping some pucks,” he said, adding 
that regular weekly practices have 
made a noticeable improvement 
with the team. 
He thanked the community for 
its support. 
II-- 
Sports 
Menu 
October 28 
Drop-in wallyball bounc- 
es off the walls at the Kiva at 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
for non-competitive players 
and from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
for competitive players. 
Drop-in squash plays at 
7 p.m. The cost for either is 
$4.50. 
H October 29 and 30 
Join the crowd in the 
stands to watch the River 
Kings host the Mackenzie 
Moose Saturday at 7:30 p.m. 
and Sunday at 11:45 a.m at 
as a teammate, 
the Terrace Arena. Midget reps win and tie Kitimat mNovember6 
MIDGET rep hockey came close to two victories at home, 
narrowly losing their second game against Kitiniat in the 
waning seconds. 
Terrace won 2-1 and lost 4-3 on Oct. 14 arid 15. 
The second game remained at a three-all tie until the final 
20 seconds, when Kitjmat scored for the win. 
“It’s good for the boys to get tight games like that because 
they learn what it takes to win,” said coach Herb Goriak, 
adding that Kitimat is a well-coached team. 
Both games were excellent with lots of hard hitting and 
back and forth action, he said. 
Fans packed the stands Friday, and although Goriak The Terrace Bluebacks 
missed Saturday’s game, he heard it was even better. splash into their new season 
A good Terrace-Kitimat rivalry is already brewing, he as they host an in-house re- 
says. gional meet at the Terrace 
“They’re got some talented players and really good goal- Aquatic Centre. 
ies,” Goriak said about Kitimat.“Whoever puts the extra ef- 
fort in will win the game.” 4 November 7 
The midgets play Prince Rupert and Smithers, teams they Minor Hock- 
ey Association holds its gen- haven’t faced, over the next two weekends. 
“Apparently, they played well against each other so we era1 meeting at 8 p.m. at the 
expect some pretty good players in those games,” he said. Gang Centre. 
The 
E, . .  . . i . . C - . . -  . .  . 
/, 
Provincial pride > 
KEVIN FLETCHER, president of the Terrace Minor Lacrosse Association, shows off the plaque hanging in 
the Terrace Arena denoting the bantam Raiders’ provincial win earlier this year. He says preparations for 
next season have alreaay begun. The league has an equipment storage room and is planning a website. 
Bantam reps try new line 
Players score with coach despite splitting double header 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
BANTAM REP hockey split a pair in 
Smithers Oct. 15 and 16. 
goal on assists from Colton Dunsmore 
and Kevin Haworth in the first game. 
The bantams even scored on them- 
The team lost 5-1 and won 3-2. selves once, Amos said. 
“We played just awful,” said coach Sunday’s game went much better. 
John Amos. “Everybody played badly Amos tri&d a new forward line coni- 
so it was all right.” bination of Chapen Leblond, Scott 
He believes the team just had an Simpson and Rei 
off-day after their 26-hour bus ride on proved to be very s 
the return from the Merritt tournament scored all the team’s goals that day. 
the previous weekend followed by z:=. ,Turner..net&d --_ two goals and Leb- 
couple of early moniing practices, a lond scored one on assists from Scott 
game the next evening and tnen the trip Siampson and Colton Dunsmore. 
to Smithers. The bantams will enjov some time 
> 
ably against the midget b-team Oct. 
29. 
The team was scheduled to host 
Prince Rupert that weekend but Rupert 
cancelled. I1 
Amos said the midget b-team are a 
challenge thanks to their larger size and 
faster play. 
“We actually tied them last time,” 
he said. 
“Normally we get thumped by 
them.” 
The bantam reps are scheduled to 
play the midget b-team at 10 a.m. Oct. 
Will Fisher scored the team’s lone off before their next home-game, prob- 29: 
for the November 19th local election at the 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1 ST 
At 7:QO PM 
IN THE CITY y- 
Y ~ ‘ L l ~ l Y \ Y ) C I I l Y  PY(1IIL t 
Marylin Davies, Chair 
of the ‘Kermode’ Spirit Bears In The City Project 
cordially invites you and a guest to attend 
the official unveiling of 
‘Kermode’ 
SPIRIT BEARS IN THE CITY 
A public art project of the BC Lions Society 
benefiting Easter Seal Operations in the Terrace area 
We will be unveiling the first 
beautifully painted and decorated Bears 
Tuesday, November I ,  2005 - 1Q:OOam 
City Hall - Main Plaza 
3215 €by Street 
Terrace 
For more information please call Maaylin at 250-635-6311 
www.spiritbearsinthecity.com 
‘ I  
.” 
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M E A ’ T  S H O P S  
Selected Winter 
Buy one at regular price 
- Last Seasons 
K2 8r Atomic 
n Stay at the 
. .  
. .  
‘ I .  
Stork Nest Inn 
in Smithera 847-3831 
to spend at the sale. 
* L 
1122 Main Street, Smithers 0 847=0200 
I 
L t 
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system for smoking cessation send y&r resume in confidence 
8 weight loss. Low investment to: Excel Personnel Inc. Email: 
- High returns. resumesOexcel.bc.ca Fax: 
IrnagineLaserWorks.com 374-3854. Full Job Description 
1-866-538-21 06 is available. We thank all that ap- 
ply, all resumes stay on file for 6 
months with thanks. 
HA-RA Products Canada is ex- 
- Mature couple to caretake 
small Okanagan Mountain Re- 
FOR SALE 
The Toasted Tomato 
Great clientele, catering. 
PHONE 
250-615-2P50 Or 
set, non smokers, non drinkers, 
NO PRS. Furnished accommo- 
dation in Lodge. Call 250-493- 
Excclvaor operator and dump 
truck driver required for camp 
job. Must have experience and 
HO-636-0980 work references. FM resumes 
Serious enqulries only. 3535. 
Leave a message. I -  to: 250-503-1 148. 
l 
r 
In Loving Memory of 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- GARDEN FURNITURE, table, STAFF ACCOUNTANT - 
ICE Located in the Hampton 
Inn Hotel. Concerts and Sports. 
Seattle Seahawks, Gwen Stefa- 
ni, Judas Priest, Alice Cooper, 
Kanye, BC Lions, Grey Cup, Ca- 
nucks. All games. Hotel accom 
avail. 1-800-920-0887. 
1960's ERA console style ster- 
eo turntable, pewter five light 
hanging light fixture, five draw- 
er students desk, Sears 6.5hp 
lawnmower. 250-638-7280 
Leave message. (41 p3) 
3-3FT. Lengths chimney pipe. 
12 inch outer diameter. 2 yrs. 
use with chimney brush and 
new radiation shield $125. Even- 
ings 250-635-1 942 (43~3) 
HOT TUB (Spa) covers. Best 
Price, Best Quality. All shapes 
and colours available. www. 
thecoverguy.ca Call 1-866- 
585-0056. 
VERNON 
Romei Plummer Chartered Ac- 
countants. We are a full service 
firm of Chartered Accountants 
requiring a staff accountant 
with public practice experience 
for a full-time position. Duties 
include the preparation of an- 
. nual financial statements and 
corporate tax returns as well 
as communicating and working 
directly with clients. If you are 
looking for an excellent work 
environment and want to join a 
team of energetic and flexible 
' individuals, please reply in con- 
fidence to: Romei Plummer, 
3202C-32nd Ave., Vernon, BC, 
V1T 2M5. Phone: (250)542- 
mail: romeiplummerQshaw.ca 
Attention: Olaf Plummer. 
Job Opportunities Building 
Supply Industry, Salmon Arm. 
Managers, Contractor Sales, 
Retail Sales, Counter Sales, 
Flooring Sales, Cabinet Sales, 
Doors and Windows, Lumber 
PurchaselSales. Drivers. Yard 
1336, Fa :  (250)542-3040. E- 
chairs, lounges, planters, large 
3 burner barbeque with full tank 
of propane, dehumidifier, elec- 
trical and plumbing materials, 
shallow well presssure tank etc. 
LARGE N/G heat - 4 stair cir- 
250-798-2456 (40~3) 
STRUCTURAL STEEL DETAILER REQUIRED 
This position would entail approx. 50% 
detailing/50% project mgt. assistance. Potential 
candidates must possess the following: 
minimum 5 years experience structural steel 
Proficiency i n  Autocad and MS Office. 
Project mgt. experience an asset. 
Full Benefit Package/Pension Plan 
Send Resume to: 
9588 Milwaukee Way 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 5T3 
Fax: (250) 561-01 12 
main@northernsteelltd.com 
detailing including tanks and platework. 
' <  
Northern Steel Ltd. - _  
Sept. 20,1933 - Od. 16,2005 
Born in Kentville Novo Scotia, Ardith and her fomily 
moved to Terroce B. C in 1965. She worked mony yeon 
at Terroce View Lodge until her retirement. Ardith wos o 
loving mother, grondmother ond great-grondmother. She 
loved the outdoors, wos on ovid fishermon, hunter and 
spent mony hours ot Fihermon's Pork where she wm 
known to s i i  and woit 2 hrs iust to we a fish jump. 
culating fan w125 ft. flexible 
chimney pipe, thermostatically 
controlled. 34,000 BTU $100 
250-635-3148 or 250-635-31 91 
STAMP ALBUM of first day cov- 
er collection 1976 issue, for 90 
countries existing in 1976 $475; 
Medallic history of Canada - 2 
volumes, issued in 1974, bronze, 
depicting notable people and 
,dates from 1000 to 1970. 90 
medals. $455; Etchings, frameii, 
1976 issue,-historic ships of 
America, The schooner, clipper 
Sea Witch and Robert E. Lee, riv- 
er steam boat. $75 each or 3 0 
$225. (43~3) i t  
TA 77,000 BTU NGProp. Inter- 
thern furnace. GRC $630 OB0 
139p3) 
Ardith lost her tourogeow bcnle with her fomily by her side. She wil be sod( missed 
by her companion Don Anderson, sisters Betty Deon(Adelbert) ond Jerry Hickey(Emerf), 
children Mary BurtoniCyril), Dove BurtoniSandy), Terry Burton, Cothy Mokom ond 
Chrirtino Atchion(Doug), grondchildren Sheib, Corol, Nicole, Daniel, Dovid, Kiten, 
Cody, Brittney ond Johnothon, grwt-grondthildren Gregory, Stephen, Trevor ond Anthony. 
Extended fomily Don Anderson Jr.(Troceyl, Keifh Anderson, Urion Anderson(Dakof0 ond 
Jennifer) ond Ken 8 Morilyn MtChork. Ardilh m3r&d by her mother, fother ond 
children C m !  ond Alon. 
lhere wos no funeral os per Ardith's wisher- MocKay's wm in chorge of the cremotion ond 
o privote service wm held with her fomily Wed Dd 19. In Lu of flowers, donotions may 
be made for Ardith Burion to the C i i  of Terroce 321 5 Eby S t r t  T~NMC B.C. VBG 2x1 for 
o memoriol ot Fiiherman' s Pork. 
Mlcnorkl Harplid ad L LY prick of I"# fu W svpprt dmbg 
rMs md Ilrr. 
rha famny WOrkl1RI io I)rrL L Cahg w s ,  Hrns ad r i d  at M a  
ELECTRIC FIREPIACE with 
mantle. Like new. $900 firm. 
Chest of drawers, 5 drawers, ex- 
cellent condition $60 firm. 250- PROJECT MANAGERS WANTED - - - - . - - 
635-5638 Leave message. 250-635-5638. Leave message. Personnel, ShipperlReceiver, 
"BC FALL SHOW SPECIAL" (42~3) Fork Llft Drivers, Accounting 
Nl? NR, Receptlonlst. Reply in 
Confidence: PO Box 1008, Sal- 
New Slate Pool Tables $2,195 
(retail $6,995). Deliveryllnstalla- 
tion incl. 1-604-522-2025. YAMAHA 5'3" Polished Ebony 
GHl series Baby Grand Pia- 
no. New condition. Sacrifice 
$1 1 .OOO firm. 250-672-5717 af- HOLLYBEARS FAMILY Day- 
Bc "IE 4p2* 
Potential Candidates must possess the following: 
PM experience within the Steel Fabrication 
Estimating and purchasing experience. 
Excellent communication and customer service 
Team oriented Attitude. 
Full Benefit Package/Penrion Plan 
Send Resume to: 
Northern Steel Ltd. 
9588 Milwaukee Way 0 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 5T3 
Fax: (250) 56,l-0112 
main@northernsteelltd.com ' 
Industry. 
skills. A TRIBUTE TO 
JACK SMAHA 
On Friday, September 16,2005 John William (Jack) Smaha was fatally injured in 
an accident on the Kitselas Road. 
Jack was born in Hazelton, B.C. on June 20, 1940, He spent his whole life in the 
Copper City and Terrace area and was well known and respected by all. 
He went to work for Columbia Cellulose at 16 years of age. Logging was in his 
blood and he purchased and developed Jasak Logging ltd. which he operated for 3 
and caring employer with a strong strength of character, integnty and honesty.When he retired from logging, Jack 
took on small farming with a passion equal to his enew in logging. Nothing ever slowed him down. He embraced 
everything he did as a competition. It was full speed ahead,"hair straight back"! 
Jack was truly blessed. He was an outdoors man, and lived in the perfect location. He fished in the ocean and 
rivers, hunted in the mountains, flew in the skies, logged in the woods, farmed on the fields and tended cattle in 
the pasture. He took on life with a positive attitude and tremendous sense of humour. He valued friends and family, 
and they valued him. After retirement Jack still rose very early and was off to do the business of the day, coffeeing 
first and then tending his 'stock'. He loved the land at Copper (he called it 'the Farm') with an all-encompassing 
energetic passion. 
be, and do,&at you want most in life. jack lived life to the fullest. He did it all. For all his blessings we rejoice 
and are glad. 
Jack's memory will remain forever in the hearts of al who knew him. He will be deeply missed by his loving 
wife Sally, son Larry (Liz) of Terrace, his mother Hilda, son-in-law Ross Owens, mother-in-law, Marion Clift, and his 
beloved grandson Sheldon (the Doon!), brother Ron (Megan), sisters Linda (Trevor) Ben@ and Carolyn (Andy) Goss, 
brother-in-law John (Ch'ris) Clift and many nephews and nieces. Jack was predeceased by his daughter Leah, his sister 
Marie, his father John, and nephews Gary, Wayne, and Tony. 
A memorial service in honour of Jack's life was officiated by Tom Harris of the Salvation A n y  and Pastor Lowell 
Holmquist of the Pentecostal Church and held at Terrace Pentecostal Assembly on Friday, September 23,2005. 
The Smaha family would like to extend their heartfelt thanks to family and friends for all of the love and affection 
shown them in their time of sorrow. The warm compassion shown by the many meals, flower arrangements, visits, 
cards, in memoriam donations and expressions of sympathy are all gratefully recognized. 
A special thank you to those emergency personnel who assisted and the medical staff at Mills Memorial Hospital 
for their care and efforts. Thank you also to Jim lynch for all his help when we needed it most. 
Jack was able to achieve that which is the desire of every man. He achieved self-actualization. The ability to ' 
I1 
Donations can be made in remembrance of Jack Smaha to 
Dr. R.E.M. l e e  Hospital Foundation - Catscan - 
P.0. Box 1067, Terrace, B.C. VBG 4VI 
tnr 4.00 am. care Is taking applications for 2 - . .  
openings lyr  to 6yrs. Licensed 
facility, ECE, infant/toddler traln- 
ing, former preschool teacher, 
7yrs experience. Located in 
Thornhill. Call Tonya 250-638- 
8931 (39P31 
FOR SALE Used music equip- 
ment: Berlin upright piano $500; 
Yamaha Alto saxopone $1,000; 
Yamaha clarinet $485; Vincent 
Hamburg trumpet $425; Yama- 
ha flute $425; Palatino full size 
violin $425; Horner student 
accordion $100; Yamaha 12- 
I string acoustic guitar $425 250- 
638-1 626 
Advancod clam One Driver 
Training Programs. Jobs Wait- 
'ing. Taylor Pro Training Ltd. (40~3) 
HALF ' size* superior Toll Free 1-877-860-7627 Ask 
quality Czech, hardcase, bow About our Heavy Equipment Op- 
$1,100- cello half size, cushy erators Training Classes. 
case, bow $900. Smithers 250- w o d d v i m  
877-7591 (43D31 Excavator Operator Training 
Programs. 4,5 and 6 week Pro- 
grams. Advanced Class One 
Driver Training. Jobs Waiting 
Now. Taylor Pro Training Ltd. 
250-860-7624. Toll free 1-877- 
860-7627 FOR SALE. National heavy slate 9 1121 x 4 112 pool table. Acces- 
sories included. Asking $1,500; 
Ruger 243 with Leopold 2-7 
compact scope. PAL required. 
cessful candidate will have 
strong communication, word 
processing and spreadsheet ap- 
plications along with advanced 
' abilities using Simply Account- 
ing. This position is in the early 
$700 250-638-761 0 141 D31 
' EMPLOYMENT - -  
Your Decor 
/ I  
Your Decor is presently accepting resumes for a 
This full-time position requires that the 
successful applicant be energetic, reliable 
and self-motivated. A valid B.C. driver's 
license, in good standin 
Home Workers Neededll! 
Responsibilities will include measuring, 
cutting, moving inventory, and deliveries." 
Please submit resumes in person to Richard 
or Ron at Your Decor, 3203 Munroe St., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Closing date: November 2,2005 
1 
. i r  
i . i i t n  81 a L ' v J . $  A SHAMES MOUNTAIN 
SHAMS 
MOUNWN 
SKL CORPORATION 
is currently seeking 
II IWIIL.  
This posit!on comes with an ex- for photos. ) 
FREE PUBLISHING GUIDE. cellent salarv. commensurate 
motivated, enthusiastic, passionate and 
customer service oriented individuals 
to join our team for the 2005-2006 Season. 
Experience is not necessary for many 
positions, just a positive attitude, 
a friendly smile and a desire to make Shames 
Mountain the best place to be! 
Have YOU Written a book?- Pub- with experience, with a full hen- -0 . - a  !ish Your book in weeks and efit package of Medical, Dental, 
have it available for Sale world- Extended Health and Life In- 
FOUND: WED- October 5 at LOOKING FOR a loving. and 30" TAPPAN range, very good wide. 1-888-232-4444 Ext. surance. 
McDonalds drive thru. Medi- patlent caregiver for 2 children condition $260; headboard, 5043 or www.trafford.coml5043 if you would like to grow with 
cal/WCB cards, misc cards. ages 4 and 18 mon!hs for Part deluxe 110" wide, with extras New Franchise Opportunity. ourclientandhaveastrongcom- 
To claim drop in at the Terrace time care fhn. - FrL must be $300; 1 podium, chromed, well Imagine Laserworks opening mand In Work, Excel, Simply Ac- 
Standard office. Mon - Fri. 8:OO a non-smoker. 250-635-1906 made 855: 4 suitcases & 2 car- across BC. world's number 1 countina and Communications, 
I 
I 
I 
i .  
I '  
I 
i 
i 
_--. - 
ry-on bags $50; double bench, 
for outdoors, new $95; 2 Wil- 
son tennis rackets $45; spine 
boards, new $1 00; splint sets (2 
- 42" & 1 60" ) new $30; room air 
cleaner, Kenmore $1 45; crystal 
glass, pinwheel pattern, assort- 
ed, starting at $11; snowshoes 
29", with new harness $90.250- 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy Direct 
Laminate ..... $.49 sqlft, 12 ml 
laminate ..... $1.99 sq/ft, Lam- 
inate tile (from) ..... $39 sqlft, 
1x6" knotty fir or pine ..... $1.75 
sqlft, 3 114" oak, maple, bam- 
boo pre fin ..... $3.99 sqlft, 3 114" 
japanese cherry pre fin ..... $4.75 
sqlft, Oak Maple and ash engi- 
neered ,,,,,, $2.99 sqJft. 
TONS MORE! 
1-800-631 -3342. 
635-4846 (4.3~3) 
(43p3) 
WANTED ROYAL Copenha- 
gen plates and Playstation One 
games. Phone 250-635-2130 
942~3) 
AMANA CERAMIC top self 
clean convection range $500, 
Maytag dishwasher, built in $75, 
both white. Phone 250-635- 
331 6 (42~3) 
ONE GE stove, almond. $120; 
one Hotpoint dishwasher, al- 
mond $60 250-635-2535 (43~3) 
- 5:OO (41 p2) 
LACEY, HAND crocheted, silk, 
brownlmulti coloured scarf. Re- 
ward offered. 250-635-5221 
We are looking to fill Full-Time and Part-Time 
positions in the following departments: 
(43~2) I 
LOST ONE couch cushion blue 
leather between Rupert and 
Terrace on Sun.Oct 1.250- 635- 
7166 evenings or leave message 
during day (40~2) 
LOSTTHURSDAY, Oct. 13 area 
of REM LeeICal High School. 
Ladies black framed prescrip- 
tion glasses. Call 250-635-0785 
(43~2) 
-- _ _  
Food & Beverage Manager 
Janitorial/General Maintenance 
,e Ski and Snowboard School* 
*Minimum level I cerlificotion is required for inshcbr positions. 
Applications will be received only from 1 Oam 
to 4pm, today thru to November 8, 2005 
LOOKING FOR a good honest Venderhoof Auction Market No- 
changed to a Presort Calf Sale 
Oct. 29. Please call before you 
come. Henrv Dvck 567-4333. 
woman that knows what she tice. OCt 28-29 two day Sale IS 
- wants' 250-635-0016 (41 p3) 
company not 
movie star type, but 41 years 
old to settle down. Reply to file 
#222 Terrace Standard, 321 0 
Clinton Street, Terrace,B.C. V8G 
5R2 (42~31 
Applicants are to apply in person, 
presenting a resume at: 
Shames Mountain Ski Cor ration 
P/ease,..No P h ~ n e  C d s  K 
4544 kkelre Avenue, p" errace OAK DRESSER and mirror. 
good condition, $170. 4 BF 
Goodrich tires 285/75R16. $240 
OB0 250-635-0055 (39~3) 
Flooring Wholeoakr Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy dlmct 
Laminate .... ... $.49 sqlft, 12 m! 
laminate ..... .$1.99 sq/ft, Lami- 
nate tlle (from).. .... $.99 sqlft, 1x6 
know fir or Dine ...... $1.75 salft, 
Advertising Sales Manager 11 
*SKI & STAY at SUN PEAKS 111 RESORT!' Vacation rentals of 
new Condos & Chalets, 1-4 bed- 
rooms. Full kitchens, flp, hot 
tubs, slope-side locations. 1- 
800-81 1-4588 www.BearCoun- 
3 112 oak, maple, bamboo 
pre fin ...... $3.99 sqlft, 3 114" ja- 
panese cherry pre fin .....&I. 75 
sqlft, Oak, maple, ash engi- 
neered ...... $2.99 sq.ft. 
TONS MOREI 
1-800-631-3342 
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', CASH FOR UNWANTED 
VALUABLES. Rolex quality 
,' wristwatches, any condition. 
I Gold, Silver Pocket Watches, 
* Coins, Bars, Nuggets, Old Pa- 
Der Monev. Diamonds, Coilecta- 
1' 
N 0 R 7 H EtR N 
S A V I N G S  
C R E D I T  U N I O N  
Career Opportunity 
Northern Savings Credit Union has a career 
opportunity for a Commercial Account Manager 
located at its Terrace Community Branch. 
Minimum Qualifications include: 
Secondary School Diploma. University degree or 
ost secondary diploma in a business program 
Prom a recognized c o l e  e or technical institute, 1 
equivalent combination of education and experience. 
The candidate must have a working knowledge of 
mortgages, personal loans, and business lending. 
The successful candidate will have the ability to 
work in a team environment with a focus on sales 
and service and will be able to operate under the 
pressure of deadlines. 
For more information or to receive an application 
package please contact: 
Ellen Little, Manager, Human Resources 
(250) 627-3651 or ellenliAeQnorths.com 
Applications must be received b October 3 I ,  2005. 
to 3 years' commercial a ending experience, or an 
Only short listed candidates wi Y Ibe contacted. 
try.ca 
VISIT WWW.GETAWAYBC. I The Kelowna Capital News is currently searching for a highly energetic 
individual to head our dynamic sales team. COM for your next adventure. 
www.bcandalbertabedand- 
breakfast.Com has over 500 
B&B's online! Call Robyn at 1- 
800-661 -6335 for your free glos- 
sy magazine. 
SUN PEAKS RESORT, B.C. 
A three mountain, one village 
ski resort. Stay with us and 
pay no GST. Over 60 units to 
choose from. Top of the Moun- 
tain Accommodations. 
www.topofthemountain.ca 
e-mail: sunpeaks9direct.ca 
1-800-585-8834 
5 PENTIUM 3 computers for 
sale. David 0 250-615-0414 
COMPUTER PARTS for sale. 
Motherboards, CD roms, RAM, 
CPU's. Davide Q 250-615-0414 
143pl) 
~ 
Reporting directly to the publisher and an integral part of our management , 
I team, you will lead our company's marketing and sales efforts, ensuring our 
1 continued success and strong growth. You are a highly energetic, 
enthusiastic and experienced advertising sales professional, capable of 
motivating and directing the marketing and sales activities of our sales team. 
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills are required. 
8 KllTENS need loving homes 
Nov.105. Serioius inquiries only. 
Call 250-638-8069 7-9 pm. If un- 
der 18 yrs, parents permission. 
reauired. (3903) 
The Capital News is an award winning hi-weekly newspaper which services 
the Central Okanagan. You'll enjoy working with a staff dedicated to 
producing the finest community newspaper possible. If this ' challenge 
interests you and you'd like to become an important member of our 
management team, then forward your resume by October 31st, 2005 to: 
Nigel Lark, Publisher 
Kelowna Capital News 
2495 Enterprise Way 
Kelowna, B.C. V1X 7K2 
50's COLLECTIBLES. Antique 
sewing machine, dresser and 
chair, handmade quilts, furniture 
and many household items. Call 
250-635-8265 Leave message. 
I40p3) 
MATCHING LOVE seat, couch 
and chair. Good condition. 
Brown country pattern. Comes 
with new blue covers. $400 
OB0 250-635-6478 after 7 p.m. 
(42P3) 
' bles, Antiques, vintage Vehicles. 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
1-250-61 2-1 828. 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick up. Please call 250-635- 
3772 (37p6) 
I 
- .  ~ - -  .. 
61 0 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 26,2005 
Experienced Class One super 
"B" flat deck long haul drivers 
required. Min. 2 years experi- 
ence, benefits available. Reve- 
nue pay converted to mileage 
rate, usually in excess of .49 
cents a running mile. Call 250- 
31 4-951 2 or 1-800-760-1 420. 
Heavy Duty mechanic/welder 
for busy road building contrac- 
tor, full-time position, competi- 
tive wages in small town, central 
Kootenays. Fax resume to Ke- 
vin 250-265-3831 or mail to Box 
70, Nakusp, B.C. VOG 1RO. 
"Class 1 Driver Required: 
$500.00 sign on bonus. Must 
have Super Train or Tridem 
flat deck experience. Service 
throughout BCand Alberta. Ben- 
efit package. Home weekends. 
Paid mileage plus extras. Fax 
Abstract and Resume to (250) 
WANTED LICENCED Autobody 
technician for high production 
flat rate shop. Must have own 
tools. Drop resume and copy 
of TQ. 4630 Keith Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 4K1 (42~3) 
WANTED LICENSED autobody 
painter for high production flat 
rate shop. Must have own tools. 
Dupont experience preferred. 
Drop off resume and TQ 4630 
Keith Ave.. Terrace B.C. V8G 
EXPERIENCED WELDERS & 
FABRICATORS WANTED 
Union Shop 2 Full Benefit Package/Pension Plan 
Northern Steel ltd. 
9588 Milwaukee Way, Prince George, B.C. V2N 5T3 
Fax: (250) 56 1-0 1 1 2 
main@northernsteelitd.com 
4 Send Resume to: 
Kitselas Band Council is looking 
for a dynamic person with experience tutoring or 
Teaching First Nations Sfudents. The successful 
applicant must be able to work with sdents 
Kindergorfen to Grade I2 in a// core subject areas. 
Work individually and at Homework Club. 
Submit resume to 
Attention: Education Coordinator 
5500 Gitaus Road, Comp. C-24, Site 44, RR#2 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 329, or fax to (250) 635-5335 
Leave message. 
SHELLFISH HATCHERY TECH- 
NICIAN 
Full-time permanent with wages 
dependent on experience. Re- 
quirements: Aquaculture train- 
ins and backaround Dreferred. 
4K1 (42~3) 
WE ARE lookina for a FIT wai- . .  374-1 677. c Organized and perceptive with 
Pentidon Cabin&ShoD re- the ability to learn quickly. Mul- 
tress. Please send your resume 
to Shan Yan Restaurant at 4606 
Greig Ave., Terrace. No phone 
calls please. (43~3) - 
WOULD LIKE someone that is 
honest and have sense of hu- 
SECURITY GUARD WANTED 
Requirements: 
Thorough knowledge of English language, 
assertive, capable of dealing-with crisis situations. 
No criminal record & bondable. 
Apply in Person - Skeena Mall Admin 
between 9 & 5 Mon-Fri with resume 
- A Administration Office 
quires cabinet makers with a ti-task with attention to detail. 
minimum 3/years experience. Strong communication skills 
Wages negotiable. Send re- and problem solving abilities. 
sume with references to BOX Computer knowledge. MUST 
#362, 2250 Camrose Street, BE A TEAM PLAYER. No phone 
Penticton, BC V2A 3Rl. calls. Closing date October 
Jacobson ~~d in ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  31,2005. Email: islandscal- 
Unbelievable Opportunity. We lops@bcsupernet*com 
are completing a brand new Residential Framing Crews re- 
dealership in Revelstoke BC quired immediately in Grande 
and require a Vehicle Salesper- Prairie, AB! Experience re- 
son. If you are a self starter and Wired: top rates being offered. 
company, this is for YOU. YOU Experienced Class One Super 
must have at least 2 years ve- "B: flat deck long haul drivers 
hicle sales exoerience. Above reauirad. Min. 2 vears exoeri- 
No phone enjoy working for a progressive Phone 780-876-0756, 
Skeena Mall, 'qh 400.4741 Lakelse i- Ave., Skeena t 4 . A a L . L  Terrace, B.C. calls please. 
mour, likes working as a team 
Must have D.L. and enjoy work- 2 online rrpcatltndrrd,com GET Credit? BACK Bills? ON Unemployed? TRACK! Bad and enjoys a job well done. 
ing evenings and weekends. 
Please send resume to Box 84, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 or fax to? 
m'-''rM'' 
m e  
250-635-1 143 (41 ~ 3 )  
Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
own your own home-you quali- 
www.pioneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
635-7177 Or '- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. Ictfnl 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. 
Guys With A Truck 
Moving1 ' Deliveries destinations. Household furni- 
1, 3. 5 Ton Trucks available. 
Regular runs Merritt, Kamiaops, 
~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  prince G~~~~~ & rest 
of B.C. 250-483-4237. 
SMART PAINTING Experienced * unit in 
painting contractor will paint, Thornhill. Utilities are extra. Rent 
Fall and Winter interior, residen- $350/month. 250-638-0438 Or 
tial and commercial painting. 250-635-7025 (42p3) 
10% paint discount from suppli- 2/3 BEDROOM clean and quiet, 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 4820/4822 Lazelle, fls, dw, w/d, 
Professional quality work. Rea- fireplace (option varies). No 
sonable rates, Free estimates. smoking/pets 250-635-4852 or 
References available. Call Karl. 638-0046 evenings (43P3) 
, 250-61 5-01 99 (40P3) 
ROOFERS WANTED. Shingle 
subcontracting crews or experi- 
enced shinglers. All work is in 
Vancouver, all year round. Help 
with accommodations. Phone 
Peter604-263-0334orkeithG3ab- 
soluteroof.ca 
average Income. Reply in con- 
fidence to 
mike@]acobsonford.bc.ca 
Call 250-832-2101 and ask for 
Mike or Marke. 
HIRING PERSONABLE Cheer- 
ful Industrial First Aid Attend- 
ants. Take home $4,000 a 
month. Training opportunitles 
available. Fax resume and 
drivers abstract to: 1-250-785- 
Fax: 250-832-9909 Of 
enbe, benefits available. Reve- 
nue pay converted to mileage 
rate, usually in excess of .49 
cents a running mile. Call 250- 
314-9512 or 1-800-760-1420. 
Leave message. 
Copier Service Technician. 
Analog, digital, IT network con- 
nection experience. Ricoh Cop- 
ier and Microsoft Certified an 
asset. Company vehicle, excel- 
lent waae. and medical benefits. 
BLACKWATER MECHANICAL 
in Vanderhoof, B.C. is looking 
for an automotive mechanic or 
3rd year apprentice considered. 
Wages negotiable up to $26.00 
per hour. Call Derek: 250-567- 
5096 or 250-567-0775 Mon 
- Fri, 8-5, or fax resume: 250- 
567-5093 (43~3) 
I has an opening for a part time 
Candidate must be strong1 motivated and 
a team player. Must also L e capable of: 
eMulti-Taskin .Self-Starting 
.working wig minimum supervision , 
manner an c r  a professional appearance. 
and have a leasant phone and personal 
Apply with resume and references to: 
#1 18-4720 lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Imager by Karlene ' 
4914. Please Tax your resume to 372- 
Heavy Duty Mechanics re- 1392 oremail to lorne@kamioop- 
quired. Excdlent pay, excellent sofficesYstems.com 
working conditions, Benefit BC CERTIFIED French teach- 
package, relocation package er. Two hours per week. Must 
available. Fax resume to: 780- be member of Seventh-day 
532-2845. Adventist Church. Contact im- 
Body Shop Manaaer required mediately: C Lambert 250-635- 
WORK WANTED Very inex- 
pensive rates. Reliable work. 
Experienced painting, construc- 
tion, yardwork, clean up. mov- 
ing, powersaw, most anything. 
Good references. Please phone 
250-798- 9508 (41 p3) 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
imrndiately. Must 6ave estimat- 
ing experience, I.C.B.C. certifi- 
cation required. Opportunity for ,' 
an estimator to move up, great 
renumeration pkg. Forward 
resume to Chris Spanler, Ska- 
ha Ford. 198 Parkwav Place. 
1504 (43i2) 
CHILDCARE REQUIRED in my 
home for weekend evenings. 
Must be flexible. References 
and a criminal record check 
required. Call 250-638-0837 
Penticton, BC V2A 8G8. Fa i  
492-6181. Email: cspanier@ska- 
haford.com 
Pioneer Logging looking for 
Truck Driver to haul long logs in 
Williams Lake area. Top wages 
and benefits package. Fax re- 
sume 250-398-6342. 
Marlne mechanic required im- 
mediately in Port Hardy. Benefit 
Package, Wages and Bonus pro- 
gram. Motorcycle experience 
an asset. Great Fishing. Call 
Dale at Macandale's 250-949- 
139p3) 
DEMONSTRATORS$9.50 hour- 
ly in Safeway. Weekends. Reli- 
able and friendly. Fax resume 
604-535-6443 or phone 604- 
EVERGREEN PUB now hiring. 
PTT cook,' P/T waitress. Apply 
in person at motel office, 5422 
Hwy. 16 W or fax 250-635-0822 
(40ctfn) 
FEMALE KITCHEN helper 
wanted. bring resume to 46606 
Lakelse Avenue for interview. 
FIRST CLASS Janitorial Serv- 
ices has available immediately 
a position for hard working 
person. Experience required, 
able to work eveninas and wee- 
535-7649 (39p3) 
(43p3) L 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
(CTFN) 
RETAIL STORE, SEAPORT'~~IMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
REQUIRED FOR 
ORTHWEST LEADING JEWELLERY 
RETAILER, TERRACE LOCATION 
Must have management experience. 
Must be able to build and maintain a sales 
on performance. Apply to: 
File #221 
Terrace Standard 
32 10 Clinton Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
' team. Good renumeration based 
I. 
0 
*Looking fo; 
.Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
Mon-Fri 1 Oam-4pm 
'or call 638-1 113. 
Skeeno CCRR 
is funded by the Province of B.C. 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Experienced Class One Super 
"B" flat deck long haul drivers 
required. Min. 2 years experi- 
ence, benefits available. Reve- 
nue pay converted to mileage 
rate, usually in excess of .49 lThe quality shows in every move we make!l 
cents a running mile. Cali 250- 
'314-9512 Or 1-800-760-1420. Hall St (Ai  n2\ 
ken&. Drop off resume 2807 
. .-.. -.. , , .-, 
LOOKING FOR Waratah proces- 
sor operator. Contact Richard at 
NORTHERN ESCAPE Heli-ski- 
ing is currently seeking a Red 
Seal Chef for the 2005/2006 
winter. Enthusiasm, good with 
people, enjoy skiing/boarding 
an asset. Please call Matt G3 
250-61 5-31 84 or email resume 
to matt@neheiiski.com (42~3) 
SHAN YAN restaurant is looking 
for PT/R kitchen helper work- 
ing eveing shift. Please send 
your resume to the above restau- 
rant at 4606 Greig Ave., Terrace. 
No phone calls please. (39~3) 
THE CONCRETE Man is look- 
ing to hire an office manager/dis- 
oatcher. Phone Burns Lake 250- 
250-321 -1 453 (42~3) 
Leave message. 
AVERAGE $1.83 MILE with 
own trailer, $1.67 without to run 
longhaul flatdeck USNCAN out 
of BC or Alberta. $3000 Hiring 
Bonus. Tom 1-800-663-0099. 
NlNG required by the Town of 
Smithers. Full details can be 
viewed at "Job Opportunities" 
w-interior-news.com 
DEPUTY CHIEF ADMINISTRA- 
TOR / DIRECTOR OF PIAN- 
, ... . . .,.- .~ ,, , , . ; ,  . 
VISUAL LANDSCAPE INVENTORY 
On behalf of the Ministry of Forests and Range, Kalum Forest 
District, Industrial Forestry Service Ltd. of Prince George 
has undertaken a contract to carry out a Visual Landscape 
Inventory of several water bodies and recreational routes 
within the Terrace and Kitimat areas. 
Any person, interest group or organization wishing to provide 
information regarding recreational and scenic viewscapes 
that are valued by the public within the Upper Copper River, 
Sa!mon Run Creek, Clore River, Upper Kitimat River, Miliget 
Creek Valley, Lakelse Lake and Furlong Beach, and the 
Onion Lake ski trails are encouraged to contact the project 
coordinator. 
This information will be used to help determine the viewing 
condition and viewer rating within the project areas and will 
be documented in the final report. 
Please provide detailed information (regarding viewpoint 
locations, type of recreational use, amount of use and the 
user expectation and concerns in writinq, by November 1 Olh, 
2005 to: 
Kalum Wsual Landscape Inventory 
'70 Industrial Forestry Service Ltd. 
1595 Fifth Avenue 
Prince George, British Columbia, V2L 3L9 
Attention: Tim Giesbrecht, ATE 
LEARN Film and Acting Busi- 
ness Fast. 100's of grads work- 
ing. Help with financing. Next 
course January 23. victoria Mo- 
tion Picture School 1-888-522- 
3456, promotions@vicfilm.com 
Call now! 
I" 3111 Elakeburn, Terrace 
163 635-2728 
Container or van service! 
vi& stop is looking 
for a mature, reliable 
individual for a part4me 
position. Basic computer 
skills, and some retail 
experience required. 
be able to work weekends c; 
and evenings. Please apply in 
person with resume along with 
two references at 
#140-4741 Lakelse Ave. 
/Sheena Mallj. 
No phone calls please. 
698-7953 (42~3) 
THE CONCRETE man is look- Computer 
skills for home 
and work. 
NOV 1-10 $1 69 (limited remlning) NOV 22-Dec 1 $1 69 
Tuellhu 6:30-9:30pm Nov 14-23 
MonlWed 630-9:30pm 
A First Look at 
Tuemu 6:3D9:30pm Access Lever 
$169 Tue/Thu 63G930pm 
Excel Level 3 
NOV 23Dec 2 $169 
Wed/Frl 63@9:30pm 
Simply Accounting 
Level 1 
NOv 1-10 $184 Computers 
Tuellhu 6:309:30pm N~~ 15-17 $100 
PowerPoint level 1 Nov 29-Dec 8 $ 169 
ing to hire an off ice manager/dis- 
patcher. Phone 250-692-3324 
Burns Lake (41 p3) 
WANTED CHILDCARE in OU; 
home for one year old starting 
December. Must have driver's 
licence and references. Please 
call 250-635-1 845 (43~3) TERRACE 
CAMPUS J 
$100 Aid for Tuemu 6:309:30pm Ern: 6:3G930pm IVVV lad4 J IW 
Nov 14-16 or 
Dec 57 $100 
MonNed 6:3@9:30pm CLEANER 
FOR MEDICAL CLINIC 
Part time, hours flexible. 
Must be bondable with updated criminal 
records check. 
Fax resume to 638-6360 
CARPENTRY - Nass Valley 
Auxiliary lnsfructor 
Duties: The successful applicant will instruct Entry Level 
Carpentry in the Nass Valley. 
Qualifications: The successful candidate will have a 
minimum of grade 12 and Inter-provincial qualifications in 
carpentry; minimum of 5 years experience as a Journeyman 
Carpenter with varied field experience and minimum 5 years 
experience in a supervisory capacity, either as Foreman or 
Superintendent. Applicants must have strong organizational, 
interpersonal and communication (written & oral) skills and 
experience working with adults in an educational setting. 
A demonstrated abili to work efficiently and accurately as 
centered environment i s  essential. Safe s op practices and 
are required. The preferred candidate will i!, ave CAD, a degree mail) intermediate computer skills (word processin 
in a related discipline combined with a BC Teacher's 
Certificate or the Provincial Instructor Diploma. 
Closing Date: Friday, November 18, 2005. 
Only those selected for interviews will be contacted. 
Respond in confidence by submitting a current resume and 
copy of supporting credential documents to: 
R part of a team as we1 r as the capacity to rovide a learner- 
We are looking for a mature, 
bondable Santa to fill Santa's 
Chair at the Skeena Mall during 
the holiday season. Apply in 
person with resume to: 
A Administration 
Reasonable Rates 
q b  Skeema Mall, Skeena 400-4741 lakelse Ave., No phone 
M.A.L.L Terrace, B.C. calls please. with 
AVON 
To sell or buy call the 
District Manager 250-638-7969 
llrlVll~.nl!0ll. cn 
Learn How To 'Make Hand 
Made Cards For Christmas... 
Call Me Today! % J&d&&&&#*;. 
Employment Opportunity 
Applications are being accepted for a part-time/full-time h m@@ ) fi ELLIE HlGGlNSON 
4% ARCI, Mus, Artist ' &&&!@@) e 25H1548 higginson@yahoomn 
R \  - 
Enjoy voice, piano, 
or heory lessons catered 
to each sdent. 
AGENT/WENTAL CLERK 
Responsibilities include renting vehicles, off ice duties 
and washing and cleaning cars and trucks. Applicants 
must be able to work evenings and weekends. Interested 
candidates are to bring their resumes into 4542 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
All amlicants must have a valid driver's license. 
FURNACES AIR DUCTS CHIMNEYS 
SEPTICS SEWER BACKUPS ELEC. EEL. 
AND MUCH MORE... 
Phone: 63fS~I 132 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 26,2005 - B11 \ 
Vandenberg Hay Farms Ltd. 
Nobleford, Alberta. Buying, sell- 
ing and trucking all sizes and 
types of hay and straw. Office 
Kent 403-330-7853, Harry 403- 
www.vanden berhav.ca 
403-824-301 0, 877-824-301 0, 
382-1 082, 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 6 plex/ 
apartments available. Spacious, 
clean and bright with secured 
entrance, paved parking, F/S. 
W/D and blinds. One bedroom, 
$475/mo. Two bedrooms $575/ 
mo (with gas fireplace) N/p, n/s 
250-635-1 622 or 250-635-2250 
to view. References a must 
1800 SQ FT. townhouses, 3 
bedroom, n/g and electric heat, 
excellent condition, beside 
schools and hospital. Available 
December 1st $650/month. 
MODERN LARGE 2 bedroom 
townhouse with huge closets, 
small office computer area, 
gourmet kitchen with lots of 
cupboard and counter space, 2 
bathrooms, 3 appliances, wash- 
er dryer hookup, full crawlspace 
storage, fence, quiet tenants, 
very clean and efficient to heat. 
1530 (42~3) 
RECEIVE REFUND IN CASH on 
half of your first two months rent 
at Terrace Manor Apartments, 3 
bedroom townhouses,close to 
downtown and schools,f/s,w/d, 
or w/d hookups and free cable 
t.v. Rent from $495 per month. 
4514 Scott Ave., Terrace 250- 
250-635-9467 (43~3) 
$690. 250-638-0661, 250-61 5- 
635-4980 (4283) 
7,200 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse Kenney & Pohle Ave 
(or 4 modules of 1,800 sq. ft.) 
998 sq. ft. Off ice/Sales 5008 Pohle Ave 
1,735 sq. ft. SaleshVarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5,000 sq. ft. Retail Space 481 8 Hwy. 16 West 
951 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Pohle Ave 
900 sq. ft. Office Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
(Ground Level Store front Downtown) 
--. 
(49CTFN) 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 2 bed- 
HORSE & Tack auction Sunday 
November 6th, 11:30 a.m., 4071 
McLean Road, Quesnel. Alrea- 
dy consigned: 2 bob sleighs. 
Please consign early. Phone 
B.C. Auctions 250-992-2459 
4 bedrooms with room for more. 
EIEW laminate floorin deck 
hot water tank, dishwasker and 
front fence. 5 appliances ireen- 
house, shed, carporlfgorage 
Fruit trees. Quiet neighbourhood: 
3976 Walker St. Call to view: 
638-1261 
$87,900 
This 1 1/2 stor house wifh full 
basement is Der Y ect for a family. 
room apartment. WS, W/D, gas 
fireplace + blinds: Secured en- 
trance w/ parking. $575 month- 
ly. N/P and N/S. Call 635-1622 
or 635-2250. (8C) 
ONE AND two bedroom in 
rural location, 5 minutes drive 
from downtown. Pets welcome. 
$275 and $375 250-615-7385 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, lami- 
nate floors, laundry facilities, 
on site management. No pets 
please. Available immediately. 
250-61 5-0280 (40ctfn) 
ONE. TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $350, $450, 
$550 Heat and hot water lnclud- 
ed. Newly renovated. Security 
on premises. >Please call 250- 
61 5-0345 or 250-635-6428 
(32C.TFN) 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE 
In their late 50's need 1-2 bed- 
room furnished apartment for 
Nov and Dec location close to 
mall in Terrace. Non-smokers, 
no pets. Nova Scotia cell phone 
902-928-8656 e-mail emiand- 
bilI@hotmail.com 
TWO AND a half bedroom apart- 
ments. 4623 Haugland,full kitch- 
en and livingroom. Recently ren- 
ovated, electric heat. $600/mo. 
plus $300 deposit. Available 
immediately. Call (250)638-1348 
Maria or (250) 635-5800 Tony. 
(50CTFN) 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
Available immediately. Security 
entrance, rec facilities. No pets, 
no smoking. $525 mo + securi- 
ty deposit. References required. 
Call 250-635-6824 140P3) 
143p3) 
2005Po'aris RMK 800 Demo I 
PUG PUPPIES for sale. Ready 
to go with 1st shots and papers 
in 3 inore weeks. Serious inqui- 
ries only. Phone 250-631 -1 01 2 
or 250-615-101 1 (42~3) 
PUREBRED COCKER spaniel 
puppies ready to go October 
15. Vet checked, first shots, 
dew claws and tails docked. 
$300 each. Call 250-639-2239 
(4 1 p3) 
PIES. 2 males, 1 female $450 
each. 250-846-5186. Ready to 
30 October 23, 2005. (43~3) 
YORKIEBHIHTZU pupples. 4 
males $450 each. Phone 250- 
YORKIE/POMERANIAN PUP- 
846-51 86 (43D3) 
SEASONS IN THE OKANA- 
GAN - UPDATE The Seasons 
community entrance and bou- 
levard has been landscaped by 
TOWNHOMES Deborah's landscaping team. 
Welcome John and Carolyn, 
enjoy that lake view1 The foun- 
dations are now poured for the 
SEASONS CLUB, Call now to 
arrange your personal tour. 1- 
tacutar panoramic Lake Okana- 
gan views from every residence. 
Master planned community in 18 HP Yard tractor with 54 Inch 
Vernon, BC featuring $2.5~1 snow blower, 3 blade mower 
SEASONS IN THE OKANAGAN 
SEASONS CLUB, spa, pool & attachment never used. Asking 
fitness onsite. Close to all OK $3,500 060. Call 2x1-635-3160 
activities. Adjacent to beach- ~ 3 ~ 3 )  P 
child and clean cat looking for Vernon.com snowblower 6 ft blade, 6 fl. ing at $395,000. www.Seasons- 
two or three bedroom house in broom, runway dryer. 1,300 hrs. call us 1-800-916-5188, 
Like new. 250-262-1377 (42~3) Horseshoe. References avail- 
able. Please call 250-638-8905 YEAR Old 2i240 ft, 2 acres, 5 bedrooms, 3 bath- PAR bull board GC $375; 
after 5 om. 14003) 30" rooms (second kitchen, second 372 Husky 
living can be for a private bar and chain $350; Holland . 
suite with own entrance) car fifth wheel c/w centre pin slid- 
WHITE SA1 1 
From ' 9 9 / m  (non.mnovahd) 
Al units ore 3 levels whrnt. 
I n a i t e  Ioundry ovoilable, moll pel ok. 
2 bedrood3 bedroom w/2 bath 
from $425/m (discounts ovoiloble) 
800-91 6-51 88. I I Call Larry @ 250 632.441 1 RESORT COMMUNITY. Spec- 
QUIETNON-PARTYING profes- 
sional couple with school-aged park. RV & boat storage* JCB TRACTOR 4 WD. 100 Inch 
garage, central vacuum, NG, 
includes F/S, W/D, DW, fully 
fenced, fenced dog pen, stor- 
bbq shelter. $21 0,000 250-638- 
er and vulcan Scale Pads $800; 
NTC Cumminsengine parts $25 
and UP; 20' ilXert for Pole trail- 
$450; 88 Western star rad $150, age shed, landscaped, firepit, 
er reach $300; Peerless bolster 
88 Western star cab $1 00. 250- 
2005 Harbercraft 
$28,999.00 
18' Jet Boat Demo Model 
AVAILABLE OCT 1ST Large 2 
bedroom on acreage, W/D, FIS, 
FURNISHED TWO bedroom utilities & satellit viewing lnclud- 
basement suite. cable, all util- ed* smokers preferred* pets 
ities, A car a must. Five min- negotiable. $700. month 250- 
Utes to town, Hwy 16 W. $550/ 639-8508 weekdays* after & 
mo References, damage depos- weekends 250-638-6291 (40p31 
it. Available immediately. Call LARGE 3 bedroom, 2 bath 
250-635-3772 (42P3) home, shop & storage bldg, 
1.7 acre fenced yard, riverfront 
$765/mo. References reqiuired. 
2000 SQ.FT. OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
250-635-9025 or 250-923-0201 
LARGE 4 bedroom home, 2 
bath, carport, large view lot near 
Uplands, references required. 
$9OO/month 250-635-761 9 or 
SMALL 2-3 bedroom house at 
461 0 Scott. Electric heat. $450. 
Good references required. 250- 
638-8639 (42~3) WHISPER RIDGE 
SMALLER 2 bedroom house in 
the Horseshoe, F/S, W/D, call 
250-61 5-7363 after 6 om or wee- 
(43p3) 
250-635-6488 (42~2) 
PHASE II NOW SELLING 
AVAl LABLE 
13 Okanagan-Thompson 
CHBA Gold & Silver Awards 
for this project. Beautfully 
treed and valley views, 1-3 
acre homesites. All services un- 
derground. Paved roads. 160 
acre private park. (The 
Ranchlands) 8 miles to 
Vernon and 40 minutes to 
Silver Star Mountain. 
Homesites from 
www.whisperridge.com 
- CIRCULAR, SAWMILLS, kilns, Hutcheson Lake waterfront 
acreages. 2 parcels available down. Balance at 3.7% 250- the log smaller home milling operation. machines* New and for
- 75 acres @ $259,900 & 80 acr- 635-5051 (39~3) used. Phone 780-567-2641 LJ 
es @ $279,900. Both have log 
homes and outbuildings, sur- 
rounded by crown land, treed 
and fenced. Recreational par- 
adise 10 minutes from Green 
age 100 Mile Realty. 800-663- 
8426. 
ADVENTURE BAY ' RESORT 
COMMUNITY. Exceptional 
view lots on Lake Okanagan 
in Vernon, BC. Private beach/ 
docklpathways through pre- 
served open space. Custom 
homesencouraqed. Architectur- 
18 HOMESITES 
$1 15,0O0-$160,400. , 
250-545-5472, 
1-800-493-61 33. 
w:l?lMlE m s ~;rc>l~PlEl?s; 
2635.aTIPE Lake. Call Wayne at Royal Lep- I- 
4 Yamaha Grizzly I 3 
i OFFICE & RETAIL SPACE , 4644 Lazelle Avenue 
524 fi2 w . reception & 3 o ices 
600 h2. reception L 2 off ices 8, slaff room 
1000 h2 - will devide space to suit 
SECOND FLOOR 
256 h2 - one office 
956 h2- one big office & 3 offices 
250415-7543 or 6353475 
CLEAN, QUIET adult oriented 
condo in Woodgreens Condo- 
miniums, Terrace. N/G, F/P oak 
kitchen, cab, ceramic tile and 
carpeting. Appliances incl. Laun- 
dry facilities and covered patio. 
Available immediatelv. $625/mo. 
600ATVw/Winch I 
$4,999.00 I 1 
kends. (42~3) Y-. 
THREE BEDROOM house in TWO BEDROOM ground level 
apartment on Pine Ave. Close to 
schools & bus stop. Available im- 
mediately. No pets. Reference 
required. 250-635-3583 (40~3) 
0089 (41 p3) 
ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE. Horseshoe. Fenced yard, four 
appliances, fireplace. Small 
pets okay. Available September 
1 st. $650/mo. Call 250-635- 
6352 (31 P3) 
UPPER LEVEL of 3 bedroom 
home or 2 bedroom basement 
suite. F/S, N/S, N/P, laundry 
hookup, garage. South side. 
250-635-5081 139D31 
'Cozy 3 bedrroom rancher. 
Wood, electric and gas heat 
available. Large lot, carport, 998 
or 250-638-2002 (43~3) 
OLDER 2 bedroom home at 
4735 McConnell owner moved 
$55,000 firm. Large lot, call 
sq. ft. $82,500. 250-638-8748 
250-635-7583 0T604-543-3696 
Yamaha i 
40/30 Jet 
$2,500.00 
Wanted: Hemlock sawlogs, all 
sizes. Call Darrell Trouton at 
Microline Veneer and Forest Pro- 
ducts Corp. Phone (250) 804- 
4994. 
'PARK CLINTON' 
MANOR APTS. 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 
apts. Bachelor units, one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained apts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
L 6157543 or 6353475 
632-6726. (tfn) 
NICE 3 bedroom Condo. 4 ap- . . ,  
pliances. no dogs. Good refer- 
ences required. $600/mo. 638- 
8639 (43P3) FURNISHED BEDROOM for 
evenings. (41 p3) 
UP/DOWN DUPLEX $1 0.000 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
j 
1 
i 
i 
FOR SALE. Like new, 3 bed- 
room mobile home. New floor- 
ing throughout, fresh modern co- 
lours, F/S, W/D, NG heat, space 
for built in dishwasher. Peaked 
roof covers.addition as well as 
*mobile ',and deck. Chimney for? 
wood stove.'ln quiet park which 
allows pets. $24,000. 250-65- 
2946 (41 p3) 
FL ST. JAMES Deregistered 
mobile 14x70 w/l2x50 addition. 
2 BEDROOM Duplex, clean i422p3) 
quiet. F/D, WID, References re- 
quired. No pets. 1 bedroom du- 
olex F/S. close to downtown. 12 x 68 Mobile home. 2 bed- 
k h w d  Apartments * 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
Clean And Quiet 
Laundry Facility 
Close To Swimming Pool a Town 
References Required. 
Available Immediotely 
Small Pets Welcome 
6355653 or 615.9665 
AFTER 5 P.M. 
- 1  
1997 YAMAHA 700 Mountain 
Max, roller rooster clutches, 
triple pipe, only 2,400 km's, 
$4,000 060. Also 8x10 snow- 
mobile trailer w/tilt deck, heavy 
duty, all-new bearings, alumi- 
num snow guard $1,000 250- 
635-2413 (43~3) 
bhone 250-635-3796 (43 3 room, 5 appliances, now roof, 
3 BEDROOM :I,,, new paint, mini-blinds through- 
ed. $750/month plus damage 8934 (42p3) 
deposit. 250-635-0554. Leave 2 i? 3 bedroom mobile home. 
message.@3 3 N/G heat, 4 appliances $400/ 
1998 (42~3) includes nat. gas heat, stove, 
fridge, washeddryer. No smok- 2 BEDROOM trailer on private 
ing or parties. References and lot 3755 Muller. F/S, WID, $4001 
deposit required. $700 250- month. Available immediatelv. 
LARGE 3 bedroom duplex 
in Thornheights, huge deck, Sunny Hill Trailer court. Refer- 
hardwood floors, fenced yard, ences required.Washer/dryer, 
carport, F/S, W/D. $750 + utili- heat included. $600/month 
ties.250-635-9157 (43p3 250-638-0438 or 250-635-7025 
UNIT # 1 in 6 plex, 3 be)droom. 142p3) 
W/D, F/S, available immediately, 2.5 BEDROOMS. Large lot in 
also 1 bedroom house, close to Thornhill. Pets welcome, F/S, 
town. 250-61 5-6859 (4 1 ~ 3 )  WID. hat included. available im- 
to downtown. Utilities includ- out. $12,000 060 250-638- 
4 BEDROO: lower duplex, month $200 deposit. 250-635- 
798-9554 (38~3) 
16 IT:Welded alumlnum'.(Mari- 
nex) boat, 'clw 1lIO'~HP maliner 
jet, leg & prop, new top, trailer, 
etc. $10,000 OBO; 6x8 heavy 
duty trailer c/w sides $500 250- 
635-2630 
6 al guidelines. 'r years to build. nearly 1,500 sq. ft. Large private 
AdventureBayVernon.com l- Close to schools. Motivated sell- i 
! 
I Lots starting at $2959000. www. lot, just minutes from the beach. 
er. 250-996-0297 (40p3 
LIKE NEW! 97 2 bedriom s/w 
in Bouldenvood MHI? spacious 
kitchen, big fenced yard, sky- 
lights & more. Local store, bus 
schools and goif nearby. 
view. 250-615-3240 (fin) 
800-504-31 21. 
Industrial, Warehousing, Shops, 
aye. Complete design and build 
services with our own crews. MOVED MUST SELL loxso 
Call today. WXXflETAL mobile home. New skirting, vi- 
STRUCTURE CONCEPTS INC. nyl siding, metal roof, near bus 
Commercial, Hangers,Mini-Stor- Terms available. Call Gord to 
TO11 Free 1-800-979-2993. FaX: 
1-250-71 7-5751. E-mail: 
info@mscsteel.com See our ABLE OFFER (41 3) 
route #6 Timberland 250-635- 
7215 $4,500 ANY REASON- 
REDUCED TO SELL! 14' X 
70' 3 bdrm trailer on large lot in 
quiet park. 12' x 24' addition, 5 
appliances, nlg heat, v/g condi- 
tion. Moving must sell. $20,000 
obo. For appointment to view . 
call 250-635-9609 (42~3) I (6) 2 Bedroom suites, self con- tained units, 314's of an acre, 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
0 Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
250-638-1 733 (42~3) 
2 BEDROOM trailer. 12 x 68. 
mediately. 250-635-3228 (42~3) 
3 BDRM trailer in Thornhill in 
quiet trailer park..ref. req. 250- 
635-501 6 Iv. message 
ENERGY EFFICIENT 2 bed- 
room with jacuzzi, W/D, new 
F/S, new drywall and flooring, 
vinyl siding, with large private 
yard. Minimum six month term 
$450/month or one year term 
$425/month. Also. laraer two 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitch- 
en and bar. Ideal for weddings, 
anniversaries, reunions. Day 
and evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 email kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services available. 
(CTFN) bedroom, updated bathroom, 
windows and doors, six months 
$450/month, one year term 
$425/month. Unfinished but Iive- 
furnished. November 1~1,2005- 
March 317t*2006* 250-638- tub, Novem- 60 with new 
ber-March $475/month. 20 x 60 
shop, November-March, $1251 1733 ( 4 2 ~ 3  
Small home at month, Thornhill area. 250-635- 
Lakelse Lake, waterfront, high- 0063 ( 4 ~ ~ 3 )  
way side, on slte landlord, 
$525/month. available Nov. 1st. RENT2 bedroom trailer On 
er, garage, 14x22. Available Oct 
FOR RENT clean 2 bedroom 
trailer In adult park, F/S. WID, 
NG heat. No pets $6OO/month 
including utilities. Security de- 
posit and ref. required. Available 
NOV. 1st. 250-635-2946 (41~31 
house On 
Lake, Beam Station Road* able, furnished 2 bedroom 14 x 
250-798-2201 evenings or leave lot. Upper Thornhill. Washer, dry- 
Horseshoe. F/S, W/D, DMI, un- 
finished basement, fenced yard, 
carport. Available Nov. 21 $750/ 
month references required. 250- 
638-1 067 (43p3) 
4 BEDROOM 2 bathroom, tar- 
rge sun room, large shop on 
acreage, newly renovated. Ref- 
erences required, non-smokers, 
no indoor pets. $850/month. 
Available Oct. 1. 250-635-21 24 - , -r-, 
(38~3) 
4740 LOEN AVENUE, 3 bed- 
room, 2 112 bathroom,f/s,w/d. 2 BEDROOM Suite for rent 
Downstairs one bedroom suite, close to Walmart. No smoking, 
no pets' $lOOO/month. 250- no pets. To inquire call 250-635- 
3208 (42p3 
available N~~ 01 . N ~ ~  smoker, ite behind Superstore. Suitable 
no pets, references required. To for a single Person only- Utili- 
view call 780-798-2222 (4OP3) ties included in rent, no pets. 
BEAUTIFUL EXECUTIVE style $475/mo. Phone 250-635-2806 
4 bedr. with office home in rural WP3) 
Setting. Large deck, wood gas ONE BEDROOM suite. Avail- 
heat. Dogs. With good ref* No able Nov. lst, kitchen facilities, 
utilities 250-635-5800 or after 5 (42~3) 
W/D, fenced yard, deck, sheds. 
Available November 1st. $600/ TEN MINUTES to downtown 
month. 250-638-7608 (42~3) 
LARGE 3 bedroom 2 bath 2 bedroom. Fridge, Stove, wash- 
home, shop & storage bldg, er, dryer, utilities included. Star 
1.7 acre fenced yard, riverfront Choice available. Available im- 
$765/mO. References required. mediately. To view phone 250- 
635-9025 or 923-0201 (43~3) 635-6141 (42~3) 
635-6596 (40~3) 
full basement $800. per month ONE BEDfloOM furnished su- 4828 bdr baths 
smoking S1 vooo* 250-638-8639 electric heat $200/month plus 
CUTE 2 bedroom house, F/s, 250-638-1348 (42p3) 
centre, clean cozy, quiet, one - 
beautiful view. May trade or 
finance. Only $149,900 250- 
547-7471. I I HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
0 Ample parking 
* Laundry facilities 
0 Close to schools & downtown 
0 On bus route 
0 On site management 
* No pets 
References required 
To view call 
638- 1748 
ONE BEDROOM for gentleman. 
With kitchen facilities. 250-635- 
BACHELOR SUITE for rent. 
Close to town, no pets, working 
person, no partying, available 
immediately. $4OO/month 250- 
638-8874 (41 P3) 
2 BEDROOM basement. Upper 
Thornhill, W/D. $400 plus depos- 
it, 250-635-5992 or 250-631 - 
3206 (42~33) 
2 BEDROOM, available imme- 
daitely. Couple preferred. Close 
to downtown, big back yard, 
separate entrance, no pets, ref. 
req'd. $450 + security deposit. 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom ground 
level and 1 bedroom basement 
suite. Both with washer/dryer, 
gas fire place. Utility included, 
and cablevision. Upper Thorn- 
hill. Available Oct. 1 250-635- 
3756 (40~3) 
250-635-6824 (40~3) 
t 
I .  . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . .  _ .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
nesday, October 26,2005 
aht 'travel trailer 25 1/5 ft. I 
rate bedroom, full bathroom, TWO SETS of four 1 6 ~ 6 5  ~ 1 4  
awning, solar Panel. haded. Blizzak tires on Ford Focus rims. 
Complete with dishes and lawn t - $ 3 5 l ~ t .  Like new; 4 Hankook 
chairs. Like new,$l7,000 250- winter tires 175/65 R14 $200, 
61 5-9485 (42~3) good condition: 2 rims and all 
W K A  CAMPER tri-pod season tires P225/70 Rl15 for 
jacks, hydraulic lift $500 250- Jeep Cherokee, average condi- 
635-3148 or 250-635-3191 tion. 250-638-71 86 (43~3) 
CAMPER FOR sale. Good con- 
ditlon. Ideal for hunting or fish- 
Ing. Reasonable price includes 
1 year paid covered storage, 
First $1,500 takes it. 250-798- 
(39p3) 
1983 FORD Explorer 4 door 
Station wagon, Blue two tone, 
4x4, new brakes, good tires. 
$4200.00 obo 250-638-1185 or 
1- NISSAN ExCab V6 4x4 
5 speed. Very good condition, 
POLARIS INDY RMK 700 Hlgh many new parts, includes winter 
Performance Twin $3900.00 tires, rims. $1 0,900. Call 250- 
Yamaha 700 Mountain SRX 635-9250 evenings and wee- 
$4200.00 250-638-1 185 or 250- kends. (42~3) 
615-6954 143D3) 2002 CHEW trail blazer. ONly 
53,000 km. 4.1 vortex 275hp. 
Full towing package, trans. cool- 
2001 HONDA Accord. 4 door, er, brake controller. $28,000 
130,000 km, silver, new brakes, 080. Call 250-845-2645 (41 p3) 
highway driven. $17,500 OB0 89 JEEP Cherokee 4x4.4.0 litp, 
250-639-0393 Or 250-632-6709 6 cyl., fully loaded, well cared 
(43p3) for, $5,400 OB0 250-635-1624 
Automobile Loans. 
WWW.CARCREDITBC.COM 
Trucks I Vans / Cars I Suv's. 
Turned Down? RatesToo High? 1980 FORD F-350 4 wh& 
Trading In? Instant Money Avail- drive/ no box. $600 250-635- 
From 0%. Complimentary Deliv- 
ery. No Down Payment. Apply 1987 F250 4 wheel drive $1,500- 
Online. Call Anytime. 1-877- Call 250-635-31 48 or 250-635- 
2267 (41 p3) 250-61 5-6954 (43p3) 
Online* Rates Starting 3148 or 250-635-3191 ((39~3) 
, BC TIMBER SALES & NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS Fzi 
INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR awe CEEEN CONTRACT ENOITSKTE-400 
I 1 *-.. .r- I OSMAZDA 84000 4x4 
Extendedcab ' LIEN ACT 
Atten tion: 
Mr. Gary A. 
Denesky 
address unknown 
At a date not less than 
14 days from publica. 
tion of this notice the 
contents of units #5 
and #12 will be sold to 
recover your indebted- 
ness of $808.92. 
Queensway 
Mini Sforage 
2360 Queensway Drive 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3W8 
$375" Sealed Tenders for the construction of 2.846.3 horizontal lineal metres, more Or teS, of finished grade on the Upper White River Main and replacement of thirteen (13) wood box culverts on the Meriadin Main Forest Service Road will be recelved by the Timber Sale Manager, BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area. 1200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 1Lt. up to 9.00 a.m. on November 29, 2005, and Will be 
opened in public at that time. 
A mandatory Information Meeting will be held on November 14. 2005 81 830 a.m. 
at the BC Timber Sales Office at the above address. Viewing of thle SI10 prior to 
submitting a bid is not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submltted In accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender WIII not 
necessarily be accepted. Contract Award 1s subject to funding being available at 
the time 
The anticipated commencement date for construction is June 1,2008. 
Bidders are required to submit a $5,000.00 bid bond or cnsh deposit. This Wlll be 
refundad to the unsuccessful bidders. In additlon. lhe cuccesriful bidder must SUpflY 
il performance bond 01 50% of the tendered price, or a carh security of 10% In a form 
acceptable to the Province. 
This solibitation Is subject to Chapter 5 of the Agreement on internal Trade. 
Packages are available from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above 
address. An electronic vorziion of this notice and particulars package is available on 
BC Bid. Further informatlon may be obtained by contactlng Brian Bailey, Engineering 
Techniclan at (250) 638-51 17. 
c 
- 
down payment +applicable taxes 
64 Ford F350 4x4 Diesel 
Lariat whdoonroof, Crew Cab, 45k 
20 64 k, Chev bS Edition 2500 4x4 Crew C a $ g 9 $ 3 4 , 9 9 5  , -+ ' 
t29 Ford F350 4x4 D i e r e l e $ 3 9 , 4 9 5  
XL7; Tiim Level, Crew Cab, 55 km 
t29 Ford F150 'SUPER CREW'' $29,995 
LARIAT, ULTIMATE LOAD, 43 k 
QQ Ford F-150 XL, 4 x 4 m S e b h ! D  
Extended Cab, 4x4, Canopy 
Extended Cab. 4x4 
$43,495 
*, .+ 
95F0rd F-150 $9,995 
BC TIMBER SALES 
TIMBER S M E  LICENCE A43384 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A43384 
is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Terrace Field 
Team. 
NOT~CE ~ ~ T I N G  APPL~CA~ONOFOR @ * CB&% A health 
Closing Date: 
Geographic Location: Brown Bear FSR 
Est imatd Volume: 
This timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using a combination Of cable 
and ground based systems. The use of other systems may be sublect to the ForMt 
and Range Practices Act and its regulations. 
The upset stumpage rate $10.93/rn3 for the competitive VolUme. approKimatdy 
10,373 m3, was determined by the variable cost method and is applicable Only 10 
coniferous green sawlog grades (except interior Grade 3). This timber sale licence 
is fully developed. 
This licence requires the bulidlng of appmxlmately 4.6 kilometres of on-block mads 
and approximately 1,052 kilometres of access road under an associated .Road 
Permit. 
November, 17.2005 d 830 a.m. 
16,334 cubic metres, more or less Tam: 18 months 
Species percant: Balsam 28%, Hemibck 7i%. Spruce 1% I1 
a hdthi diet 51 3-9564 3191 (42~3) 98 SABLE GS. auto. iust'87k. 1997 GMC 3/4 Ton 4x4. Excel- 
$8.600.250-635-5776 i41 p3) lent condition, cruise, autostart, 
1208 (43p3 
2001 FORD F-15OXIT Super- 
crew 4~4.1: 7,000km 5.41. Pow- 
er everything, cruise control, CD 
player, keyless entry, trailer tow 
pkg, 17" wheels, posi trac, bed 
liner and matching canopy. Very 
clean, dealer serviced. $23,500 
c * Bad Credit? 2001 FORD P/U F250 XL 4x4, 
Super duty, extended cab, 4 
door, low mileage, can be seen 
at National Tilden parking lot 
downtown Terrace. $19,000 
OB0 250-635-5800 or 250-638- 
1348 after 5 p.m. 42ctfn 
Auction World Save Big On 
Trucks, Cars, SUV's, Vans, many 
unreserved! Auctions in Kelow- 
A/C, 140k $15,000 250-638- 
' ' * No Credit? OB0 250-635-1 355 (41~3) -' 
A !  @A 
www~DrearnTeamAuto~com 
1-800-961 -7022 
& Volvo 560 ' $26,995 
Auto, Leather, Beautiful Car, Only 25k 
99 Chev Cavalier 2DR Coupe $7,495 
Tenders will be accepted from individuels or corporations registered as a BC tlmber 
sales enterprise in Category 1, 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the Timber 
Sales Manager, Tenace Timber Sales CMce, Skeena Business Area. 200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1. Tenders will be opened in publ!c at 9:30 
a.m. on November 17,2005. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider In their application. Thls 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can 
be obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Ollice by contacting the receptionist at 
(250) 636-5100. Contact Kelly Houlden at (250) 638-5146 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic v m b n  of this notice 6.tendw pkg ir,avail.bk .t 
http://www5.for.gov.bc.c~notlcedlnn.dol Id=PlOO 
. 
- 
, .i .w 2 
5 Spd, AC, CD 
4 Door, Auto, AC, 86k 
9fFord Escort e $ 7 , 4 9 5  ,-...vcy 
96 Tovota Corolla $4,995 No Pmblem! 
''0" Down 0.a.c. 
YOU WQrk, YOU DdVe! 
1 na evew- Saturday 11:OOam 
dDbor,SSpd. ' 
W Ford Explorer XLT 4 x d e $ 2 5 , 9 9 5  - >&I. 
V6.34k. 7 Pass. &* CITY OF TERRACE , .  
t29 Subaru Outback e ,".T $22,495 
5 Spd, Fully Loaded 
0s Mazda lkibute LX es@,wB 
Loaded, Sunroof, Tow Pkg. 
0s Subaru Forester A W D e $ ? , I  I . .  ,495 
4C,<Auto, P/W/L, ,66k , 
7 Pass., 6 Cyl., A/C, Cruise, 75k 
Auto, Heated Seats, Loaded 
r7l Subaru Outback 
dl Mazda lkibute LX A W D e $ 1 8 , 9 9 5  .*.a+-+ 
V6, AC, CD, Cruise 
Auto, AC, Cruise, 86k 
XLT 
O f  Nlazcia MPV DX e * 1 6 , 3 9 5  
d t  Subaru Forester L *I 8,995 
96 Ford Explorer $7,995 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION 
DlSPOS AL OF LAND 
TAKE NOTICE THAT, in accordance with the Community 
Charter, the Council ohthe,City of Terruce intends to leas? the 
'. 9' 
To lease to the Terrace Nisga'a Society for a 3-year term, a 
997.5 square foot portion of ihe George Little House bui!ding 
(legally described as Parcel A, DL 361, Range 5, Coast District, 
Pian 4 18 12, and more particularly known and described as 3 100 
Kalum Street in the City of Terrace, Province of British Columbia), 
for the purpose of a carving studio For a monthly amount in 2005 
of Eight Hundred Dollars ($800), and in 2006 of Nine Hundred 
Dollars ($900). For the remainder OF the term, the lease fee will 
increase by an amount equal to the annual inflation as measured 
by the Consumer Price index. 
THIS NOTiCE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WiTH SECTION 
26 OF THE COMMUNITY C H W ,  AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
Denise Fisher 
Coroorate Administrator 
following lands: ' . ' r " A . ,  " . I' 1 , I ^  ('IPIWiIL lllluulllll 
E 6 3  5 =TIPS 
5TH WHEEL Tri-axle, 20 ft. 
deck trailer.'' Electric brakes, 0 5 . 
.heavy duty. $800 250-635-3148 
or 250-635-31 91 (39~3) 
2 3, I ( > I ~ I ~ ~ l ? ~ ~  
t- 
. 
Highway 16E. Terrace 0 DL#7041 
ASTONISHING 1 2006 CIVIC SEDAN. NEW POWER. NEW GLORY. I 
TOTALLY Alrsadv Canada's best-sellino car."the 2006 Civic UDS the ante in so manv wavs. 140h~ SAE'i-VIEC' Enaine mlh ovdr 20% more 
. - .. J.Y., 
i Year .............. .....$ SS.98 (+ $3.57 GST) 
(SENIORS) 
(Outside P Year of pro*) ~llI......I....~ll.$6Sl~7 (+ $4.56 GST) 
USA and Europe .....$ lSS.91 (per 6 mo.) 
(+ $10.98 GST) 
I nu I I I m rn I I I I m I I I I I m E, 
3210 CMOn SW Tm, B,C, V8G 512 (250) 6387283 Fax (250) 6388432 
Keep on top of all the news and views 
that are important to the northwest 
with the paper, that leads the way in 
Quality Mews Coverage 
~ I ~ I I ~ I I I P I I ~ ~ I ~ ~ I I  
0 Yes, I would like to receive the 
Terrace Standard every week. 
2006 CIVIC COUPE. RElRlVEAlTED TO THE W'" DEGREE. 
RE-EVERYTHINGEO I One of Canada's mast highly-anticipated 2w6 models. 140hp SAE'i-VTEC* Engine with aver 20% more horsepower than last H E W  STANDARD B 
I 
I 
I 
Enclosed is $- (GST included) for a one year swbscn'ption. I 
Name P 
Address 
3210 CRlm SL T r m ,  B.C. W 5RZ Us01 638.7283 
F a  llsoI63W432 
32ao 
Clinton Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 5R2 
4534 Ke i th  Ave. SerracegIHonda (2501638-81 71 
I 
e Town Postal Code 
Phone I 
i 
I 
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< 
0 r i " 'I E Equine line THE 4-H drill team performed at the Thornhill Community Grounds prior to the groundbreaking for the Skeena Valley Exhibition Arena earlier this month. Once the arena is built, the team and other riders will be able to compete and hold events year round. ~ MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
-_ 
.community 1 B Classifkds To place your Community Classified call this newspaper or toll free 1-866-669-9222 classif ieds8bccommunitynews.com www.communityclassif ieds.ca 
//REACH 2.5 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $360 OR 11 MILLION READER'S ~JATION-WIDE FOR $i,nz 
~ 
--__I_ 
- 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BUSINESS SERVICES 
CLASSlFiED ADS. WORK - WORK FROM HOME on your 
you're reading them nowl Place computer. Full or part time. 
a 25-word classified in 105 BC & No experience required. Start 
Yukon newspapers for only $360. today. Visit our website now. 
Cail this newspaper for details, www . M yH om e PC Jo b .co m. 
m PERSONALS FOR SALE MISC. - 
EVERYONE'S APPROVED7 Get 
a loaded MDG computer with an 
Intel P4 3Ghz starting from 99 
centslday. Includes everything 
you need: 512MB RAM, free 
printer/scanner/copier, 17" thin 
LCD monitor, Windows XP 
(*Call for details/conditions). 
TgIEree 1-800-236-2504. 
- 
patented waste'oil furnaces, 
boilers. C-UL. Designed for 
Canadian winters. Leasing 
avallable. Call Inove-Ontario 
i n o v 8 @ s y-mj a t i c 0 .  c a. 
NEED A COMPUTER? Don't 
have cash? 100% financed1 
Poor credit accepted1 Fast 
delivery1 Money-back guarantee1 
Free digital Camcorder1 (100 
available). Call now toll-free 
www.canadiancomputeffinancing. 
corn. 
AT LAST1 An iron filter that 
works. IronEaterl Fully patented 
Canada/U.S.A. Removes 
iron, hardness, sulfur, smeii, 
manganese from well water. 
Since 1957. Phone 1-800-BIG 
IRON; www.bigirondrilling.com. 
HELP WANTED 
DISCOVER THE, ART OF 
GIVING. Become a Jolica Gift 
Consultant today and sell 
jewelry & accessories handmade 
by artisans around the world 
to generate your own Income. 
Visit www.jolica.com; email 
,In f o-@_j,o I i c  a. co-m . 
ELECTRICIANS - Generator & 
DC experience an asset. 
Millwrights & industrial mechanics - transmission, hydraulics & 
transmission experience for 
South America & overseas. Start 
$370 US/day, 5 weeks on, 5 off. 
All expenses paid. Resumes: 
N.D.I.L. - #9, 3151 Lakeshore 
Rd., Ste 225, Kolowna, BC, 
DIRECT DISPOSAL, a Sunshine 
Coast garbage company, 
requires a heavy duty licensed 
mechanic with fleet maintenance 
experience to manage and 
maintain our fleet of equipment. 
Fax resume to 604-865-6669, 
OLYMEL, Red Deer, Alberta's 
largest employer is now hiring 
food processing workers. Starting 
salary $1 0.55/hr plus premiums 
and earn as much as $17.45/hr; 
extended health & dental after 
3 months; free bus service within 
the city: no experience required. 
Please send your resume to: 
OLYMEL Human Resources 
7550 - 40th Avenue, Red Deer, 
Alberta T4N 6R7. Fax: (403) 
309-7547, apply@oiymel.com, 
7 0 5 - 4 4 8 - 9 5 6 4  
-c___ 
1 - 8 6 6 - 8 4 1 - 7 6 6 9 .  
vrw2ss.--- 
www.olymel.com. -- 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY- 
Established Vancouver real 
estate company offering secured 
mortgage investment yielding 
12% interest - 5-year term - $10K 
minimum. Limited opportunity. 
www.cambiehostels.com/investors. 
12% INEREST - PAID MONTHLY. 
Rob 604-562-1  335.  
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIANS 
needed at rural Alberta Ford 
dealership1 Brand new facility, 
u p  t o  $10,000 s i g n i n g  
bonus/relocation fee, up to 
$32.50/fIat rate hour, choice of 
daylnight shift, benefits 
package, extensive training. 
Ford -experience an asset 
but not required. Apprentices 
and journeyman. Ernail: 
cwelsh@ducharmemotors.com 
or call C o r y m  780-826-3278. 
2ND YEAR, 3RD YEAR, 
Journeyman Welders required 
for oiifield fabrication shop, 
Nisku, Alberta. Journeyman shop 
rate $25/hour. Fax 780-955-0282. 
Phone 780-955-0280. Ask for 
.- J e w .  
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Lowest hook-up from $22.36. 
Fantastic monthly rates. 
Get reconnected with Easy 
Reconnect. We've been saving 
customers money for years. 
Ca l l  1-877-446-5877. 
JOURNEYMAN TECHNICIAN 
r e q u i r e d  i m m e d i a t e l y .  
Competitive wage, benefits, 
family atmosphere. Cam Clark 
Ford, Olds, 403-556-3301. 
Fax 403-556-3585. Attention: 
NEED A PHONE? Only $24.95 
for your ftrst month1 Superior 
service, no gimmicks. Lowest 
monthly rates guaranteedl Phone 
Factory Reconnect - Where 
talk is cheap. 1-877-336-2274; 
FULL-TIME BAKER required at 
Sobeys in Olds, Alberta. 40 hours 
per week, Benefit package. 
Fax resume to 1-403-556-8652 
or call 403-556-31 13. - 
ESTATE SALES 
CASH BUYER of inventory. We 
purchase salvage, surplus, end of 
line and total estates. immediate 
cash available - we make quick 
decisions. No deal too big1 
Dave 1-776-549-6120. 
___ -_c_- 
S&Cice!*9?r,---..--- 
~~w~P-hone!a.c_tp_~~.ca L.- - - 
___________-----I 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
DEBT STRESS? End the worry. 
Avoid bankruptcy. Reduce 
payments by 30-40% & 
consolidate into one. End those 
phone calls & achieve peace of 
mind1 Contact us online: 
www.mydebtso1ution.com or 
toll-free 1 - 8 7 7 - 5 5 6 - 3 5 O L  
FOR SALE MISC. - 
SAWMILLS from $3,495.00- 
LumberMate-2000 & LumberLite- 
24. Norwood industries also 
manufactures utility ATV 
attachments, log skidders. board 
edgers and forestry equipment. 
www.norwoodindustries.com - 
free information: 1-800-566-6899 
Ext.400OT. I 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Get yours 
cleared. For travel to USA, career 
advancement, and your peace 
of mind. Free assessments. 
Call Jennifer at the National 
Pardon Centre: 514-842-241 1. 
w w w . n a t i o n a lp a r d o n . o rg, 
LIFEMATES the relationship 
people. Single? Meet your 
mate, guaranteedl Caii Canada's 
largest a6d leading relationship 
company today at: 1-888- 
54MATES (62837) or Visit US at 
www.lifematescanada.com.. 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW & used 
motorhomes, diesel pushers, 5th 
wheels, trailers, vans, campers. 
Total RV Centre. Special RV 
financing. Since 1984. Voyager 
RV - Hwy 97, Winfield, 5C. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 8 - 1 4 4 z .  
w w w . v o ~ a q e r R V . c a  
SERVICES __ 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Canadian 
pardon seals record. US. .waiver 
permits legal American entry. 
Why risk employment, licensing, 
travel, arrest, deportation, 
property confiscation? Canadian - 
U.S. Immigration specialists. 
- 
1-800-347-2540. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS selling for 
balance owed with Canada 
stamped drawings. Call now, only 
3 left. (866)77-UNION (86466) 
for size'and p-, ask for Andy, 
STEEL BUILDINGS: factory 
direct - blowout saiel Whlle 
supplies last. 25x24, $3,780; 
30x50, $7,475; 40x60, $9,362; 
50x100, $15,612. Call nowl 
Toll-free 1(877)728-4807. 
BUILDING SALE1 "Last chancel" 
20x26 now $4235. 25x30 $5800. 
30x40 $9250. 40x60 $14,999. 
Many others. Meets high snow 
and wind. One end Included. 
Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. 
TRUCKS 
C R E D  I T Q U  E E N  S . C O M .  
Automotive financing. New & 
used Dodge, Ford, GM, import 
vehicles! Industry's lowest rates, 
same day approval. Call Joanne 
now at 1-866-632-0156 or go to 
www.creditqueens.com. 
- 
VACATION SPOTS 
GULF ISLANDS GETAWAY. 
Rooms and cabins at beautiful 
west coast waterfront retreat. 
Private, exclusive, and tranquil. 
Daily and weekly rates with most 
rooms starting at $100 per night 
(double occupancy). Family 
accommodation / rates available. 
Convenient ferry access. Cali 
Clam Bay Farm, 1-250-6296313. 
www.clambay.com. 
Lake. Timeshare unlts for sale 
starting at $400.00 per week. 
info@stivesresortonshuswap.m~. 
ST. IVES RESORT on Shuswap 
1 - 2 5 0 - 9 5 5 - 2 5 2 5 ,  
Code: Al. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
LOOKING FOR a new career? 
Live & worktin the Tropics - 
-worldwide' job placement .-' 
student financing available. 
www.prodivetraining.com or 
1-866-861 -1 848. Institute of 
Professional Diver Training, 
JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER / 
MANAGER wanted. Seeking 
motivated, dependable, organized, 
career-minded, full-time journeyman 
to assume managementlplumbing 
duties in Whlstler/Pemberton, BC. 
Come enjoy all outdoor activities 
in the most beautiful place 
on earth! Fax resume to 
(604 )  894 -5143 .  - 
CAREER TRAINING 
YOUR LIFE STARTS HERE1 
Jump start your career with CDI 
College & graduate in months - 
not years! Business, Technology, 
Health Care & much more. We 
have locations throughout 
Canada & classes are starting all 
the time1 Call today toll-free 
or  phone 1-866-669-9222. 
yEcommunity&ssifieds.ca 
AUTOMOTIVE 
G U A R A N T E E D  , C R E D I T  
-approvals-- trucks; crew cabs, 
chassis, cubes;*" diese/s, 
4x4s, SUVs, sportslimports, 
trades. Save thousands, 
delivery anywhere in BC, 
www.carbuy.ca. Tol l - f ree 
_-___---__ 
__- 1-877-855-9499; 604-897-7797. 
AUTO FINANCING 
BAD CREDIT? NO CREDIT? 
Bankruptcy? No problem. You 
work - you drive. Apply online 
www.dreamcatcher-Joans.com 
or call toll-free 1-800-648-8418. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
FLOORiNG WHOLESALER 
needs cash flow. Laminate 
$.49/sq.ft; 12ml laminate 
$1.99/sq.ft; ,laminate tile from 
$.99/sq.ft; 3 114" oak, maple 
or bamboo pre-fin $3.99/sq.ft: 
3 1/4" japanese cherry pre-fin 
$4.75/sq.f t .  Tons  m o r e l  
!.j 
1-800-631-3342. I- 
- BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 1-800-561-131 7. 
- 
OWN YOUR OWN STORE - 
Country Depot, Truevalue 
Hardware, V&S department store 
dealerships available. New & 
existing locations. No franchlse 
fees - receive yearly dividends. 
Call TruServ Canada today - 
1 ~ 8 0 0 ~ 6 6 5 ~ ~ 8 S - w - ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ a ~  
NEED-A-PHONE Inc. $1 9.95/first 
month. Reconnoction with no 
credit check, no one refused. 
DESPITE PLAYING their best, the peewee reps couldn't 
keep up and lost two games at home against Kitimat 
\O~t.,7~atld 8. Here a Terr,ace, play,er.,moves quickly off 
ithe faceoff and passes the puck between his oppo- 
: nent's legs. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
:Peewees get 
iwallopped 
:THE PEEWEE reps kicked 
:off their season with two 
; spectacular home losses Oct. 
.7 and 8. 
Kitimat bombed Terrace 
17-0 and 9-1. 
"They spanked us, but 
we were missing four of our 
better players," said coach 
Don Leblond. 
However, the team is 
starting to come together. 
"Yeah, in leaps and 
bounds," he said. "They just 
get better and better." 
For example, despite los- 
ing by a greater margin, the 
team improved in its second 
game, he said. 
Only four pliyers re- 
turned this year. The rest of 
the squad consists of 13 new 
players and eight of those 
are first year. 
The peewees travel to 
Prince Rupert this weekend 
where they should be able to 
make up for their losses. 
"We tied them at the ex- 
hibition game," he said. 
BE AN INTERIOR DECORATOR 
with our home-study course. 
Learn design principles and 
how to start a SUCCeSSfUl 
business. Call 1-800-559-7632 
f o r  a f r e e  b r o c h u r e .  
w W W .  SA e_f f!_e!.ascho-o_!.,ca, 
terraceslandarl,com . - - - CARS NEED A CAR or truck? Good 
credit, bad credit. Want a Visa? 
. - -~ ___---_.---.- 
4 
6 
I 
Check out our she or call 6387283 for adverflolrsg lnformatlon 
www.drlvehomenow.com 
or  8 8 8 - 5 0 1  - 1  148.  
CREDIT COUNSELLORS 
DEBTCONSOUDAmPROGRAM. 
Canada Credit Services helps 
Canadians repay debts: reduce 
or eliminate interest rates, 
regardless of your credit 
situation1 Call 604-734-8158 
o r  1 - 8 6 6 - 6 6 3 - 7 9 6 8  f o r  
con f iden t ia l ,  no -cha rge  
consu l ta t ion .  For  on l ine  
application: www.canadadebt.ca. 
Bonded and licenced by the 
provincial  government. 
__-c__-- 
EDUCATION 
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONISTS 
are in demand. Start your online 
career training today! At-home 
and on-site job placement 
assistance for ail graduates. 
Call now1 1-800-466-1535 
o r  www.canscr ibe.com. 
A NEW CAREER? Train to be 
an ApartmentlCondominium 
Manager. Many jobs1 Job 
placement assistance. Ail 
areas. Government registered 
program. Informationlbrochure: 
www.RMTl.ca. 
604-681 -5456 / 1-800-665-8339. 
Emaii: need-a-phoneQtelus.net. 
Web visit Need-A-Phone.com. 
Fax 1-866-444-7654. 
WORK A'T HOME ONLINE. 
36 people needed immediately. 
Earn a part- or full-time income. 
Apply free online and get started1 
h t t p ://w ww . wf h b c. co m .- 
YOUR DOLLAR STORE WITH 
MORE, Canada's largest 
& fastest growing dollar 
store franchise with over 
180 stores is currently 
offering franchise opportunities. 
Franchise information: toll-free 
www.dollarstore.ca/franchise. 
1 - 8 6 6 - 6 7 3 - 4 9 6 6 ,  
FRANCMISE OPPORTUNITY - 
Liberty Tax Service seeking 
entrepreneurs to be part of 
the fastest growing international 
tax service ever1 Call toil-free 
www.libertytaxcanada.com. 
GREAT CANADIAN DOLLAR 
STORE franchise opportunities. 
More than 130 stores across 
Canada: one of the most thrilling 
and affordable franchises to own. 
www.dollarstores.com. 
1 - 8 7 7 - 9 0 2 - 7 0 6 9 ,  
1 - 8 7 7 - 3 8 8 - 0 1  2 3 ;  
YOU'RE ALREADY STARTING TO 
UNDERSTAND COLITIS. 
Help us understand h w  to 
cure it. All of your donation 
Send your tax deductible 
gift to: B.G. CHILD Founda- 
wv.stivesresortonshuswap.mm 
5 t b 
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